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SECTIONS I, J AND K* 

CRAFTWORK. ECONOMIC VALUE, USE AND MANAGEMENT 

Uyoyikhoth' imbenge yomile (You will lick the grass basket 

when it is dry). 

The imbenge is a small basket made of Hyphaene leaves or grass 

that is used as a food container. If a person is offered 

food and refuses it, or if one is wasteful, the expression 

may be used, meaning that when difficult times come, a person 

will remember his wasteful moments. 
Zulu proverb. (Nyembezi, 1954). 
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COMMERCIAL CRAFTWORK : BALANCING OUT 

HUMAN NEEDS AND RESOURCES 

A B CUNNINGHAM 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study was to assess the quantity of 

indigenous plant material used by a commercial craftwork project 

(1978-1983) initiated to generate income for rural people. 

Leaves and culms were the major source of weaving material 

during this period. Baskets made of the palm Hyphaene 

natalensis leaves accounted for 50.8% of the total amount 

of money paid out to craftworkers and 10.9 metric tons of 

leaf material were used. Grass (Digitaria eriantha) (5.1 

tons) sea grass ( Juncus kraussii ) ( 2. 3 tons) , sedge ( Cyperus 

latifolius (1.2 tons) C.natalensis (0.1 ton) and C.textilis 

(0.02 ton)) leaves and culms and leaf fibre from the exotic 

sisal (Agave sisalana) totalled 3 4 % of the payout to 

craftworkers. Wooden articles, mainly fish-traps made from 

Acalypha glabrata (2.5 tons), stools and tables from the exotic 

Eucalyptus grandis (2.5 tons) and grain stamping mortars (1.2 

tons) made from a variety of species provided the main source 

of income from sale of wooden i terns, which only accounted 

for 15.2% of the total payout. 

The major problem facing sustainable use of the resource 

base of this project was identified as being overexploitation 

of the plants providing a traditional source of dye from bark 

and/or roots. An estimated 2.7 tons of this material had 

been used since the project was initiated. Management 

recommendations were also made for Juncus kraussii and the 

hardwood trees supplying grain stamping mortars. In both 

cases commercial utilization can only be seen as use of the 

excess over subsistence demand and both are vulnerable to 

demand exceeding supply. 

Department of Botany 
Un;vers;ty of Cape Town 

RONDEBOSCH 7700 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past ethnobotanical research in southern Africa has 

concentrated on identifying plants used by man and recording 

their vernacular names (Liengme, 1983). Indigenous craf twork 

materials used by Zulu people have been recorded mainly because 

of their use in handicrafts at rural schools (Xaba, 1923, 

Mtshali, 1927, Nixon, 1947, Grossert, 1968) although additional 

records have been made by botanists (Gerstner, 1938, Palmer 

and Pitman, 1972). 

Since the 1970' s there has been a dramatic increase in the 

commercial sale of craftwork by private 

non-profit organizations (Preston-Whyte, 

and Milton, in prep). Indigenous plants 

source of raw materials for this trade. 

entrepreneurs and 

1983, Cunningham 

provide the major 

To date no studies 

have quantified the amount of raw material being used for 

domestic or commercial craftwork. Yet because of the low 

capital input, use of locally available resources and 

traditional skills, handcraft production is often implemented 

as a cottage industry to generate income in rural areas. 

Despite these advantages, handcraft production can have social 

repercussions (Dhamija, 1981) and result in over-exploitation 

of plant resources (Fleuret, 1980, Babiker, 1982, Cunningham 

and Milton, in prep). Both negate the value of the projects 

as development options. A pd_mary objective of craftwo.r'k 
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projects based on plant resources should be sustainable use. 

Unless management of the resource base of these projects 

is considered first, and economics and marketing second, 

handcraft industries can collapse. This fuither reduces 

the options of the rural people relying on these resources 

as a means of alleviating poverty and unemployment. 

The aim of this study was to identify and quantify the 

indigenous plant resources used by Zulu and Tembe Thonga 

people to supply a craftwork project in Natal, South Africa 

as a basis for resource management proposals. The quantity 

of indigenous plant species used annually from 1978 - 1983 

was determined from records kept by the craftwork organization 

in the area. Use of abundant and/or productive species 

( Hyphaene natalensis, Digi taria eriantha and Juncus kraussii) 

and control of use through selective buying , facilitate 

future resource management. However alternatives need to 

be provided to plant materials that are vulnerable to over

exploitation. 

METHODS 

Fieldwork was carried out between 1980 and 1984 on the 

Maputaland coastal plain, Ingwavuma district, Natal, South 

Africa (Figure 1). This study area corresponded to the limits 

of the Manguzi Hospital Health Ward, which demarcated t_he 

area in which all craf twork groups supplying the local 
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ECOLOGICAL 

I LEBOMBO ZONE 

2 PON GOLO ZONE, 
3 SANO FOREST ZONE 

4 MOZllPAl..M ZONE 
e COASTAL LAKE ZONE 
6 COAST ZOHE 

Figure 1. Location and ecological zones of the study area. 

Ecological zones from Tinley and van Riet (1981). 
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Figure 2. The distribution of 

craf twork groups and the weight 

of craftwork material produced 

by the different groups durini 

1983. Inset vegetation maps 

(after Loxton et al, 19 6 9) show 

distribution of the major sources of craftwork material on 

the coastal plain. Except where materials are traded 

(indicated by an arrow) the histograms reflect these vegetation 

types in the species used for craftwork. 
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craftwork project* were situated. Local (Zulu (Z) and Tembe-

Thonga ( T) ) names of plant species used for craftwork were 

recorded in the field with the help of knowledgeable 

craftworkers. Specimens of unusual or unidentified plants 

were collected and deposited in the Bews Herbarium, Natal 

University (NU). This information was used as a key to 

interviews with craftworkers from different ecological zones 

in the study area as to what species were selected for use. 

If the local names given in the interviews were unknown, 

specimens of the plant were collected with the help of the 

craftworker. 

The quantity of plant material from these indigenous species 

used from 1978 - 1983 was determined from production records 

kept by the craftwork project. These comprised records of 

the number of craftwork items produced and sold. Samples 

of each craftwork type were weighed either with a Triple-beam 

Balance, a Salter 5 kg hanging scale or a Salter 100 kg hanging 

scale, depending on their weight. These data were then used 

to determine the weight of plant materials used annually 

for craftwork. 

Al though selective for long ·culms or leaves, the weight of 

sedges ( Cyperaceae), grass ( Poaceae) or mat-rush ( Juncaceae) 

*Ngezandla Zethu 
P 0 Box 326 
KwaNgwanase 

3973 
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used was assumed to be a suitable basis for comparison with 

biomass or productivity data. This was because the economical 

use of these culms or leaves in weaving resulted in little 

or no wastage of the material selected. This was not the 

case with H.natalensis leaf material, roots/bark for dyes 

or wood. Craftworkers discarded the short leaf lets, petiole 

and midrib of the palm leaves because they were unsuitable 

for weaving. 

Air dry weights of H. natalensis leaves selected for weaving 

purposes were determined before and after removal of this 

material. These data were then used to estimate the number 

of palm leaves used annually for comparison with information 

on leaf growth (Cunningham, in prep). No precise method 

of relating the weight of wooden items or dyestuffs to biomass 

or productivity data was practical for this study. 

Firstly, there was great variation in the size of wooden 

articles, the economy of wood use, and the growth rates of 

the species used. Stamping mortars for example, were made 

from the trunks of slow growing hardwood species (Afzelia 

quanzensis, Combretum molle, Terrninalia sericea) whilst carved 

animals and spoons were made of branches of Trichilia emetica 

which is a fast growing tree. Secondly, the use of 

tree roots/bark for dyes varied in the size of the trees 

selected, the intensity of tree use and the darkness of the 

colour required (which affected the quantity of roots/bark 
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used). 

These variables and the paucity of data on production of 

wood, bark and roots from indigenous tree species (see 

Rutherford, 1978) limited articles have therefore been kept 

in separate categories according to the wood size used 

(branch/trunk etc). Dye utilization was estimated by assuming 

a ratio of one kilogram of bark/roots per kilogram of dyestuff 

(Crouch, 1981; Cunningham, unpublished data on Euclea 

natalensis root use) and from visual estimates of the degree 

of craftwork decoration with dyed material (Appendix 4). 

Some craf twork articles were 

J.kraussii, or sisal. The 

made of a 

extent of 

variety 

use of 

of sedges, 

particular 

species for these articles (sleeping mats, twine, stools, 

floor mats) was estimated from the proportion of each species 

within samples of these items taken at random during the 

study period (see Appendix 2). 

RESULTS 

Twenty five indigenous plant species were traditionally used 

for craftwork (Table 1) and sixteen species as a source of 

dye (Table 2). Commercial craftwork is dependant on a small.er 

range of species for both purposes. Two exotic species (Agave 

sisalana (sisal) and Eucalyptus grandis) were also used. 

E. grandis timber was imported into the area for a local 



Table 1. A list 
Maputaland coastal 
used for wood are 
variety were used. 

SPECIES USED 

Acalypha glabrata 

~ ~uanzensis 

~ versicolor 

Balanites maughamii 

Brachylaena discolor 

Canthium setifloruml 

Cleistanthus schlecteri 

Combretum ~ 

Cyperus latifolius 

cyperus natalensis2 

C'(1?erus sexangularis3 

Cyperus textilis4 

Dalbergia ~ 

Digitaria eriantha 

(var. uuvitale 

and var. ei;:iantha ) 

~ trichopoda 

~ rigens 
var. uniflora 

Hyphaene natalensis 

~ kraussii 

Hanilkara discolor 

~ reclinata 

Sanseviera hyacinthoides 

Spirostachys af ricana 

Strychnos madagascariensis 

Strychnos spinosa 

Trichilia ~ 

Wrightia natalensis 

Voucher specimens: 1. 
NU; 4. C242, NU. 

of plant 
plain. 
included 

FAMILY 

Euphorbiaceae 

Leguminosae 

Leguminosae 

Balanitaceae 

Compositae 

Rubiaceae 

Euphorbiaceae 

Combretaceae 

Cyperaceae 

Cyperaceae 

Cyperaceae 

Cyperaceae 

Leguminosae 

Gramineae 

Horaceae 

Compositae 

Palmae 

Juncaceae 

Sapotaceae 

Palmae 

Aqavaceae 

Euphorbiaceae 

Loganiaceae 

Loganiaceae 

Meliaceae 

Apocynaceae 

species used 
Only commonly 
in the table 

for craftwork on the 
popular trees 
a much wider 

used or 
although 

PART OF NAME OF ARTICLE MADE 
PLANT USED 

ENGLISH LOCAL 
(*=traditional article) 

thin stems Fishing basket* iFonyo 

trunk (wood) Grain stamping ~ 
mortar 

trunk (wood) Grain stamping ~ 
mortar 

trunk (wood) Heat dish * iNggoko 

branches (wood) rim of winnow-
wing basket • 

thin stems/wood fishing basket* iFonyo 

stems (wood) sticks* 

trunk (wood) Grain stamping ~ 
mortar* 

leaves floor mats 

culms sleeping mat* iCansi 
grinding mat* 1siThebe 
collecting 
basket* 

~ 

winnowing 
basket* 

il!.h!tl2 

culms sleeping mat* iCansi 

" sleeping mat* iCansi 
twine (rolled l* phota inthambo 

thin stems (wood) Fishing basket• iFonyo 

leaves twine (rolled)* Phota inthambo 
bangles• amaBhangela 
floor mats -
woven covering 
of Strychnos 
fruits -

bark twine· (rolled 
or plaited) !!,!i or uluzi 

leaves leaf skirt umShakaza 
for young girl (ubuYendle) 
3-5 years* 

leaves Bangles* amaBhangela 
Beer basket* isiChumo 
Beer skimmer* isiKhetho 
Beer strainer* uVovo 
Carrying baske~ isiKhwama 
Grain bowl* iQomo 
Grain basket* ashiShu,.du 
Hat iQoko 
Herbalist purse" isiKhwama se in~anga 
Leg rattles• ~ 
Winnowing 
baski!t* iNhlelo 

stems sleeping mat* iCansi 
spoon basket* TmPOritshi 

wood sticks, knob-
kerries 

fibrous stem broom• umShanyelo 
leaves purse/glasses 

case 

leaves twine* phota inthambo 
-

wood sticks (carved)* 

fruits decorative -
fruits container -

covered with 
Digitaria 
weaving 

wood bowls* ziMbenge 
head rest siGgiki 
meat dish* siNggoko 
spoons• ziNkhezo 

wood furniture -
chairs, tables -

Cunningham (C), 763 NU; 2. C231, NU; 3. C237, 
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Table 2. Plant species used on the Maputaland coastal plain 

as a dye source. 

SPECIES 
PART OF COLOUR COMMENTS 

PLANT USED 

Acacia burkei roots light yellow- roots beaten then boiled, 
brown seldom used 

Aloe marlothii roots golden-yellow Both Aloe species used, 
primarily in Pongolo 

Aloe parvibracteata roots golden-yellow floodplain area. Roots 
boiled with weaving mat-
erial 

Clerodendron 2labrum fruits blue-grey Poor quality dye, seldom 
used. Not colourfast, 
large quantity of fruits 
needed 

Combretum molle roots yellow-brown Seldom used 

Euclea divinorum roots dark brown Euclea species provide 
the most commonly used 
dye source. Roots beaten 
then boiled. 0.5-1 kg 
(wet weight) of roots 
need to dye 1 kg of 

Euclea natalensis .. .. .. H.natalensis leaves. 
Colourfast. Depth of 
colour dependant on boil-
ing time. Can be for over 
24 hours. 

Indigof era arrecta 1 leaves 
or roots grey Young leaves boiled with 

weaving material 

Rubia cordifolia 2 roots orange Uncommon climber in 
shady area. Roots rarely 
used although an excellent 
colourf ast dye was pro-
duced by boiling roots 
with weaving material 

Schotia brachyEetala bark red-brown Bark beaten then boiled. 
Estimated 1 kg bark per 
kg weaving material 

Sclerocarya birrea bark brown Bark beaten then boiled 

~Y.giurn cordatum bark red-brown Bark beaten then boiled 

Terrninalia sericea roots yellow-brown Roots beaten then boiled. 
Light colour, seldom used 

Trichilia emetica bark light red- Bark beaten then boiled. 
brown Light colour, seldom used 

~nthoxylum caEense roots light yellow Seldom used 

Ximenia caf f ra roots red-brown Seldom used 

VOUCHER SPECIMENS: lcunningham 760, NU. 2 Cunningham 241 , NU. 
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grown locally. 
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make stools. A.sisalana was either collected 

outside the study area (near Ndumu) or was 

Approximately 500 people supplied the craftwork 

project. Most craftworkers lived within walking distance 

of the buying point although some groups lived further afield 

(Figure 2). Except for cases where H.natalensis and J.kraussii 

leaf material was traded to people living away from the source 

areas, the craftwork materials used reflected the local 

availability of materials (Figure 2) . Wood (mainly Acalypha 

glabrata, Afzelia quanzensis, Balanites maughamii, Terminalia 

sericea) was mainly used for producing craftwork in the Sand 

Forest Zone where neither H.natalensis nor J.kraussii were 

available. Extensive use was also made of H.natalensis leaves 

collected or bought from people in the Mosi-Palm Zone. 

Craftworkers living adjacent to the Mosi-Palm Zone used the 

most H.natalensis leaf material for basketry. In the Coastal 

Lake Zone, the widest variety of materials were used. 

H.natalensis was less abundant than in the palmveld but 

D.eriantha was abundant in disturbed areas, C.latifolius 

from seasonally flooded wetlands and J.kraussii from estuarine 

saltmarsh. The extent of use of plant species for craftwork 

is presented according to the part of the plant (ie. 

fruits, wood, bark/roots) used. 

leaves, 

LEAVES/CULMS. Leaves and culms were the major source of 

craftwork material. The most important sources of weaving 

material for craftwork sale since commercial production was 



initiated (July 1978 - December 1983) were H.natalensis (10 

880 kg), D.eriantha (5 134 kg) leaves and J.kraussii culms 

(2 340 kg). Cyperus species were of lesser importance. 

C.latifolius (1 188 kg), C.natalensis (125 kg) and C.textilis 

(25 kg) provided relatively small quantities of weaving 

material while use of C.sexangularis was insignificant. During 

this 52 month period, H.natalensis basketry accounted for 

50.8% (R67 767,28) of the money paid out to craftworkers 

while D. eriantha, J. kraussii, the three Cyperus species and 

sisal together accounted for 34% (R45 416,28) of the payout. 

The weight of craf twork bought annually from rural people 

during this period is shown in Table 3. These data are 

summarised from the more detailed analyses of craf twork 

production records for H.natalensis (Appendix I), D.eriantha, 

J. kraussii and C. latifolius (Appendix 2 ) . C. natalensis 

and C. textilis were used mainly for sleeping mats or twine 

and were not included in these appendices. 

Weaving using leaf or culm material wasted little of the 

material collected in comparison to carving or dye production. 

Leaf culm length was a major selection criterion for all 

species. Only H. natalensis leaf material was discarded from 

selected leaves. The length of H. natalensis leaves selected 

for weaving was 10 9. 5 ( ± 15. 7) cm ( n=8 0 leaves) . The weight 

of a whole leaf was 310.2 (± 97) g (n=53) leaves. This 

provided 248.8 (± 95.3) g (n=56) of weaving material after 
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Table 3. The weight of craftwork made from leaves or culms 

of indigenous plant species from July 1978 - December 1983. 

Data for 1978 represents six months of craftwork buying after 

the project was initiated. All figures are expressed in kilo

grams (kg). 

SPECIES 1978* 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

H.natalensis 691.0 1 647.5 1 463.9 2 633.3 1 982.2 2 463.6 

D.eriantha 223.4 465 793.6 1 149.9 1 352.8 1 149.5 

J.kraussii 179.5 294.8 401.9 553.9 442.1 468.1 

C.latifolius 73.1 286.8 244.2 437.3 146.8 161.9 

C.natalensis 11.4 15.9 15.9 31.5 28.2 21. 9 

C.textilis 2.3 3.2 3.2 6.3 5.6 4.4 



Table 4. The regional economic value of craftwork produced on the Maputaland coastal 

plain since the inception of craftwork buying in July 1978. Data for 1978 

represents six months of ~raftwork buying. Other data is for year periods. 

YEAR H.natalensis GRASS WOOD ANNUAL 
TOTAL 

1978* R 2 593,28 R 1 900,87 R 569,90 R 5 064,05 

1979 R 8 019,60 R 5 183,88 R 1 298,00 R 14 501,48 

1980 Rl3 220,95 R 6 109,29 R 1 968,40 R 21 298,64 

1981 Rl5 703,20 RlO 822,75 R 3 703,90 R 30 229,85 

1982 Rl4 109,45 Rll 162,05 R 3 435,40 R 28 706,90 

1983 Rl4 120,80 RlO 237,44 R 9 250,85 R 33 609,09 

Total Payout 
per Material R67 767,28 R45 416,28 R20 226,45 Rl33 410,01 

(1978-1983) 

W. 
CO I 

0 
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the shortest leaflets, the mid-rib and the petiole were 

discarded. Wastage of D.eriantha, J.kraussii or Cyperus 

leaf /culm material was negligible and the weight of craftwork 

produced can be assumed 

leaf/culm material cut. 

to represent the air dry weight of 

Taking leaf wastage into account, 

the estimated number of H.natalensis leaves used would be 

.2 777 (six months of 1978), 6 622 (1979), 5 884 (1980), 10 584 

(1981), 7 963 (1982) and 9 902 (1983). 

WOOD. Wooden articles (including payouts for E. grandis wood 

stools covered with J.kraussii, D.eriantha or sisal twine) 

only accounted for 15.2% (R20 226,45) of the money paid out 

for craftwork from July 1978 - December 1983. The most 

important items bought during this period were fish traps 

(made mainly from A.glabrata) (2 528 kg), wood from the exotic 

Eucalyptus grandis ( 2 4 77 kg) and grain-stamping mortars (made 

mainly from Afzelia quanzensis, Combretum molle and Terminalia 

sericea) (1 237 kg). Wooden meat dishes (mainly Balanites 

maughamii), animal carvings and spoons (mainly Trichilia 

emetica) and sticks (a variety of species, including 

Spirostachys africana) were less important (Appendix Table 

3). A.glabrata use (which represented 52% by weight of the 

indigenous wooden articles produced) was the most selective 

type of wood use. This was primarily because of the 

requirements for straight sticks about 1 cm in diameter, 

with a minimum of branches. Although selective for large 
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trees with straight trunks, carving of grain-stamping mortars 

was the most wasteful type of wood use. A maximum of two 

to three mortars were made per tree. 

ROOTS/BARK. Roots and bark were used primarily for dyeing 

weaving material al though Terminalia sericea roots and bark 

from various species could be made into twine. T.sericea 

root twine was not used for commercial craftwork. Only 

F.trichopoda bark was used commercially (for the handles 

of seed bags ( imi thaba) made from C. natalensis). Limited 

quantities of these were sold and very few of these bags 

were ordered from producers. The extent of F.trichopoda 

bark use was not quantified but was probably insignificant 

as sale of these bags has being phased out since 1982. 

Although dye was also being obtained from Indigofera arrecta 

leaves, roots and bark from a variety of• species provided 

the major source of dye (Table 2) . An estimated 2 7 0 0 kg 

of roots/bark have been used since commercial sales were 

initiated (July 1978 - December 1983). H.natalensis basketry 

was not highly decorated and only accounted for about 4% 

(106 kg) of the estimated quantity of dye material used 

(Appendix 4). The remaining 96% (2 600 kg) was used for 

dyeing D.eriantha, J.kraussii, C.latifolius or sisal material. 

Most of this was either used for dyeing floor mats (50.6%), 

twine (29.6%) or table mats (9.6%)(Appendix 4). 

Although not quantified, the selection of species used for 
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dye material varied with vegetation type. Roots from Euclea 

species (E.divinorum and E.natalensis} were the major source 

of dye on the coastal plain. I. arrecta (leaves or roots}, 

Syzygiurn cordaturn and Sclerocarya birrea (bark} were less 

important. Dyes used at KwaZamaZama on the western boundary 

of the Sand Forest Zone reflected the different vegetation/soil 

type of the clay rich soils adjacent to the Pongolo floodplain. 

Craftworkers at this site commonly used Schotia brachypetala 

bark, buried H.natalensis leaves in black silty mud of seasonal 

waterbodies or used Aloe roots (A.marlothii, A.parvibracteata} 

for dye. In all cases a hot dye was produced by 

adding water to the level of the macerated roots/bark and 

weaving material in the pot. Boiling time depended on the 

colour required by the craf tworker but usually was longer 

than three hours. Four species and one dye method (use of 

mud) have been excluded from Table 2 . Firstly, Berchemia 

discolor and B. zeyheri both of wnichare a potential dye source, 

but were not known as such to craftworkers in the study area. 

Secondly, Phyllanthus reticulatus and Coddia rudis. These 

two species were reportedly boiled with weaving material 

dyed in silty mud. It is possible that these may act as 

a mordant but this was not confirmed. Use of silty mud for 

dyeing H.natalensis leaves was commonly practised on the 

Pongolo floodplain and occasionally in the Coastal Lake 

Zone ( Mbazwana 

mud were dyed a 

stream). H.natalensis leaves 

colourfast dark grey colour. 

buried in this 
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DISCUSSION 

Craf twork produced in the study area is typical of sandy areas 

in southern Africa with abundant wetlands in that the emphasis 

is on weaving and not on wood carving. The combination of 

weaving skills and the availability of weaving materials is 

no coincidence. It is primarily a reflection of the edaphic 

and climatic conditions on the coastal plain. The requirements 

for weaving material are fibrous, flexible and durable leaves. 

These are a common result of plant adaptations to coarse 

textured, nutrient poor soils either in arid or seasonally 

flooded "physiologically arid" conditions (Small, 1973). The 

low clay content of the sandy coastal plain soils not only 

reduces their nutrient status and agricultural potential, 

it also rules out the option of making clay articles for 

domestic use. Even today, clay containers used on the coastal 

plain are traded by potters living in the Lebombo mountains 

more than fifty kilometres 

that "traditional" weaving 

the need for food collection, 

which were easier to weave 

away. It therefore seems likely 

skills developed in response to 

transport and storage containers 

from readily available materials 

than to carve from less abundant hardwoods. Because of the 

1968), weaving geomorphology of the coastal plain (Maud, 

material is abundant on the leached sands of seasonally flooded 

or high water table areas. Forest areas on the other hand 

are restricted to higher lying longitudinal dune ridges (Figure 

2) • 
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The combination of these weaving skills and the abundant 

materials has farmed the basis of a trade in ma ts (probably 

of J.kraussii) and baskets (H.natalensis) fer nearly 200 

years. Watertight beer baskets, sleeping mats and other 

woven articles were traded by the Tembe-Thcnga with the Zulu 

kingdom in the early 1800's (Webb and Wright, 1976). However 

the current extent of utilization is unprecendented. The 

resident population of the I ng':v?..vuna distrir:t grew fron an 

estimated 21 700 in 1901 (Colony of Natal
1 

l902) to 74 056 in 1983 

(KwaZulu Department of Health, 1983 1) along with the 

development of roads in the area and consumer needs amongst 

the people. The increase in turnover experienced by "Ngezandla 

Zethu" (Table 4) is indicative of the boom in craftwork sales 

throughout southern Africa. In Natal, South Africa, the Vukani 

Association 2 increased its turnover from Rll 202 in 1973 

to Rl31 000 in 1982/83 (Davis, 1982, Preston-Whyte, 1983). 

In Botswana, Botswanacraft sales increased from P 93 200* 

in 1975/76 to P 379 572 in 1980/81 (M R Ferrin, pers. comm, 

1982? Preston-Whyte (1983) has estimated that well over 

7 500 people were involved in the craf twork trade in 

Natal/KwaZulu. 

A major problem facing the managed use of craftwork resources 

in rural areas is that they are regarded as common property. 

This is aggravated when they have commercial value and :here 

are economic incentives for their use. Rural developme~t 

projects cannot be established in the hope that traditional 

conservation practices will ensure sustainable use. Unless 

controlled, economic incentives result in an opportunistic 

scramble for scarce resources in a typical illust=ation of 

l KwaZulu Ol!lartnll!llt of Heal th 
Private 8aq X 002 

JOZ!rtl 3969 

Yukanl Assoc1at1on
2 

P 0 Box 293 
ESHOWE 1815 
S Afr1ca 

Botswanacratt Martcet1ng C011111any3 

P 0 Box 486 

GABERONE 
Botswana 

• One pula (P) equals 
approximate I y one 
rand (R) 
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the "tragedy of the commons" (Hardin, 1968) which can easily 

result in over-exploitation. Because of its siting close 

to productive wetlands and extensive palmveld, the reliance 

on leaf material rather than hardwoods and the current 

management controls, the craftwork organization provides 

an example of a possible solution to this problem. Continued 

control of craftwork production through selective buying, 

the maintenance of a co-ordinating marketing organisation 

as a buffer between individual craftworkers and the commercial 

market all facilitate resource management. In many ways 

this craftwork organization was atypical of other commercial 

craftwork projects. Firstly,the management have kept accurate 

records of production and sales of three basic categories 

of plant material (palm, "grass" and wood). Secondly, sales 

emphasis was on productive, abundant leaf material rather 

than on slow growing hardwood species. Sales of this material 

(mainly from H.natalensis, D.eriantha and J.kraussii) totalled 

80% of. the 24 466 kg of craftwork sold and 88% of the income 

earned between 1978 and 1983. Thirdly, they have attempted 

to regulate the quantity of wood being used through limited 

commercial production of indigenous species and use of sawn 

E.grandis timber for wooden stools and chairs. 

However the different species used vary in their abundance, 

productivity and resilience to utilization. Use of different 

parts of the plant ( ie. leaves, fruits, wood, roots/bark) 

also has to be taken into account if the objective of 

sustainable use is to be achieved. 

LEAF UTILIZATION. There were several advantages to the use 

of leaves as a resource base of the project. Firstly, these 

plants grew in soils which were either saline (J.kraussii 



saltmarsh), nutrient poor {H.natalensis palmveld) or fallow 

fields {D.eriantha). Because of their low agricultural 

potential, the availability of J.kraussii and H.natalensis 

was not jeopardised by agricultural clearing, while the 

availability of D. eriantha was increased by disturbance .. The 

leaves of these species {and C.latifolius, C.natalensis and 

C.textilis) are also unpalatable to stock and phytophagous 

insects, probably as a result of the fibrous qualities that 

make them suitable for weaving purposes. Both of these reduce 

the competition for these species for uses other than weaving 

and the chance of indiscriminate destruction 

agricultural clearing. 

through 

Secondly, with the exception of H.natalensis, they all have 

high above -ground production. To date, no studies have been 

done on the primary production of these species in the study 

area. However, although there may be differences in 

productivity of these species in comparison to other areas, 

data from other studies is suitable for pu~ting leaf use 

for craftwork into perspective. Even if selective utilization 

of leaves is taken into account, the amount of leaf material 

used for commercial craftwork (Table 3) is negligible when 

compared against the above ground production and abundance 

of these species. The maximum amounts of grass, sedge and 

matrush material used annually for basketry from 1978-1983 

were an estimated 1 353 kg {D.eriantha), 554 kg (J.kraussii) 

437 kg (C.latifolius). Grassland production in other high 

rainfall but marginal grassland areas in southern Africa 

is about 1 000 - 2 000 kg ha-1 yr-1 (Rutherford, 1978). Even 

under low rainfall conditions, the production of the Digitaria 

dominated herbaceous layer in Acacia nigrescens - Sclerocarya 

birrea savanna was 700 kg ha-1 yr-1 (MacKay, 1968, quoted 

in Rutherford, 1978). 
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Thompson (1976) considered that 10 000 12 000 kg ha-1 yr-1 

would be a reasonable estimate of floodplain grass productivity. 

In Australia, J.kraussii was 0.3 - 1.5 kg m-2 yr-1, a production 

rate comparable to other Juncus species elsewhere (Congdon 

and McComb, 1980). Taking 0. 3 kg m-2 yr-1 as a conservative 

estimate for the nutrient-poor Kosi estuary this would be the 

equivalent of 30 000 kg ha-1 yr-1. 

Thirdly, al though it was not possible to determine the area 

of C.latifolius, C.natalensis, C.textilis or D.eriantha available 

(due to their scattered distribution and/or low biomass) there 

was no doubt from field observation that H.natalensis, D.eriantha 

and C.natalensis were the most widespread and abundant species. 

Approximately 25 600 hectares of H.natalensis palmveld cover 

the study area (Cunningham, in prep). D.eriantha commonly 

grows in distributed areas and its distribution has increased 

with agricultural clearing and the proliferation of tracks 

on the coastal plain~ C.natalensis is abundant in all 

seasonally flooded areas. Although sparse in the palmveld 

area, C.natalensis has a higher biomass near permanent water 

bodies (see Howard-Williams, 1979). The remaining species 

were locally common. C.textilis was restricted to Swamp Forest 

along streams 

was found in 

flowing into the Kosi Lake system. C. latifolius 

scattered patches in the Kosi catchment (along 

streams and in the KwaZibi area) and the Mosi drainage. 

l.:_kraussii was restricted mainly to 15 ha of J.kraussii dominated 

saltmarsh in the Kasi estuary (Cunningham, unpublished data). 
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Scattered patches of short plants also occurred in saline 

seepage areas along the Mosi drainage and in clay rich sands 

around the coastal lakes but these were either short (and 

therefore less suitable for craftwork) or sparse and difficult 

to collect. 

In Maputaland, Juncus 

opposite ends of the 

kraussii and H.natalensis represent 

spectrum of species extensively used 

for their leaves for craftwork. Although less productive, 

producing only 140 leaves ha-1 yr-1 suitable for basketry 

(Cunningham in prep), the palmveld was so extensive that demand 

was unlikely to exceed supply. At the other extreme was 

J.kraussii which although very productive was limited to 

a very small area ( 15 ha). J. kraussii was a favoured material 

for craftwork (primarily sleeping mats) throughout 

Natal/KwaZulu. The J .kraussii saltmarsh in the Kosi estuary 

o/as the major source of supply of the Ubombo and Ingwavuma 

districts. No data was available on the extent of domestic 

use but there is little doubt that it would exceed current 

commercial use due to the cultural, commercial and domestic 

importance of this species. Therefore, despite its 

productivity, the supply of J.kraussii may not be able to 

meet the future demand for culms. When this occurs, the 

intensity and/or frequency of utilization can reach a stage 

where non-structural carbohydrate reserves of the plant are 

exhausted. This is well known from clipping experiments 
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or browsing of woody dicotyledonous plants (eg. Buwai and 
Trlica, 1977; Mcconn.ell and Smith, 1977), grasses (eg. Stout 

et al, 1980; Miller and Donart, 1981) and from limited work 

on Hyphaene ventricosa (Fanshawe, 1967). Commercial incentives 
and excessive demand can also lead to non-selective cutting 

of leaf material. The harvesting of H.ventricosa leaves 
at Etsha, Botswana (Cunningham and Milton, in prep) and 
J.kraussii culms at St.Lucia estuary at the southern end 
of the Maputaland coastal plain (Cunningham and Taylor, in 
prep) are examples of this practice. This is not only 

wasteful, but increases the intensity of damage. Over an 

extended period a high intensity and frequency of leaf removal 
can lead to death of woody dicotyledonous plants (Lay, 19 6 5) 
and probably accounted for the loss of heavily exploited 

Phoenix reclinata (Fleuret, 1980) and Hyphaene thebai ca 

(Babiker, 1982) palms elsewhere in Africa. Because 
H.natalensis is abundant in Maputaland, it can be managed 

t 
as a major source of craftwork material (Cunningham, in prep) 

while in the future the use of J. kraussii will have to be 
limited to avoid demand exceeding the supply (Addendum A). 

FRUITS. Although fruit utilization does not affect plant 
growth, both S.madagascariensis and S.spinosa are fruits 
providing good dietary supplements (Cunningham, in prep 

a) • As long as buying is selective for large (mature) 
fruits and craftwork groups are encouraged to use ripe fruit, 
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the use of Strychnos "shells" for commercial craftwork is 

not considered to be a problem. A commercial value for these 

fruits could also enhance their importance as a local resource 

and reinforce the "traditional" conservation practice of 

protecting these trees for their fruit when agricultural 

clearing takes place. 

ROOTS/BARK. 

providing 

of the 

Under subsistence demand in the past, plants 

dye material were not ring-barked and only some 

roots were removed. Under commercial demand this 

breaks down in the opportunistic scramble 

and ring-barking/uprooting occurs (Figure 

for dye 

3 ) • 

material 

This is 

aggravated by the high requirements of cornmmercial craftwork 

for dyed weaving material. In the study area most dye was 

used for floor mats and table mats (neither of which are 

traditional items) and large quantities of coloured twine 

(Appendix Table 4). Elsewhere in Natal, tourist demand for 

heavily decorated baskets creates economic pressure for 

increased use of dye material. 

Although very little work has been done on in situ root 

production (Rutherford, 1978), there is little doubt that 

dye resources face local extinction due to commercial 

harvesting for the following reasons: 

i) The roots and bark containing the secondary plant 

substances suitable for a dye are also essential ·in 
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Figure 3. Ringbarking and extensive root removal from Berchemia 

discolor near Etsha, Botswana (March, 1982) due to the demand 

for dye for commercial purposes. Unless an alternative is 

provided this situation would occur in the study area. 
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water and nutrient transport in the plant. Removal 

damages the plant reducing productivity and if excessive, 

kills the plant. 

ii) Large quantities of root or bark are needed for dye 

production (Crouch, 1981, Table 2). 

iii) Although there is good germination from seed, these 

tree species grow slowly (van Wyk, 1972) and recruitment 

cannot keep pace with utilization. 

Berchemia discolor and Euclea divinorum have both been locally 

over-exploited through uprooting and debarking in the Etsha 

area, Botswana, despite their value as a source of fruit 

(Cunningham and Milton, 

craf tworkers interviewed 

in prep). 

(unpublished 

Twenty 

data) 

percent of 44 

said that this 

was also the case with large Euclea divinorum and E.natalensis 

trees in Syzygium cordatum woodland and Coast Forest near 

the Kosi system. Field observation confirmed that heavy 

utilization of isolated E.natalensis trees was occurring 

in the Mangu zi Forest near KwaNgwanase. However the extent 

of utilization was nowhere near as severe as _it was in 

Botswana, where commercial craftwork production has continued 

on a larger scale for a longer period of time (Cunningham 

and Milton, in prep). The only solution is to phase out 

indigenous plant dyes in favour of chemical dyes (Addendum 

B) • 
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WOOD 

The most serious problem of commercial craftwork production 

was the carving of grinding mortars. Firstly this is selective 

for large (and aesthetically valuable) hardwood tree species 

one of which had a high scientific value due to its scarcity 

elsewhere in South Africa (Afzelia guanzensis). Secondly, 

tree removal represents not only a loss of these values 

but also of micro-habitat, a seed dispersal source, firewood 

and other resources to rural people. However the problem 

has to be seen in perspective. Firstly the quantity of wood 

used annually for commercial craftwork (mainly mortars) was 

insignificant in comparison to other uses (including the 

domestic demand for mortars). Secondly sales were controlled 

and thirdly most sales were to local people in KwaNgwanase 

• 
for domestic use (McLaren, per comm, 1984). 

Although annual biomass increment (in the form of radial 

growth of trunk and branches) of indigenous savanna tree 

species is still a "basic unknown" in primary production 

ecology, Rutherford (1978) estimated that this would be about 

600 kg ha-1 yr-1. The basis for this estimate were studies 

on Colophospermum mopane and Burkea africana woodland savanna. 

Both are hardwood species. Assuming that this rate of wood 

production is representative for savanna (eg. Af zelia 

guanzensis Terminalia sericea woodland) then the quantity 

of wood used annually for craftwork (600 kg yr-1) was 

insignificant compared to other uses even when the high degree 

*Ngezand 1 a Zethu 
P 0 Box 326 
KwaNgwanase 

3973 
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of waste is taken into account. 

Clearing of forest and savanna for subsistence agriculture, 

road construction, domestic use of fuel and hut-building 

materials for example, are all far in excess of this rate 

of wood consumption. Any pragmatic long-term solutions have 

to take this into account to ensure that a "nit-picking" 

approach to the situation does not arise and divert money, 

manpower and attention away from more important issues. During 

the study period, the most extensive loss of hardwood trees 

was due to clearing of forest and savanna for subsistence 

agriculture for other purposes (road construction, alien 

plant control). 

For example, in 1983, approximately 15 ha of climax Dune 

Forest adjacent to Lake Sibaya was felled by the KwaZulu 

Department of Forestry in an attempt to control the exotic 

cactus Pereskia aculeata. Using the Random Pairs Method 

in a study of Dune Forest at Lake Sibaya, Breen (1971) 

determined a tree density of 58 3 0 trees per hectare. About 

10% (9.5%) of these had a girth greater than 60 cm. If this 

density and size-class distribution was representative of 

the felled area, this would be the equivalent of 554 trees 

ha-1. If only 2% of these were of a suitable size for mortars 

and 2-3 mortars were made per tree, this would be the 

equivalent of 3 500-5 200 mortars or a supply for 500 years 
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at the current rate of sale. However Breen' s ( 1971) plots 

were mainly in the Dune Forest on the slopes of the coastal 

dune. This has a different structure to the few remaining 

areas of Dune Forest on level ground (felled in the effort 

to control Pereskia) . The felled area could quite possibly 

have had a higher density of trees. In savanna areas, between 

5. 3 and 7. 7 tonnes of fuel wood are used per family per year 

(Liengme, 1983a, Gandar, 1984). Although livewood was seldom 

cut in the study area for fuel, this could be the case in 

the future if alternatives are not provided to indigenous 

fuelwood supplies. 

of commercial sales 

Management recommendations 

of carved craf twork have 

on 

to 

the control 

be seen in 

the light of this perspective on the problem (Addendum C). 

Al though the money earned from craftwork production is of ten 

considered to be a nett income since the craftworker has 

no investment cost, this ignores the time and energy that 

goes into collecting and preparing materials and making 

baskets. These have to fit in between planting and reaping 

of crops, preparing meals, attending to children and other 

activities. Uncontrolled utilization can lead to local 

disappearance of weaving materials where exploitation is 

concentrated. More time and energy therefore has to be spent 

on collecting basketry materials. This means less time for 

other activities. Ultimately a stage is reached where these 

will suffer unless basketry materials can be bought or more 

readily available materials are available. If this does 
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not occur, such projects lose their value as a development 

option and the rural people relying on them lose a means 

of alleviating unemployment. It is in the long term interests 

of both the craftworkers and the development organisation 

to balance out these needs and resources. 
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ADDENDUM A 

MANAGED UTILIZATION OF Juncus Kraussii (KOSI SYSTEM) 

Juncus kraussii Hochst . , is one of the most important plant 

resources used by the Zulu people for making domestic i terns, 

particularly sleeping mats (amacansi), sitting mats (izicephu) 

and beer strainers (amavovo). 

Although J .kraussii is not the only plant species used for 

amacansi, mats made of this material are favoured for their 

comfort and colour. These amacansi play an important role 

at weddings as part of the trousseau of the bride ( urnakoti). 

Absence of mats made of J. kraussii if of ten taken as a poor 

reflection on the umakoti (or her father who should provide 

the cash to buy amacansi when the raw materials are not locally 

available). 

In Natal/KwaZulu, J .kraussii is only found in any quantity 

along coast~l areas. 

apart from those at 

intensive harvesting, 

In the past, all J.kraussii communities 

the Kosi estuary have been subject to 

and a chain of harvesting, buying 

has developed from these sites to transport and resale 

throughout the Province. 
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Thus the species is a resource with considerable cultural 

and economic value. At St. Lucia estuary, more than 2 500 

man days per annum are spent cutting Juncus and an estimated 

2 700 kg (dry mass) are removed yearly (Cunningham and Taylor, 

in prep). 

The recent construction of 

the 

the tar road to KwaNgwanase 

area for both tourists 

has 

and improved access to 

entrepreneurs, improving the market for local commodities 

including J.kraussii. Although a productive species, resilient 

to exploitation, the area of J .kraussii at Kosi is limited. 

With the increasing demand for this species utilization of 

this species needs to be taken into account in management 

of the area. 

In addition, its 

of conservation in 

extension, improve 

in the area. 

management could provide a good example 

terms that people understand, and through 

the image of the Conservation Department 

A number of management options are proposed: 

1) Sale of bundles of culms which are the raw materials 

for amacansi, izicephu and amavovo as well as for modern 

items made at the Ngezandla Zethu Craftwork project should 

be allowed, subject to points 2 and 3 below. 
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2) No unprocessed culms should be sold to entrepreneurs 

from outside the KwaNgwanase area. Export of raw materials 

(and therefore a potential economic resource providing 

local job opportunities) reduces the cash flow within 

the area, and is detrimental to local development. 

3) If local people do not know how to make sleeping mats 

or other craftwork items, but rely economically on Juncus 

kraussii collected for re-sale, they must sell only to 

local people who have these skills. 

4) Harvesting technique: Traditionally, selected Juncus 

culms were either plucked from the rhizome, or cut with 

a small knife. This is more time-consuming, but is less 

wasteful than non-selective sickle cutting, which is 

now being practised in the Kosi system. 

5) Prior to any law enforcement, the discussions with local 

craftworkers (at Vukani A.G.M. 15 June 1982; at Ngezandla 

Zethu 29 July 1983) should be expanded stressing the 

importance of conservation of this resource to the 

community. This should be done initially through the 

Tembe Tribal Authority, and then at an open meeting of 

craftworkers and other local people at the Tembe Tribal 

offices. 
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6) Control of Juncus kraussii utilization would be most 

effectively implemented by the Conservation Department 

staff, with offences tried by the Tembe Tribal Authority. 

At a meeting at KwaNgwanase on 24 August 1983 local 

craftworkers requested that sickle cutting be stopped, and 

it appeared that there would be considerable support for 

points 1 - 6 being implemented. 

The time constraint on selective plucking or cutting of culms 

was not considered to be a problem by the craftworkers who 

favoured it as it was less wasteful. It is therefore recommended 

that this is implemented. 

Should this prove to be unacceptable at a later stage, and 

sickle cutting is favoured, then it should be allowed only 

if it is: 

a) Restricted to a specific area of the Kosi system 

b) Restricted to a specific season (1 May - 31 July) 

Cunningham and Taylor, in prep). 

(see 

c) On permits only; permits should only be available to 

local people; at Rl,00 per person per day 

d) The number of permits is limited 
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e) The discarded culms should be spread evenly over the 

cut area (or on the sand adjacent to the Juncus so that 

dense mats of decaying material do not stifle regrowth. 
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ADDENDUM B 

The two main objections to use of chemical dyes as an 

alternative to dyes from indigenous plants are : 

a) A decrease of the basket's aesthetic value and value as 

a collector's i tern due to use of a chemical dye rather 

than a traditional dye. 

b) Dependence on and economic outlay for an industrial product 

rather than a locally available one thus increasing 

dependence on a consumer product and decreasing self

suff iciency. 

There are valid points, but are out-weighed firstly by the 

fact that sources of dye are being over-utilized and that 

ultimately synthetic dyes will have to be used and secondly 

because of the practical advantages of using synthetic dyes 

whilst conserving tree species traditionally used as a dye 

source. These advantages are summarised in Table 1. 

The major target groups should be 

making floormats (KwaZama-Zama, 

the main craftwork 

Hlahlamba) and 

groups 

twine 

( KwaZamaZama, KwaZibi, Gazini and Hlahlamba) . There are two 

alternatives for encouraging the use of synthetic dyes and 

taking the pressure off existing dye resources. 

1) Dyes could be 

the use of 

demonstrations 

dye usage. 

supplied by the marketing organisation and· 

synthetic dyes be encouraged through 

and comparison with traditional vegetable 
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TABLE 1 The advantages of a chemical dye set out against 

the disadvantages of vegetable dyes. 

SYNTHETIC DYE VEGETABLE DYE 

Low expenditure of time and energy - High expenditure in terms of time 
bought at store consequently more time and energy. Less time for other 
for other activities eg. cooking food, activities including basket making. 
planting crops, etc. 

Cash expenditure on dye is made up by At present, there is no different-
the gain in basket making time. iation between baskets where nat-

ural dyes rather than synthetic 
dyes are used. Therefore, the extra 
time/energy expense is not compen-
sated for 

Less water needs to be collected for More water needs to be collected due 
the dyeing process as there is a to long long boiling time and large 
shorter boiling time amounts of root/bark are needed to 

dye weaving material. 

Less fuel wood needs to be collected Boiling process takes up to 24 hours 
(short boiling time·± 60 minutes). (depending on the depth of the colour 

required), consuming a lot of fuel-
wood. 

Maintenance of plant resource base: Loss of plant products with local 
Edible fruits (Euclea species, exhaustion of the resource (edible 
Sclerocarya birrea, Syzygium fruits, dye, wood, medicinal roots, 
cordatum, Trichilia emetica), wood nectar/pollen source for honey) due 
and a source of nectar/pollen for to uprooting or debarking. 
honey (Aloe species, S.cordatum, 
T.emetica). 

Synthetic dyes can be stored for a Most roots or bark producing veg-
long period under dry conditions. table dye have to be used while 

still fresh. 
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OR 

2) The marketing organisation could dye twine/plaited rope 

or raw material for craftwork and re-supply it to the 

craftwork groups. 

The most suitable synthetic dye matching the color of Euclea 

natalensis root bark-dye appears to be Lanasyn Dark Brown 

S-GL * ( Haenni ,pers. comm 19 8 2 ) . 

* Sandoz Products (Pty) Ltd 
P 0 Box 1762 
DURBAN 4000 
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ADDENDUM C 

Management recommendations on the use of indigenous hardwoods 

Because of the problems that arose between the craftwork and 

conservation organisations in the study are during 1983, 

detailed recommendations are made below on the use of hardwood 

tree species for carving grain stamping mortars (amaGovu). 

These recommendations have to be seen from the perspective 

that in the study area, the extent of hardwood use for craftwork 

was insignificant when compared to wood use for fuel or wood 

cleared for agriculture or other purposes (see Cunningham, 

in prep). Despite the relatively small quantity of wood used, 

there still has to be control. Large size classes of a small 

range of species are selectively cut and these hardwood species 

appear to be slow growing. 

There are two aspects to the problem. Firstly, carving of 

mortars for domestic use and secondly, for commercial sale. 

Grain stamping mortars are widely used by rural people in 

Africa as a method of grinding food in sandy areas where no 

rock is available for making grinding stones. They are 

essential household items for food preparation and consequently 

play an important role in human nutrition in those areas. 

The Maputaland coastal plain is no exception. Two basic types 

of mortar are made. Firstly tall mortars for stamping maize 

or sorghum and secondly short, wider-mouthed mortars for 

grinding peanuts, Sclerocarya birrea or Parinari curatellifolia 
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kernels. All mortars are made of hardwood tree species (Afzelia 

quanzensis, Combretum molle, Terminalia sericea and Albizia 

versicolor are most commonly used) . These were said to last 

25 - 30 years under normal use and under present population 

levels (Dept Health, 1983) it seems likely that domestic demand 

for mortars would far exceed current commercial sales. 

Limited numbers have been sold by the craftwork organisation 

since 1978 (Table 1). These were sold mainly to people in 

the KwaNgwanase area and few mortars were sold as curios to 

tourists (McLaren pers comm, 1984). 

The craftsmen using these hardwoods cannot be expected to 

restrict their use of these economically important common 

property resources. For them, the short-term economic benefits 

of exceeding sustainable yield outweigh the long-term costs. 

The local depletion of large Balanites maughamii, Spirostachys 

africana and Berchemia zeyheri trees in the Tshongwe area 

south of the study area provides a good example of uncontrolled 

use of these hardwoods. Neither is it practical to ban the 

use of hardwoods which traditionally have been used for domestic 

purposes and local trade by craftsmen. The most effective 

· solution to controlling the use of these hardwoods outside 

conservation areas is firstly, to provide acceptable alternatives 

to use of mortars for grinding and secondly, control commercial 

sales through the craftwork organisation, which forms a buff er 

between the individual and the commercial market. Firstly," 
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Table 1. The number of mortars and clay pots/iStini 

bought for resale by NZ from 1978 1983. Note that 

this represents the production of mortars for NZ and 

not actual sales, which were lower. For example in 1983 

(January to December) 9 mortars were sold. Eight of 

these were local sales and one was sold to Johannesburg. 

YEAR PRODUCTION WEIGHT OF WOOD USED (kg) CLAY POTS/iStini 
OF MORTARS (MASS ± STANDARD ERROR) 

1978 1 21 ( ±5) 16 

1979 3 63 (±15) 11 

1980 20 419 ( ±98) 5 

1981 11 230 (±54) 7 

1982 - - -

1983 24 439 (±118) -
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this organisation controls the amount and number of the articles 

produced through orders made to individuals within craftwork 

groups. Secondly, they have the cooperation of the craftworkers 

whilst most conservation staff are regarded as uniformed 

"policemen" whose role is only to stop people from using natural 

resources. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) The possibility of marketing clay bowls (Figure 4) (used 

for grinding peanuts, S.birrea and P.curatellifolia kernels) 

and hand operated mechanical grinders should be 

investigated. Both appear to be locally acceptable 

alternatives to wooden stamping mortars. 

Until trade across the Mozambique 

1982, clay bowls made in southern 

at the Muzi Border Post. Either 

border was stopped in 

Mozambique were sold 

this trade could be 

reestablished or similar bowls could be made elsewhere 

in KwaZulu. Hand-operated grinders (made of cast iron) 

are widely used in KwaZulu but are expensive. 

perhaps be marketed at cost price. 

These could 

2) The craftwork organisation should be allowed to continue 

to sell mortars under the following conditions: 

i) they are not advertised 
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Figure 4: A kiln-fired clay bowl (iStini) used for grinding 

peanuts as an alternative to a hardwood mortar. 



ii) 
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sales are kept at the 

current proportions of 

2 per year to collectors 

current low level with the 

6 per year sold locally and 

iii) control of mortar production continues on the existing 

basis 

iv) the price of mortars is not reduced 

v) carving is restricted to species other than 

A.guanzensis 

3) Ideally, craftsmen making mortars could be supplied with 

timber when clearing is inevitable (eg. during the upgrading 

of the Jozini-Kwa Ngwanase road). However two major 

logistic difficulties need to be overcome before this 

4) 

can be 

felled 

implemented. 

would be too 

Firstly, the quantities of wood being 

large for the craftsmen to use at 

one time and secondly,the timber would have to be delivered 

whilst still moist. 

Craftsmen should be encouraged to make as 

as possible per tree but to avoid the 

classes 

many mortars 

largest· size 

5) No other organisation should be allowed to buy mortars 

from craftsmen in the area as this would disrupt the 
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existing control of production through supply and demand. 

This should be discussed with the Tribal Authority as 

it is only through their support that this could be 

implemented. 

6) Sawn timber could be sold at cost locally from the saw-mill 

being established at Mbazwana to provide alternative 

employment from these more productive exotic species. 

7) The feasibility of the Afzelia nursery and plantation 

suggested by Tinley and van Riet (1981) for the Sand Forest 

Zone should be investigated. 

! 

8 ) In order to a void local over-exp loi ta ti on of large size , 

classes of these trees (eg. at KwaZamaZama) thus affecting I 

I~ 
the supply for domestic needs, orders for mortars should 

be as widespread as possible rather than to craftsmen 

at one specific site. 
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Appendix 1. Mean mass of craftwork i terns and total mass of 

H. natalensis i terns bought from rural people between July 19 7 8 

and December 1983. 

' MEAN MASS USED ANNUALLY*(kg) 
MEAN MASS (mean :I: standard error) 

ARTICLE OF ARTICLE (g) 1978* 1979 1980 1991 1982 1993 

Hand baskets 278.9:1:104.8 168.4:1:63.3 463.0:1:11.J l00.7:1:37.8 154.e:1:59.2 112.1:1:42.1 569. 2:1:213. 8 (n•lOO) 

Sling bags 284.0:1:92.l 
(n•lOO) 

11.0:1:3.5 194.9:1:63.2 220.1+71.3 447.9:1:145.2 2ee.3:1:93.5 343:4:1:120.9 

Lidded baskets 2e2. e:1:9i. 1 0 25.7:1:7.4 40.1:1:11.e 134.3:1:38.8 114. 9:1:33. 2 {;9.2:1:20.0 (n•lOO) 

Coiled baskets 1 543.1:1:517.6 0 6.0:1:2.0 40.1:1:13.4 148.1:1:49. 7 0 134.2:1:45.0 (n•21) 

Winnowing 490 ':1:102• 189.6:1:39.4 309.2:1:64.3 350.4:1:72.9 340.6:1:70.9 181.3:1:37.7 118 .1:1:24. 6 baskets (n•60l 

Crain baskets l 177.3:1:346,4 140.1:1:41.2 155.4:1:45.7 l91.e:1:5e.2 191.2:1:56.4 310.8:1:91.4 160.1±41.1 (n•lOO) 

Bowls 190.4:1:151.4 0.76:1:0.6 25.1:1:20.4 47.4:1:37.6 ios.e:1:e4.1 98.4:1:78.3 32.7:1:26.0 (n•25) 

Hats 116.9:1:30.5 2.a:1:0. 1 11.0:1:2.9 15.5:1:4.0 17.1:1:4.4 16.0:1:4.2 10.1:1:2.6 (n•60l 

Spoon baskets 102.e:1:28.2 0 17.2:1:4.7 32.2:1:a.8 44. 0:1:12. l 33.6:1:9.2 23. 7:1:6.5 (n•98l 

Beer skimmers ll. 6:1:0. 7 0.07:1: 0.2:1:0.01 2.6:1:0.2 8.2:1:0. 5 J.0:1:0.2 2.9:1:0.2 (n•80) 0.004 

Trays 408.4:1:96.2 6.5:1:i.5 74.7:1:17.6 76.8:1:18.l 174.4'*'41.0 67.4'*'15.9 136.4'*'32.l (n•26) 

Floor mats 3 137 :1:228** 34.5:1:2.5 43.9'*'3.2 12.5:1:0.9 12.5'*'0.9 3.1:1:0.2 15. 6'*'1. l 
Washing baskets 3 030 :1:770 115.1:1:29.2 142.4:1:36.2 178.8'*'45.4 578.7:1:147.l 533.3'*'135.5 748.4±190.2 (n•20) 

Waste-paper 379.0'*'71.4 15.2:1:2.9 p1.5:1:22.1 80.7'*'15.2 123.9'*'23.J 61.8:1:11.6 20.5:1:3.9 baskets (n•lOO) 

Plant pots 290.3:1:103.2 0 37.2:1:13.2 50.5:1:1e.o 101.3'*'36.0 95.5'*'34.0 21.2'*'7.5 (n•80) 

Brooms 187.9:1:40.l 0 i.5:1:0.3 4.l'*'0.9 13.5'*'2.9 17. 7:1:3. 8 l. 7'*'0.4 (n•36) 

Fans 70 ±10 0.9:1:0.1 7 .0:1:1 i.4:1:0.2 0.6:1:0.oe 0 0 (n•lO) 

Baby rattles 2i.5:1:2.8 0.6:1:0.09 4.J:l:0.6 4.5:1:0.6 14.6:1:1.9 l4.s:1:i.9 3. 5:1:0. 5 (n•lOOl 

Bangles 2.1=0.e 0.03'*'0.0 0.4'*'0.l 
(n•60l 

l. 5:1:0. 4 4.l'*'l.2 6.0'*'l.8 7.9±2.4 

Leg rattles 45.2'*'2.6 l.l'*'0.06 5.6t0.3 
(n•20) 

4.9'*'0.3 lo.o±o.6 0 7.0'*'0.4 

Tablemats 111 .2:1:5i. e 
(n•ZO) 

4.3'*'1.9 4.8'*'2.l 0.7'*'0.3 l.S:l:0.7 10.0'*'4.4 l0.2±4.5 

Sundry *** 0 0 0.2:1:0.06 6.2'*'1.l 13.6'*'4.8 27.7'*'17.7 

TOTAL 691. 0 11 647.5 l 463.9 2 633.3 l 981. 2 2 463.6 
(! 187.0) (t324. 6) (: 416.4) (t 777.1) (!603. 1) (t7c;7. 4) 

* Includes thin wooden rim to winnowing basket 

** Too few H.natalensis floormats were available for an adequate sample 
to calculate mean mass. Mean mass of D.eriantha and sisal mats (which 
were of a similar size and mass) was used to estimate the amount of 
material used. 

*** "Sundry articles" represents the scale of small quantities of beer 
baskets, Tembe-Thonga grain baskets, purses etc. 
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A.EE.end ix 2. Mean mass of D.eriantha, J.kraussii and 

C.latifolius craf twork items and total mass bought from 

craftworkers between July 1978 and December 1983. 

(A) Digitaria eriantha 

MEAN MASS USED ANNUALLY (kq) 
(mean :I: standard error) 

ARTICLE MEAN HASS 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 OP ARTICLE (q) 

Handbaqs 150.4:1:21,9 11.9:1:1.1 18.8:1:2.7 11.1:1:2.s 34.s±s.o 18.0:1:2.6 13.3:1:1.9 (n•62l 

Belts 57.1:1:1.1 
(n•28) 

11.9:1:1.4 u.3:1:2.0 0.2:1:0.02 8.3:1:1.0 4.2:1:0.5 3.9:1:0. 5 

Plant holders 95.9:1:3.0 
(n•20) 

e.4:1:0.3 17.6:1:0.5 5.9:1:0.2 43.3:1:1.4 11.1:1:0.s 5. 6:1:0.2 

Plant pots 328.8:1:68.5 
(n•lOOI 

i. &:to. 3 0 22.4:1:4.6 61. 9:1:12. 9 84.2:1:11.5 32.9:1:6.8 

Bowls 404.&±a5.8 18.2:1:3.9 15.4:1:3.3 20.2:1:4.3 31. ,:1:,. 7 40.4:1:8.6 lOS.6:1:22.4 (n•50l 

Trays 899.7:1:134 9.0:l:l.3 23.4:1:3.4 16.2:1:2.4 44.9:1:6. 7 7.2*1.l 54. 0:1:9. 6 ln•60) 

Table matsl 111.2:1:51.8 1.2 2.6 e.s 10.5 7.6 30.6 ln•lOO) 

Ploormats2 3 ll7:1:22a 
(n•7ll 

74.0 142.6 271.4 444.2 795.1 185.1 

Strychnos fruits~ 20 0 9.5 3.6 58.7 88.2 157 
'l'Wine4 l kg per roll 77.8 143.0 274.6 266.0 181.3 310. 7 
Lalllpshades5 9.S 52.0 108.0 68.8 107.5 127.5 
Chairs/stools' *** - 23.8 45.6 77.3 2.0 123.3 

TOTAL( kg) 223.4 465 793.6 l 149. 9 1 352.8 l 149.5 

(B) Juncus kraussii 

MEAN MASS USED ANNUALLY (kq) 
(mean :I: standard error) 

ARTICLE MEAN MASS 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
OP ARTICLE (q) 

Sleepinq mats7 l 169.8:1:43.2 130.3 181.3 
(n•54) 

181.3 359.6 322.l 250.l 

Curtains 768.4:1:325 18.4~7.8 43.0:1:19.2 84.5:1:3.6 50. 7Z21. 4 39.2:1:16.6 31. 5:1:13. 3 

LaapshadH5 0.8 4.7 9.8 6.3 9.8 11. 6 

Chairs/stooi.6 *** 0 10.6 20.3 34.5 0.9 55.0 

'l'Wine4 0.8 4.7 9.8 6.3 9.8 11. 6 

TOTAL(kq) 150.3 244.3 305.7 <t57.4 381.8 35.9.8 

(C) Cyperus latifolius 

MEAN HASS USED ANNUALLY 
(mean + standard error) 

ARTICLE MEAN HASS 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
OP ARTICLE (q) 

Sleepinq mats7 l 169.8:1:43.2 2.3 3.2 3.2 6.2 5.6 4.4 
(n•54) 

Veqetable baskets 469.1:1:111.2 2. 3:1:0.6 92.4:1:21.9 32.8:1:7.8 51.6±12.3 53_5:1:12.1 11.2±2.1 
(n•lO) 

Sandals 601.8:1:81 0 13.2:1:1.8 10.2Zl.4 40.9:1:5.5 18.1:1:2.4 15.0:1:2.0 
(n•lO) 

Candle holders 48.3:1:7.2 0 0 o.s:1:0.08 14.5:1:2.2 4. 2:1:0.6 0 
(n•60) 

Plaited rope (l kg per 16 178 5 9 9 0 
roll) 

Floor mats2 3 137 *228 52.5 101.l 192.5 315.l 56.4 131. 3 

TOTAL (kql 73.1 286.8 244.2 437.3 146.8 161. 9 
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1. Table mats (n=540) Sisal 67%, D.eriantha 33% (180) 

2. Floormats (n=71) D.eriantha 43.7% (31), C.latifolius 31% 

(22), Sisal 25.3% (18). 

3. Strychnos fruits ie. 20 g D.eriantha twine per fruit. 

4. Twine (n=358 bundles) D.eriantha 57.2% (205), J.kraussii 

22.1% (79), Sisal 20.7% (7.4). 

5. Lampshades (n=l55) D.eriantha 63.9% (99), Sisal 30.3% 

(47), J.kraussii 5.8% (9). The medium size lampshade 

type (40 cm diameter) taken as representative. Mean mass 

was 608.4 g (n=20). Frame= 256 g. Twine= 352.4 g. 

6. Chairs/stools (n=llO) D.eriantha 67.3% (74), J.kraussii 

30% (33), Sisal 2.7% (3). Assumed 0.3 kg twine per stool, 

1 kg per coffee table/chair. 

7. Sleeping mats (n=l29) J.kraussii 89.1% (115), C.natalensis 

7.8% (10), C.textilis 1.55% (2), C.latifolius 1.55% (2). 



Appendix Table 3. Mean mass of wooden articles and total mass bought from craftworkers between July 1978 

and December 1983. Meat dishes were made primarily from B.maughamii and T.emetica. Spoons, porridge 

spoons and car ings were mainly T. emetica. Traditional doors and fish traps were made using A. glabrata 

and grain stamping mortars using A.guanzensis, T.sericea, A.versicolor and C.molle. 

ARTICLE MEAN MASS 1978 
OF ARTICLE(9) 

Meat dish 774.7±543.8 9.2±6.5 
(n=30) 

Meat dish l 200±300 -
(double) (n=20) 

Spoons (small) 60±15 0.12±0.03 
(n=l5) 

Porridge spoons 149.9±00.4 2. 7 ±i. 4 
(n=25) 

Carvings (Birds 430.2±200.6· 9.5±6.3 
/Animals) 

Sticks/knob- 494.1±151.4 2.5±0.0 
kerries (n~20) 

Traditional 8 000±2 000 -
doors (n=8) 
(lath woven) 

Fish traps 1 316±416 121.1±38.3 
(n=ll8) 

Grain stamping 10 960±4 900 21. 0±4. 9 
mortars (n=l5) 

'l'OTAL 166.l 

MEAN MASS USED ANNUALLY (Kg) 
(mean ± standard error) 

1979 1980 
I 

1981 

21.9±19.5 26.3±18.5 44. 9±3i. 5 

3.9±0.9 33.5±7.8 36.1±8.4 

5.7±1.4 3.o±o.75 13.9±3.5 

l. 3±0. 7 4.6±2.5 0.6±0.3 

14.2±9.5 5.5±3.7 10.0±6.7 

41. 0±12. 6 5.4±1.4 23.2±1.1 

352 224 -

265.5±84.9 425 ±134.3 568.5±119.7 

62.9±14.7 419.2±99 230.6±53.9 

774.4 l 146.5 927.8 

1982 

16.3±ll.4 

10.3±2.4 

9.9±2.5 

0.15±0.00 

5.4±3.6 

14.3±4.4 

-

561. 9±177. 6 

-

618.3 

1983 

56.5±39.7 

-

5.9±1.5 

14. 6±7. 9 

4.0±2.1 

18.3±5.6 

-

583. 0±184. 3 

503 ±117 

l 185.3 

""' I-' 

°' 
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Appendix 4. Estimated extent of dyed material in H.natalensis, 

D.eriantha, J.kraussii, C.latifolius and 

A.sisalana (sisal) craftwork items and approximate 

mass of roots/~ark dye used. Mass of dye material 

used was estimated on a 1:1 basis of dye 

material : leaves/culms. 

ESTIMATED WEIGHT (kg, wet weight) ROOTS/BARK USED 

ARTICLE EXTENT OP 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 
DYE USE 

(A) H.natalensis 

Lidded baskets lOt 0 2.6 4.0 13.4 11.s 6.9 

Winnowing baskets 2t 3.8 6.2 7.0 6.8 3.6 2.4 

Bowls 2\ negligible o.s 0.9 2.1 2.0 0.7 

Hats 20t 0.6 2.2 3.1 3.4 3.2 2.0 

I Spoon baskets St 0 0.9 1.6 2.2 l. 7 1.2 

Bangles sot 0 0 0.7 2.0 3.0 4.0 

SUB-TOTAL (kg) 4.4 12.4 17.3 29.9 2S.O 17.2 

(Bl SEDGE, GRASS, 
MAT-RUSH, SISAL • 
Handbags 10\ 1.2 l. 9 l. 7 3.4 1.8 l. 3 I 

I 
Plant pots 2\ negligible negligible negligible 1.2 l. 7 0.7 

Bowls S\ 0.9 0.8 1.0 1.6 2.0 5.3 

Table mats* 90t 32.7 71. 7 23.2 28.7 20.8 83.4 

Floor mats* SO\ 84.7 163.l 310.6 508.2 91. 0 211.8 

amaHlala 10\ 0 l. 9 0.7 11. 7 17.6 31. 4 

Vegetable baskets 5\ negligible 4.6 l. 6 2.6 2.7 negligible 

Lampshades 5' 0.9 2.8 5.9 3.7 5.9 7.0 

Chairs/stools 10\ 0 3.5 6.8 11.S 0.3 18.3 

\ Twine ** 49.7 91. 5 175.7 170.2 116. 0 198.7 

SUB-TO?-' AL (kg) 170.l 341. 8 527.2 742.8 259.8 557.9 

TOTAL (kg) 174.S 354. 2 544.5 772. 7 284.8 575.l 
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LEAF PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION IN Hyphaene natalensis 

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR COMMERCIAL HARVESTING 

A. B. CUNNINGHAM 1 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study was to assess HyPhaene natalensis 

leaf production in order to provide management guidelines 

for palm leaf harvesting for rural craf twork industry in 

Maputaland, South Africa. Leaves with a leaflet length greater 

that 80 cm are suitable for commercial basketry. Palm stems 

with leaflets 80 - 99 cm long produced 3.15 (.± 0.45) leaves 

yr-1 and those with leaflets 100-119 cm long 3. 79 (± 0.59) 

leaves yr-1. If palm leaves suitable for basketry were managed 

on a sustainable basis this would provide an estimated 140 

leaves ha-1 yr-1 or approximately 2.5 million leaves yr-1 in 

the study area. This is far in excess of the current level 

1,_ 

l~-

h 

of domestic or commercial use and there is a high potential , __ 

for increased harvesting of this resource to generate income 

in this low agricultural potential area. 

INTRODUCTION 

Palm leaves provide an important source of weaving material 

throughout Africa, both for subsistence and commercial 

needs (Ebert, 1977; Malan and Owen-Smith, 1974; Fleuret., 

1980). Hyphaene palm leaves are particularly useful for 

weaving due to their strength and length of fibre, and are 

frequently used because leaves are readily accessible from 

1 Department of Botany, University of Cape Town 
RONDEBOSCH, 7700 
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relatively short palms. They are harvested for commercial 

craftwork industries in rural areas in the Sudan ( H. thebaica 

MartJ (Babiker, 1982), Botswana (H.ventricosa (Kirk) Furtado) 

(Cunningham and Mi 1 ton, in prep) and in South Africa 

(H.natalensis o. Kuntze) (Cunningham, in prep a). Commercial 

harvesting and processing of palm leaves for fibre production 

has also been considered for H.ventricosa (Fanshawe, 1967) 

and H.natalensis (Moll, 1972). 

Despite the commercial importance of palm leaves, few data 

are available on palm abundance, annual leaf production, 

or the effects of defoliation of palms. Yet knowledge of 

these factors is necessary if these resources are to be managed 

on a sustainable basis and to avoid the over - exploitation 

'" of palms that has taken place elsewhere due to a high frequency 

and/or intensity of leaf exploitation (Fleuret, 1980; Babiker, 

1982; Cunningham and Milton, in prep). ill 

The objective of this study was to provide a more accurate 

assessment of H.natalensis leaf production in order to provide 

a basis for management of leaf harvesting for rural craftwork 

industries in the same area surveyed by Moll (1972) (Figure 1). 

METHODS 

Leaf production. Fanshawe ( 1967) derived his data on leaf 

production in H.ventricosa from counts of leaves produced 

in the period between successive annual flowering seasons. 

This was not suitable for the purpose of this study. Firstly 
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palms seldom reach flowering maturity in the study area due 

to frequent palm wine tapping (Cunningham, in prep a), and 

it is the leaves of these immature palm stems that are used 

for basketry. Because leaf size, weight and leaf production 

were known to increase with plant size/age in palms (Fanshawe, 

1967) and in woody dicotyledonous plants (Mason and Hutchings, 

1967; Schuster and George, 1976; Austin and Urness, 1980), 

leaf production data derived from the mature palms scattered 

through the study area would have given an overestimate of 

annual leaf production and an underestimate of the current 

level of leaf harvesting. 

Secondly, it was not practical to differentiate palms on 

the basis of stem height as Fanshawe (1967) did with "juvenile" 

H.ventricosa palms, or to use basal diameter of the stem 

or the fibrous base of the coppicing stems. Stems that recover 

from tapping (13.8% of tapped stems sampled (Cunningham, 

in prep a)) are short, . but often have a high rate of leaf 

production probably due to the carbohydrate reserves of the 

palm stem base (Figure 2). The fibrous bases of the coppicing 

stems were of ten underground and usually distorted due to 

the past history of palm wine tapping whilst the stems 

themselves were covered by interlocking 

factors precluded use of stem height or 

leaf bases. These 

basal diameter as 

a means of distinguishing palms of different sizes and possibly 

differing rates of leaf production. 

Field observations, discussions with local people and 



Figure 2. H. natalensis stem showing the large robust l eaves 

produced 18 months after tapping damage. 

Figure 3. H.natalensis 

the c~ntre · of a rosette 

stem showing t wo unope ned l eave s at 

of mature 

unopened leaf shoot ( indicated by 

for weaving purposes. 

leaves. 

t h e arrow ) 

On ly the l a r ge 

wo uld be cut 
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measurements of leaves cut by craftworkers (Cunningham in 

prep c) during the previous years' fieldwork confirmed that 

few leaves with a leaflet length greater than 80 cm were 

cut for domestic or commercial purposes. It was also known 

from work by Fanshawe ( 1967) that leaf size and the rate 

of leaf production increased with palm age. For these reasons, 

leaflet length was chosen as the most suitable way of 

distinguishing palm sterns in the study area. 

Two study sites were selected on the basis of ease of access 

and relocation. Sixteen palm sterns were marked with numbered 

stakes at site A (August 198l)and thirty four palm sterns 

at site B (October 1981). The majority of the palm sterns 

selected had leaf lets in the size of classes greater than 

8 0 cm as this was the size most used by craftworkers. These 

plants were visited monthly for 12 months to measure the 

rate of shoot growth (data not presented here) and to check 

that the markers had not been disturbed by local palm wine 

tappers or herdsmen. 

Partially grown leaf shoots produced during this period, or 

leaf shoots that were partially grown at the start of the 

study were included in the calculation of annual leaf 

production as follows: 

height of leaf shoot (cm) 

height of fully grown leaf shoot (cm)* 

( * ie: A leaf shoot just prior to opening). Leaf shoot 

11111 

1-1 

1•1 

1•1 

·~· 
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Section of a mature H.natalensis leaf showing the 

point at which leaflet length measurements were taken with 

oblique (A) and "normal" (B) leaf bases. 
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length was measured from the centre of the rosette of tightly 

packed petioles to the tip of the leaf shoot. More than 

one leaf shoot was usually present in larger palms and in 

these cases the sum of leaf shoots was often greater than 

one mature leaf. 

Leaf Utilization 

The measurements of H.natalensis leaf production (this study) 

showed that 2-5 leaves are produced annually per stem, 

dependent on palm/stem size. This provided a more accurate 

basis for field assessment of leaf utilization than the 

estimate made by Moll (1972). Each palm produces a succession 

of leaves in a rosette around the apical meristem. These 

remain on the palm stem for over two years, with the leaflets 

deteriorating to leave the petiole persisting on the stem. 

Only the unopened leaf (Figure 3) at the centre of the rosette 

is supple enough for use. The petiole of the large shoots 

are cut with a bush knife leaving a clear cut surface easily 

distinguishable from the ragged leaf damage due to insects 

or browsing by cattle. The persistant petioles and leaves 

arranged in a rosette around the stem therefore represent 

a past history of leaf harvesting for each individual palm 

stem. The number of stems per clump was recorded, but each 

stem was treated as a separate plant. Leaves of these stems 

were divided up into different size classes according to 

the length of the leaflet of the youngest open leaf. 

Measurments were made from the leaf base to the tip of the 

middle leaflet. Where the leaf-base was oblique, the 
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measurement was taken from the lowest point of the leaf (Figure 

4 ) • 

Depending on palm stem leaf let length, a sample of the youngest 

2-5 mature leaves of each stem were examined to determine 

leaf utilization over the past year. Leaf shoots that were 

on the point of opening were treated as mature leaves. Larger 

palms (larger leaf let size classes) produce more leaves per 

year (Fanshawe, 1967). The number of leaves of each stem 

that were examined to determine the level of annual leaf 

harvesting therefore varied according to leaf let length. 

These were based on measurements of annual leaf production 

as follows: 

Size Class (cm) 

0 - 39 

40 - 79 

80 - 119 

120 - 179 

Sample Size (leaves/stem) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Partially grown leaf shoots were excluded as it was impractical 

to take fractions of a leaf into account for the stems where 

they were 

difference 

this on 

present. Although this would make a few weeks 

to the sample period assessed, the influence of 

the results is considered to be minimal and an 

improvement on the method used in Cunningham and Milton (1982 

and in prep). This part of the fieldwork was done at the 

beginning of April 1984 and would therefore represent an 

estimate of leaf utilization in the sample population over 
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the 12 month period February 1983 - March 1984. 

From field observation, it was clear that there was a low 

level of leaf utilization in the area and that the frequency 

and intensity of leaf use was not evenly spread in the area 

but depended on ease of access, palm density and local 

population density. Leaf utilization was therefore assessed 

in two ways. Firstly by selecting plants with a leaflet length 

more than 90 cm at random in the high density palmveld away 

from roads to confirm the observation that there was generally 

a low level of leaf use in the area. Secondly in order to 

determine the highest level of leaf use that could be expected 

in the area over the past year leaf utilization was assessed 

in four different sites in the study area adjacent to the 

KwaNgwanase-Ndumu road at varying distances from the village 

of KwaNgwanase (Figure 1). Plot size used at Nyinyani, 

KwaNonwayisa and Phelendaba B was 50x50 m but at Phelendaba 

A a smaller plot size 

density of the site. 

(20x20 m) was used due to the high palm 

All palm stems within each plot were 

inspected for leaf damage and measurements were made of leaf let 

size. 

Leaf Production 

Leaves are produced 

the palm stems with 

produced more leaves 

RESULTS 

throughout the year. 

longer leaflets (ie. 

per year. Palm stems 

Al though variable, 

on larger palms) 

with leaf lets in 
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the 80 - 99 cm size class produced 3.15 (± 0.45, n=lO stems) 

leaves per year and those in the 100 - 119 cm size class 3.79 

(± 0.59, n=l7 stems) leaves per year. Smaller palm stems 

with leaves 40 - 59 cm long produced 2.18 (± 0.48, n=lO stems) 

leaves per year. Unfortunately the largest of the palms 

selected for study were cut down for palm wine tapping three 

months after they were marked and this reduced the number 

of palms in the sample. 

Leaf let size class distribution and leaf use 

Leaf size distribution and the intensity of annual leaf 

utilization varied considerably in the study area. Size class 

distribution at Phelendaba (Plots A and B) was skewed in favour 

of the smaller size classes whilst at KwaNondwayisa and Nyinyani 

there were more larger leaves in the sample populations (Table 

1 and Figure 5). The percentage of leaves in the sample 

populations with a leaf let length suitable for weaving ( ie. 

more than 80 cm) was higher at these sites (Table 2). At all 

sites the largest shoot size classes were selected (Figure 

6). These larger size classes were under the highest intensity 

of leaf utilization. Stems with a leaf let length greater 

than 140 cm (which only occurred at Phelendaba (B)) were under 

the heaviest exploitation. 

this size class was used. 

This was very selective and only 

At Nyinyani, where palms grew at 

a far lower density, cutting was selective for the large size 

classes available, but a wide range of size classes was used 

(Figure 6). Probably for general purpose binding by herdbo·ys 

and not for weaving. 



SITE 

PHELENDABA 
(A) 

(n=l96 
stems) 

PHELENDABA 
(B) 

(n=305 
stems) 

KWAN ON-
DWAYISA 

(n=205 
stems) 

NYINYANI 

(n=l32 
stem.s) 

Table 1. The leaflet size, class, distribution leaf number 

harvested -and percentage of leaves harvested in each size 

class of H.natalensis stems at four study sites on the 

Maputaland coastal plain. 

CATEGORY LEAF SIZE CLASS (cm l 

0-19 20-39 40-59 60-79 80-99 100-119 120-139 140-159 

Stem number in size class 1 34 90 55 25 3 0 0 

Number harvested 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -
Leaf number damaged by , 
insects or cattle 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -
Percentage of annual leaf 
production in size class 
harvested 0 0 0 0 0 0 - -
Stem number in size class 5 53 65 94 63 20 3 1 

Number harvested 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Leaf number damaged by 
insects or cattle 0 0 0 1.5 1 1 0 0 

Percentage of annual leaf 
production in size class 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20\ 
harvested 

Stem number in size class 0 1 32 64 84 24 0 0 

Number harvested - 0 0 1 5 3 - -
Leaf number damaged by 
insects or cattle - 0 0 0 1. 3 0 - -
Percentage of annual leaf 
production in size class - 0 0 0.5\ 1.9% 3.3% - -
harvested 

Stem number in size class 2 5 15 33 59 16 2 0 

Number harvested 0 0 1 2 11 8 2 -
Leaf number damaged by 
insects or cattle 0 0 0 0.5 2 0 0 -
Percentage of annual leaf 
production in size class 0 0 2.3% 2.0% 4. 7% 13.2% 20% -
harvested 

-
~ !€ - g: :E 

160-179 

0 

-

-

-
1 

1 

0 

16.7\ 

0 

-

-

-
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-
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-
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Table 2. The percentage of H. natalensis stems in each sample 

population within each of the size classes of a suitable length 

for basketry. 

LEAFLET SITE SAMPLED 

SIZE CLASS PHELENDABA PHELENDABA KWANONDWAYISA NYINYANI 
(A) (n=l96) (B)(n=305) (n=205) (n=l32) ffl -

80 - 99 12.8 20.6 41. 3 44.7 

100 - 119 1. 5 6.7 11. 8 12.1 Iii 

120 - 139 0 1. 0 0 1. 5 Ill 

140 - 159 0 0.3 0 0 
111 

160 - 179 0 • 0.3 0 0 Ill 
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Intensity and frequency of leaf use 

The intensity and frequency of annual leaf utilization were 

low throughout the sample sites. This was highest at Nyinyani, 

lower at KwaNondwayisa and lowest at Phelendaba (B). No leaves 

in the sample population at Phelendaba (B) had been harvested 

over the past year (Table 1) . Only leaves ( 0. 5 % of annual 

leaf production) of the palms sampled at random had been 

harvested. Leaf damage by insects (adults and possibly larvae 

of an unidentified Scarabaied species) and cattle was 

negligible. 

Percentage of annual leaf production that was harvested in 

each size class was then estimated on the assumption that 

palm stems in each size class produce leaves at the following 

rate: 40 - 59 cm 2.83* leaves/stern-1/year-l 

60 - 79 cm 3 II 

80 - 99 cm 3.15* II 

100 - 119 cm 3.79* II 

120 - 139 cm 4 II 

140 - 159 cm 5 II 

160 - 179 cm 6 II 

* Data from marked palm stems 

The results of this are summarised in Table 1 and Figure 6. 

DISCUSSION 

H.natalensis leaves were the plant resource in the study area 
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with the most potential for commercial utilization. Firstly 

the palms are abundant (Moll, 1972; this study) and resilient 

to defoliation, recovering even after severe defoliation and 

damage resulting from palm wine tapping (Cunningham, in prep 

a). Secondly, although the palmveld is a communally owned 

multiple-use area, it is divided into "tapping concession 

areas" which are under tribal control to allow palm wine tappers 

to have individual rights to palms for tapping (Cunningham, 

in prep a). This provides a starting point that could be 

a culturally acceptable basis for resource harvesting based 

on individual rights to the palm resource and a way of solving 

the "tragedy of the commons" (see Hardin and Baden, 1977) 

with respect to palm leaf utilization. Thirdly, the method 

described in this paper is a practical way of assessing the 

level of annual leaf exploitation that is possible with the 

limited manpower available to the Bureau of Natural Resources~ 

Finally, there is a market for palm leaves throughout 

Natal/KwaZulu, both for commercial craftwork and for domestic 

purposes. 

There are two conflicting uses of H.n.atalensis in the study 

area - palm wine tapping (Cunningham in prep a, b) and leaf 

utilization. Both affect management proposals for leaf 

harvesting as leaf availability depends on: 

a) the rate of leaf production 

b) the density of palm stems 

c) the stem size (or age) class selected for palm wine tapping 

d) the destructiveness of the tapping technique 

1 KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources 
Private Bag X23 ULUNDI 3838 
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e) the frequency of defoliation 

f) the intensity of defoliation 

In common with H.ventricosa (Fanshawe, 1967), H.natalensis 

leaves are. produced throughout the year. Leaf size, weight 

and production increases with palm age (Fanshawe,1967) and 

presumably with the amount of carbohydrate reserves in the 

palm as Mason and Hutchings (1967), Schuster and George (1976) 

and Austin and Urness (1980) found in dicotyledonous woody 

plants. Leaf production in H. natalensis was higher than the 

average of one leaf stem-1 year-1 estimated by Moll (1972) 

and although variable, increased with leaflet length (and 

presumably stem age/amount of carbohydrate reserves). 

Larger palms 

a higher palm 

not only produce 

wine yield (see 

more leaves, 

discussion in 

they also give 

Cunningham, in 

prep a). As a result of the destructive nature of the tapping 

process and this selectivity, the structure of the palmveld 

has been changed from palmveld dominated by tall, single stemmed 

palms to the present high density of short, multi-stemmed 

palms. In doing so, the tapping process has increased the 

number of leaf producing stems and the potential for a higher 

leaf production per hectare. However increasing tapping 

intensity has reduced the number of large stems that would 

have a higher rate of leaf production. Palm 

currently select stems with a leaf let size more 

wine tappers 

than 100 cm. 

Because palm wine yields and income from tapping are low 

(Cunningham, in prep b), tappers are concentrated in high 

Ill 

I~ 

Ill, 

1111 



palm density 

possible per 

areas 

unit 
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to enable 

time. This 

them to tap as many palms 

is particularly the case 

as 

in 

such areas close to palm wine marketing points and probably 

accounts for the leaf let size class distribution to be skewed 

towards the smaller size classes (Figure 5). Areas with a 

low palm density and particularly those further away from 

marketing points (see Cunningham, in prep b) had larger palms 

(with larger leaflets) in their sample populations (Table 

3 ) • 

Although palm size and leaf production are kept at a low level 

by tapping, leaf availability is high due to the extensive 

area and high density of the palmveld. Approximately 25 600 

hectares of palmveld cover the study area and 17 600 hectares 

of this would be practical for local people to harvest. The 

average palm density of this area is at least 91.4 palms ha-1 

(483.6 stems ha-l)as Moll (1972) sampled low palm density 

areas mapped by Loxton et al ( 1969) as grassland and included 

these in his calculations of H.natalensis abundance. 

Three other factors are positive steps that contribute towards 

rational management of the leaf resource. Firstly the 

restriction of leaf use to large size classes (Figure 6). 

Secondly the selective cutting of leaves that minimise~ 

destruction of other leaves on the plant and thirdly the low 

level of palm destruction to obtain the edible meristem and 

young leaf bases of the palms ("palm hearts"). In contrast 

Iii 111 

111,111 

111
1
1111 

Ill Ill 

111 111 



Table 3. Decreasing leaf utilization with increasing distance away from 

KwaNgwanase along the main KwaNgwanase - Ndumu road and decreasing number of 

palm stems with a leaflet length greater than 100 cm as palm density increases. 

PHELENDABA (A) PHELENDABA ( B) KWANONDWAYISA NYINYANI 
(n==l96 stems) (n==305 stems) (n==203 stems) (n==l32 stems) 

Palm density 467 71 49 22 
(Palms ha) 

Stem density 
(Stems ha-1) 858 203 207 66 

Percentage of 
leaf lets more 1. 5 8.2 11.8 13.6 
than 100 cm 

Percentage of 
annual leaf 0 
production 

0.6 1. 9 8.3 

harvested 

Distance from 
village (Km) 24 23 17 8 

-

"'° "'° w 
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to baskets made for commercial purposes in north-western 

Ngamiland, Botswana (Cunningham and Milton, in prep), the 

requirements for commercial basketry and for domestic purposes 

are for baskets for day to day use. Therefore large leaves 

(with a leaflet length more than 80 cm) which provide longer, 

more resilient weaving material are selected (Figure 6). Only 

unopened leaves are supple enough to be used for basketry 

and are cut with a bush knife after the petiole is visible. 

Although opened leaves are suitable for fibre production 

(Fanshawe, 1967; Moll, 1972) the only use of mature leaves 

was for weaving the shade caps ( iziKhapelo) for tapped palm 

stumps. Frequency and intensity of cutting were low even 

in the palmveld next to the road close to KwaNgwanase (Nyinyani 

sample site) where the level of leaf utilization was 8% (Table 

3 ) • 

I 11 

I 11 

1
1

111: 

The other extreme is the overexploitation of H. thebaica 1 111 

(Babiker, 1982) and Phoenix reclinata Jacq. (Fleuret, 1980) 

leaves for basketry and extensive defoliation of H. ventricosa 

(Cunningham and Milton, in prep) where an estimated 42 - 47% 

of annual leaf production was either cut or damaged by non

selecti ve cutting with hoes (Figure 7). These provide examples 

of commercial harvesting where economics and effective marketing 

have taken precedence over resource management. As a result, 

the resource base of these rural income generating activities 

has been eroded away, reducing the availability of leaves 

for commercial and domestic use. 

I lij 



11 

,, 

111 

,, 
Figure 7. Hyphaene palm (H.ventricosa) leaf utilization under 11 

a high frequency and intensity of leaf damage near Etsha, 

Botswana showing the small size and premature cutting of leaves. 
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Sustainable use of renewable resources avoids this situation 

and is recognised as a justifiable objective for conservation 

and development ( IUCN, 1980). However due to the fact that 

palm leaves (but not palm sterns for tapping) are currently 

still regarded as common property coupled with the growth 

and consumer needs of rural communities, management hinges 

on good relations with the tribal authorities together with 

controlled commercial marketing. Commercial sales through 

a central marketing organization to ·f orrn a buff er system between 

the people harvesting the leaves and the commercial market 

is an essential aspect of resource management to avoid 

overexploitation (Cunningham, in prep c). Two important 

questions for commercial use are what harvesting regime should 

111 

be followed and what leaf yield can be expected. Management 111 

of the palm leaf resource involves a balanced relationship 1llli 

between leaf harvesting, palm wine tapping and the leaf 

resource. Exhaustion of non-structural carbohydrate reserves 

is generally accepted to result from excessive defoliation 

of plants, causing a reduction of plant vigor and productivity. 

Harvesting of all H. ventricosa leaves apart from the unopened 

leaf shoot reduced the mean number of leaves produced per 

palm and their mean weight (Fanshawe, 1967). As a basis for 

H.ventricosa leaf harvesting for fibre, Fanshawe (1967) 

suggested a proportional cut of 5 0 % of leaf production every 

six months or alternatively a 100% cut every year. This is 

not feasible for H.natalensis as only unopened leaves are 

cut. This intensity and frequency of leaf removal would also 

appear to be excessjve for both perennial monocotyledonous 

and dicotyledonous woody plants and is not recommended for 

1111 

1111 
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H.natalensis. Removal of 65% of the leaf .area of the perennial 

grass Muhlenbergia oorteri in three consecutive years reduced 

plant vigor regardless of clipping season (Miller and Donart, 

1981). Woody dicotylendonous plants maintained production 

at control level or above after nine annual defoliations of 

25 - 50% but all declined under this frequency of 100% 

defoliation (Lay, 1965). Similarly the yields of plants pruned 

back to 60% and 90% were all lower than the control ( Buwai 

and Trlica, 1977). It is suggested that until more detailed 

information is available, H.natalensis use for basketry (ie. 

palm stems with a leaf let length more than 8 0 cm) should be 

limited to the harvesting of every third leaf shoot (ie. 

approximately 30% of annual leaf production). At this rate 

of defoliation a conservative estimate of the number of leaves 

that would be available for harvesting is shown in Table 4. 

This is based on the stem density of 483.6 stems ha-1 (Moll, 

1972) at a leaf production rate of 3.15 + 0.45 leaves 

stem-1 yr -1 for the 80 99 cm size class and 3.79 ± 0.59 

leaves stem -1 yr -1 for the 100 - 119 cm size class in the 

palmveld area mapped by Loxton et al ( 1969). This vegetation 

map provides a more accurate basis than the palmveld mapped 

by Moll (1972), which included areas that Loxton et al (1969) 

mapped as grassland. This is far in excess of the existing 

rate of commercial use (Table 5) . Assuming that 20% of the 

leaf lets in the population are in the 80 - 99 cm size class 

and 10% are more than 100 cm under the current level of palm 

wine tapping, this would give an average production of nearly 

2.5 million leaves yr-1 in the study area (Table 4). 



CATEGORY 

Annual leaf 
production 
(leaves/ha/yr) 

Number of leaves 
available for 
harvesting 
(leaves/ha/yr) 

Number of leaves 
available for 
commercial use 
(leaves/ha/yr) 

Total available 
annually for 
commercial 
harvesting 
(leaves/ha/yr) 

Combined value 
of crop 
(R/ha/yr) 

Table 4. Estimated annual leaf production (leaves ha-1 

yr-1) and the number of leaves available for harvesting under 

differing rates of palm wine tapping damage based on the 

recommendations that every third leaf is cut and assuming 

that ten leaves ha -1 yr-1 are used for subsistence purposes 

or are spoiled leaving during or by cattle or insect damage. 

SIZE PERCENTAGE OF LEAVES IN REQUIRED SIZE CLASS IN Hyphaene POPULATION 

CLASS 
(cm) 10\ 20\ 30\ 40\ SO\ 60\ 

80. - 99 1S2.3 304.7 4S7.0 609.3 761.7 916.0 

(±21. 7) (±43.S) (±6s. 3 > (±87.0) <±100. 0> (±130.6) 

100 - 119 183.3 366.s 549.9 733.l 916.4 1 099.7 

(±28.S) (:i:S7.l) (:i:8S.6) (±114.1) (±142.7) (±111.2> 

80 - 99 S0.3 100.6 lS0.8 201. l 2Sl.4 302.3 

(±7.2) (±14. 4) (±21. s) (±28.7) (:i:3S.9) (±43.1) 

100 - 119 60.S 120.9 181. s 241.9 302.4 362.9 

(±9.4) <±1e.e > 1±2e. 2 > (±37.6) (±47.1) (±s6.Sl 

80 - 99 40.3 90.6 140.8 191.l 241.4 292.3 

(±7.2) (±14~ 4) (±21. s) (±28.7) (±35.9) (±43 .1) 

100 - 119 so.s 110. 9 171.S 231.9 292.4 3S2.9 

(±9.4) (±10.e l ( ±20. 2) (±37.6) ( ±4 7 .1) (±s6.S) 

80 - 99 709 280 1 S94 S60 2 478 080 3 363 360 4 248 640 s 144 480 

1±126 720) 1±2s3 440) 1±379 400) 1±sos 120 > (±631 840) (±1ss S60) 

100 - 119 888 800 1 9Sl 840 3 018 400 4 081 440 s 146 240 6 211 040 

(:i:l6S 440) (±330 880) (±496 320) (±661 760) <±e2e 960l (±994 400) 

R9,00 R20,1S R31,23 R42,3S RS3,38 R64,S2 

--

70\ 

1 066.3 
(±1s2.3) 

1 283.0 
(±199.7) 

3Sl.9 
<±so. 3 > 

423.4 
(:i:6S.9) 

341.9 
(±so.3> 

413.4 
t±6s. 9 > 

6 017 440 
('tees 2eo > 

7 27S 840 
(±1 159 840) 

R7S,53 

*"' *"' co 
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

The objective for commercial harvesting should be to increase 

the individual income of local rural people while managing 

the H. natalensis leaf resource on a sustainable basis. This 

would increase income from the palmveld, providing added 

justification for maintenance of the palmveld in as near natural 

state as a multiple - use area as recommended by Tinley and 

van Riet (1981) rather than for afforestation suggested by 

Loxton et al (1969). The support of the local people and 

the Tribal Authority are essential to achieving this objective. 

This requires considerable tact on the part of the staff of 

the KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources who are generally 

I' 

11111111: 

regarded as uniformed "policemen" whose role is only to stop 11
11111, 

people from using natural resources in the area rather than 

to promote their rational use. The following guidelines are 

made towards achieving this objective: 

1. Palm leaf cutting should not exceed one in three leaves. 

Leaves should not be cut before they have reached the 

stage that enables the petiole to be cut as cutting through 

the leaflet wastes potential weaving material. 

2. Selective cutting using bush knives should continue as 

is currently practised. 

3. The priority should be 

obtained locally from 

for 

leaf 

maximum 

use. As 

economic value to be 

much weaving should 
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take place locally rather than have the raw materials 

(ie. the leaves) exported out of the area. 

However it is unlikely that the entire quantity of leaves 

that could be harvested would be used locally as the local 

craftwork project, which is supplied by about 500 people 

is only using about 10 000 to U 000 leaves year-1. 

(Cunningham in prep c). 

4. The excess of leaves should be dried and then transported 

elsewhere in Natal/KwaZulu for commercial or domestic 

use, possibly through existing craftwork organizations 

who are supplied by craftwork groups with the skills but 

a lack of weaving material. 

5. There are two alternatives for management of leaf 

harvesting. Both need the support of the Tribal Authority. 

i) Harvesting by the palm wine tappers who would be 

given individual rights to palm leaves in addition 

to being able to tap palms lying within the areas 

designated by the local tribal policemen or headman. 

There are two main advantages to this. Firstly it 

would reduce the opportunistic scramble for a common 

property resource (palm leaves) with an economic 

value and at the same time improve the income of 

the palm wine tappers (see Cunningham, in prep a). 

Secondly that it would spread the demand for leaves 

throughout the area 

palms through most 

(as palm wine tappers are tapping 

of the palmveld) and reduce the 

1, 

1: 
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chances of local overexploitation in easily accessible 

sites. 

ii) Harvesting by a group of people employed to harvest 

leaves througnout the area and under the control 

of the local management organization. 

6. All commercial harvesting and sales of processed {ie. 

woven) or unprocessed leaves should be co-ordinated through 

~a local resource management organization in order to control 

leaf utilization. The Tribal Authority, the local craftwork 

marketing organization and the conservation body should 

be represented in this group. The member. of the local 

conservation body should not be involved in conservation 11 

law enforcement or be required to wear a conservation 

department uniform as this would put him at a considerable 

disadvantage at the meetings. He should also have a 

thorough knowledge of the objectives for resource use, 

of local attitudes to conservation, and the seniority 

to effectively liaise between the research and 

management sections of the local conservation body. 

7. Plots should be set up to study palm leaf production under 

different intensities and frequencies of defoliation and 

to take site factors {particularly varying edaphic 

conditions) into account in order to update management 

proposals. 

Research work needs to be done on nutrient input and export 

from the oligotrophic palmveld area to determine whether 

export of leaves would result in nutrient depletion ( eg. 

N, P) and ultimately a decline in productivity of the 

vegetation. 

Ii 

H 
Ii 

Ii 
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SECTION K 

COMMERCIAL CRAFTWORK : SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

A CASE STUDY FROM BOTSWANA 

THE PROBLEM 

"Because of the peoples' traditional conservation techniques, 

the Delta has an unlimited supply of the doum palm leaf used 

in basketry. Only part of the younger fronds are cut, 

permitting the palm to survive. A root bark is used for dyeing 

the palm leaf various shades of brown, again, only part of 

the root is cut, and the earth is marked to warn others. The 

following year the unused roots are cut. As the export market 

becomes more discriminating and competitive, the quality of 

·Botswana basketry should be able to keep pace ...... its future 

lies i~ further expansion and continued support from 
industrialized nations". 

Yoffe (1978) 

"The use of mokola isn't new. Our grandfathers used to use 

it. They used to cut leaves with a knife. Now people are 

using hoes to dig up gau and cut the leaves. To get mokola 
is difficult now. We have to travel to far-away islands to 

get mokola or buy it. · We have nothing to use without using 
mokola". 

Bayei resident, Etsha - 6 (1982) 

" I can only use mogonono roots for dye as there is no 

moshetondo left. It is collected by many people so it is 

very far now days. It means that later we should walk a day 

to find moshetondo". 

Note 

haMbukushu resident, Etsha - 6 (1982) 

mokola = Hyphaene ventricosa, gau = edible "palm hearts". 

mogonono = Terminalia sericea, moshetondo = Euclea 

divinorum. 
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EFFECTS OF THE BASKET WEAVING INDUSTRY ON THE MOKOLA PALM 

CHYPHAENE VENTRICOSA CKIRK) FURTADO) AND ON DYE PLANTS IN 

N.W. BOTSWANA 

Cunningham A.B., Cl) and Milton S.J. (2) 

The basket weaving industry has recently been developed to 

provide income for the growing population in rural 

villages on the western margin of the Okavango Swamps. 

The change from subsistence to commercial exploi ta ti on of 

palm leaves C Hyphaene ventricosa > and vegetable dyes for 

basket making has decimated palms and popular dye plants 

within a day's walk from the villages. Unless the use of 

these plant resources is controlled they will be lost and 

the basket industry will collapse. 

This study, conduct:ed in and around Etsha <22 °18' E 

111 

1111 

1111 

1111 

1111 

19°07'8), a village on the western margin of the Okavango• 11
11 

Delta <Figure 1), assesses the extent of utilization of 

the Makola Palm by the basket industry, and puts forward 

suggestions for its management. Although palm overutili-

zation due to rural craftwork industries has been noted 

elsewhere in Africa CBabiker, 1982; Fleuret, 1980) this is 

the first published quantitative record on the extent of 

utilization. Semi-desert scrub and dry savanna covers 

1. Botany Department, University 
Rondebosch, 7700, South Africa. 

of 

2. P O Box 313, Knysna, 6570, South Africa. 

Cape Town, 
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most of Botswana. However, in the north west the Cui to 

and CUbango rivers disgorge in an inland delta, the 

Okavango. Here the islands, channels and lagoons create a 

mosaic of vegetation types, and it is on high water table 

grassland of the Okavango that Hyphaene ventricosa, the 

Mokola Palm, occurs in Botswana. 

There were hunter-gatherers on the margins of the Okavango 

Delta 100 000 years ago <Campbell, 1976). Pastoralists 

and agriculturalists have occupied the area since 1750 

CTlou, 1976), but recent malaria and tsetse control 

measures have led to rapid growth of human and domestic 11 1 

animal populations in this part of the country. Angolan 

refugees, mainly haMbukushu, settled in the 13 villages Iii 

Iii 
comprising Etsha between 1967 and 1969 <Pot ten, 1976). 111 

The increased population and the change in lifestyle from 111 

subsistence to consumerism have led to reduction in 

palatable grass and removal of fuel, dye, fibre, edible 

and medicinal plants for a radius of about ten kilometres 

around the swamp margin villages. 

Disease control and the intense social pressure for a 

higher standard of living is bringing about the destruc-

ti on of natural resources. Management is essential for 

sustained production, and the effects of the basket 

industry on unmanaged Mokola Palm populations illustrate 

this. 

Iii 
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The organised collection and sale of baskets from Etsha, 

initiated in 1970 to provide income for the refugees 

settled there, expanded rapidly, and the marketing organi-

sation, Botswana craft, has now become a subsidiary of the 

State-run Botswana Development Corporation. The basket 

industry has provided income to the Ngamiland craftworkers 

and has led to innovation in this traditional craft. 

Since 1975 there has been a rapid increase in the numbers 

of baskets traded, as reflected in the Botswana Craft cash 

turnover <Figure 2). This valuable industry is now 

jeopardised by over-utilization of the Mokola Palm leaves 

for weaving material, by felling of the palms to obtain 

fruits, and by the excessive use of vegetable dyes, mainly 

extracted from the bark and roots of Bird Plum CBerchemia 

11111111 

11111111 

discolor CKlotzsch) Hemsley> and Gwarri < Euclea di vinorum 11111111 

Hiern.) Cex Cunningham, 527, NU). 

METHODS 

Interviews 

Information on plant species used in basket making, 

collecting areas and problems in gathering materials, was 

obtained by interviewing 64 basket makers from separate 

households in three Etsha villages; All were women, 41 

were haMbukushu, 23 were Bayei and 8 were Mbundu. Inter-

views are subject to a varying degree of suspicion as to 

the motives of the interviewer, and to misunderstanding by 

one or both par ti es . To limit these sociological vari-

11111111 

11111111 

11111111 
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FIGURE 2: The estimated value of export Cwhite bar) and 

domestic sales Cblack bar) of baskets through 

Botswana craft Marketing Company. 95% of the 

baskets exported and 20% of baskets marketed 

locally are made of Hyphaene ventricosa 

CM.R. Ferrin, pers. comm.). One Pula is 

worth approximately one U.S. Dollar. 
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ables, the reasons for the study were explained at Kgotla 

meetings <village gatherings} before we began our work; 

interviews were conducted by two locally born field 

assistants who understood the aims of the study and used a 

short, simple questionnaire; respondents were under no 

obligation· to answer questions and, to avoid the false 

information that may have been given if our questionnaire 

was thought to be a basis for new taxes, we asked no 

questions about the amounts of raw materials used or money 

obtained from basket sales. 

Field Study 
11 

Ca} Palm Utilization: An estimation of the utilization 
11 

of palms for weaving was made at four different 
11 

sites, three in the Etsha area and one at Maun 11 

C23°25'E 19°59'5}. 

The percentages of the study areas sampled was 

calculated by measuring these areas on 1:10 000 

aerial photographs with a digital planimeter. The 

sample plots covered 2% of the areas sampled at 

Qoroga Island Cl0,05 ha) and Xomaxau (28,12 ha). 

At Maun, the Hyphaene population sampled occurred 

in a narrow strip ~djacent t? the wetlands, so the 

11 sample plots were placed adjacent to one another 

in two strips totalling 33% of the sample area of 

O, 7 ha. At Wabe, where the Hyphaene community was 

small and scattered, the first 6 clumps encountered 

were sampled. 

11 

11 
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The above ground portion of the palm may consist of 

a number of stems, each producing a succession of 

leaves in a rosette around the apical meristem. 

Only the unopened leaf, found at the centre of the 

rosette, is supple enough to be used in basketry. 

This is selected and cut, either with a knife or a 

sharp hoe, leaving a truncated petiole or leaf 

blade. These clean-cut leaves are easily distin-

guished from the ragged leaves indicative of 

browsing (mainly by cattle>. 

The degree of utilization of palms within a sample 11 

population was determined by examining the four 

youngest open leaves and the unopened leaf-shoots 11 

Ii 
on every palm stem within selected palm clumbs or 1

1 

from those in the stratified-random quadrats. 11 

Assuming that annual leaf production of juvenile 

Hyphaene ventricosa palms is similar to that of 

juvenile H. natalensis (Cunningham, unpubl.>, our 

sample of the four youngest leaves on each stem 

· should give an estimate of the utilization in the 

period March 1981 to March 1982. 

The leaf-shoots were counted and the open leaves 

were each allotted to one of three utilization 

classes, as follows: 

11 



FIGURE 3: 

• / 

• 
/ 

Diagram showing how pre and past leaf shoot 

emergence cutting can be detected on the 

expanded leaf. 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 



( b) 

Cl) undamaged by human use Cleaves damaged by 

browsing animals were included here>; 

C2) damaged by human use: this included all leaves 

trun~ated by knife or hoe cutting of the 

furled leaf prior to the emergence of the 

petiole from the ground <Figure 3a); 

C 3 > cut: the entire furled leaf had been taken 

and only the petiole remained <Figure 3b). 

As a palm rhizome produces a number of coppice 

shoots when the apical bud is destroyed, the number 

of stems in a palm clump was counted as a further 

indication of damage by felling, palm-wine tapping, 

hoe-cutting of leaves or roots, or of fire. 

Dye Plant Utilization: The removal of bark or 

roots of Berchemia discolor and Euclea divinorum 

for making dyes was assessed by examining the 

entire population of these species on two islands 

near Qoroga Lagoon, 14, 2 ha in total area. Each 

plant was assigned an assessment rating as follows: 

Bark removal: 0 = no bark removed 

1 = not ringbarked, less than 25% 
bark removal 

2 = ringbarked, less than 25% removal 

3 = ringbarked, 25-50% removal 

4 = ringbarked, 50-75% removal 

5 = ringbarked, more than 75% removal 

6 = dead tree 

111 

Iii 

Ill 

111 

Ill 

1111 
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Root removal: 0 = no roots removed 

1 = less than 25% removal of lateral 
roots 

2 = 25-50% removal of lateral roots 

3 = 50-75% removal of lateral roots 

4 = more than 75% removal of lateral 
roots 

5 = tree uprooted, tap root removed, 
dead. 

This assessment probably underestimates overall 

damage to the populations of these species near 

villages, as dead trees or stumps could not always 

be identified. 

RESULTS 

Interviews 

Of the 64 basket makers interviewed, 81,3% said that they 

had difficulty in obtaining Mokola for weaving. The 

majority complained that they had to travel a. long way to 

collect palm leaves, but there were other minor problems 

as well (Table 1). 

Etsha basket weavers collected Mokola mainly from Wabe 

C42,2%) and Guda (20,3%), areas which take two hours to 

reach on foot. There were a number of other minor collec-

ting localities where the weavers collected their own 

weaving material. In five cases husbands, and in two 
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TABLE 1: Problems encountered by a sample of 64 basket 

makers in obtaining Hyphaene ventricosa weaving material 

near Etsha. 

Number of % of 
Problem replies total 

Distance 38 59,4 
ill 

Cost of Mokola 5 7,8 ,., 

Thorn on Mokola 5 7,8 Ill 

Swampy terrain 2 3,1 Ill 

Many collectors 2 
111 

3,1 
Iii 

No problems 12 18,1 
Ill 
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cases children, did the collecting. 14,1% (9) of the 

weavers either collected or bought Mokola. The remaining 

31,3% C20) bought all the palm leaves they used for basket 

making at an average price of 10 thebe (about 10 cents) 

per standard bundle C as much as can be held in one hand) 

of dried a:nd split leaves ready for weaving. 

Dyes used to stain the weaving material were derived from 

seven species of plant and from water discoloured by rust. 

The most popular colourfast dyes were a dark-brown extrac

ted from the roots and bark of Euclea divinorum and a 

red-brown from the stem and root bark of Berchemia 

discolor. Approximately one kilogram of dye plant 

material is needed to dye a kilogram Cdry weight) of palm 

leaves prepared for weaving (Crouch, 1981; CUnningham, \ 

unpubl.). 

Field Study 

Ca> Palm Utilization data are summarised in Figures 4 

and 5. 

Maun palms appear to be the least utilized. They 

bore more new leaf shoots per stem Ca mean of 1. 3 

<SE ± 0. 01)) than those at any of the other study 

sites, and utilization of leaves was relatively 

low: 12% damaged, 4% cut (Figure 5). Leaves were 

large and the size classes normally distributed, 

peaking at 80-99 cm <Figure 4). 

1111111 
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Xomaxau palms bore fewer new leaf shoots than Maun 

palms Ca mean of 0. 98 SE + 0. 0 9 > leaf shoots per 

stem) although the level of leaf utilization was 

low at both sites: 7% undamaged, 6% cut (Figure 5). 

Size class distribution was skewed in favour of the 

smaller classes (Figure 4), possibly indicating a 

longer history of utilization or local - environmen

tal or genetic differences. 

At both Maun and Xomaxau the largest leaf size 

classes had been selectively cut (Figure 4). 

The Qoroga and Wabe sites which are both close to 

Etsha showed signs of heavy utilization. These 

palms had approximately half as many new leaf 

shoots per stem as those at Maun (Figure 5 ) . Leaf 

damage was 25% and 27% respectively and 17% and 19% 

of the leaves had been correctly cut below the 

letiole. This amounts to destruction of over 40% 

of the annual leaf production. All size classes 

were used (Figure 4 >, smaller leaves being more 

frequently damaged than larger leaves as a result 

of non-selective hoe cutting (Figure 6 >. Utiliza-

tion of the small size classes also reflects the 

fact that few of the baskets being made were 

durable enough for local use, the majority being 

sold as curios. 

Palm density (stems/ha> was greatest where the 

11111 

11111 
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FIGURE 5: Hyphaene ventricosa: unopened leaf shoot 

number <graph with vertical bars representing 

standard error of mean) and percentage leaf 

utilization (histogram) for eight leaf size 

classes at four study sites. 



FIGURE 6: 
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ffyphaene ventricosa showing palm stems, 

leaves damaged by hoe cutting. 

shoots and 



TABLE 2: 

sites. 

Sample 
clump~ 

Maun 

Xomoxau 

Qoroga 

Wabe 
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Palm clump and stem densities at four study 

Clumps/ Stems/ Stems/ 
hectare Clump hectare 

n = 10 127 5,1 CSE + 1.1) 650 
CSE + 201) 

n = 11 308 7,1 CSE + 1.8) 2 190 
CSE+ 588) 

n = 4 237 19,5CSE ±. 9.2) 4 625 
CSE + 2543) 

n = 6 • 48,7CSE .:!: 10.2) -

111111 

41 q~1 

111111 

I 
1111q 

i 

111111 

111111 

111111 



palms were heavily utilised, probably because the 

repeated hoe-damage of apical buds results in large 

numbers of smaller coppice shoots (Table 2). If we 

assume that every clump of palm stems originated 

from one felled palm tree, then there were origi

nally 130 - 300 palms/ha in our study sites. 

Cb> Dye Plants 

Only 17% of the Berchemia population studied had 

not been damaged, and this fraction comprised 

mainly small saplings. Over 60% of the Berchemia 

population had been ringbarked <Figure 7a). The 

high percentage of Euclea plants with undamaged 

bark <Figure 7b) may be attributed to their small 

size Cless than 3 cm basal diameter). These may be 

coppice or root sucker regrowth from felled trees. 

DISCUSSION 

Interviews with basket makers in Etsha confirmed reports 

that it was becoming difficult to obtain enough of the 

Mokola Palm shoots for weaving, in the vicinity of the 

villages. At Kgotla meetings and from discussions with 

our guides, it was evident that this local scarcity of the 

resource on which their incomes were based had led to 

competition and friction between the people of Etsha 

(mainly haMbukushu) and those of Gomare CBayei). The 

seven-fold increase in the value of the industry over the 

111111 

111111 
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111111 

111111 

1111111 
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Berchemia discolor ( n-36 trees) 
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past six years suggests that more and more people are 

becoming dependent on the basket weaving industry for 

their income. Comparison of palm leaf damage and vigor at 

Maun Cnot a basket industry centre) with that at three 

sites near Etsha, showed clearly the effects of 

utilization. 

A single-stemmed Mokola Palm CHyphaene ventricosa> 

produces 24 leaves per annum when over 2 m tall, but 8-9 

leaves when under 1 m tall. Unstemmed, juvenile palms 

produce an average of 6 leaves per year (Fanshawe, 1967). 

An even lower rate of leaf production was recorded for 11 
1 11 

coppicing Hyphaene natalensis in northern Natal: palms in 

the leaf size class 100-120 cm produced a mean of 3, 79 

1111~ 

11111 

11111 

CSE + 0,59) leaves per annum Cn = 18 plants) but those in 11 111 

the 40-60 cm class produced only 2, 83 CSE + 0, 48) leaves 

per annum Cn = 10 plants> <Cunningham, unpubl.). This 

suggests that near Etsha, where frequent destruction of 

apical shoots had reduced most coppice shoots to the 

40-79 cm leaf size class, production per stem would be 

lower than at less utilized sites. 

An additional effect of frequent cutting is the production 

of multiple coppice shoots - small spiney leaves emerging 

from the ground and grouped into large clumps. At a . 
heavily utilized site, Wabe, there were 48,7 CSE + 10,2) -
such stems per clump. As it is difficult to get into 

these clumps to cut leaves with a knife, a hoe is used. 

Since a hoe cuts not only the new leaf required as weaving 

11111 

11111 
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material, but also successive leaf shoots beneath the soil 

(Figure 6), this method damages the plant still further. 

Pruning trials on dicotyledonous shrubs have shown that 

productivity is sustained when there is an annual loss of 

as much as 50% of the annual leaf production, but that 

more frequent or severe defoliation leads to declining 

production and a shortened life CBuwai & Trlica, 1977; 

McConnell & Smith, 1977). 

If we assume that our four-leaf sample represented one 

year's leaf production and that the response of palms to 

defoliation is similar to that of dicotyledonous shrubs, 

then the Qoroga and Wabe sites are being exploited to 

their limits. 

Traditionally basket makers did not ringbark or destroy 

dye plants, but our results suggests that there is now an 

opportunistic scramble for dye material for use in the 

growing basket industry. 

MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary objective of a craftwork project based on a 

natural resource should be sustained yield exploi ta ti on. 

It will not be easy to maintain a fixed level of utiliza

tion because of population growth in rural communities and 

their desire for increased living standards. Over-

~ j 

I: 
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I: 
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utilization limits the life of the resource and its 

dependent industries. The short term sacrifices required 

to maintain the resource for the future will be opposed by 

villagers unless crafts based on alternative material can 

be developed. 

A resource such as the . Mokola Palm could be managed at 

both the village level and through the buying organisa-

tion. 

Ca> The Village Level 

A local committee headed by the chief and supported 

by the buying organisation should be involved in 

extension and control. Each aspect should be 

discussed and explained to the craftwork group before 

implementation. 

Cl> Hoe cutting of Mokola should be stopped in 

favour of selective cutting with a knife, 

perhaps by using spot fines. 

C2) Felling of mature palms to set fruits should be 

stopped and people should be encouraged to 

cultivate palms from seed. 

C3) Digging up of Makela Palms for the edible young 

stem Cnjumu) or felling them for the edible palm 

heart Cgau) should be di scour aged. Tsaro 

(Phoenix reclinata) Jacq.) palm shoots Cnjumu) 

I 'I 
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I I 1 
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or palm heart Cngadi) could continue to be used 

as foods, as this palm is more common and less 

heavily utilized. 

C4) Palm leaf cutting should not exceed one in three 

leaves, and leaves should not be cut before they· 

have fully emerged from the ground as this 

wastes potential weaving material and damages 

underground stems. 

(5) The growing of alternative fibre plants such as 

sisal (Agave sisalana) and Yucca sp. around 

fields or near homesteads would provide an alter

native source of strong fibre suitable for 

building and craftwork. 

(6) Dye Plants: Uprooting and ringbarking should be 

stopped. The use of synthetic dyes should be 

demonstrated and their use encouraged. These 

are a practical alternativ~ as less dye is 

needed per kilogram of weaving material and 

considerable effort, now spent on finding, 

digging and transport plant dyes, is avoided. 

Cb) The Buying Organisation 

Trained staff will be required in order to implement 

the following management proposals: 

11 j 
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Cl) Development of quota buying with quotas based on 

the estimated sustained yield of the Mokola Palm 

communites to be exploited. The amount of 

Mokola used needs to be reduced through a cut in 

the number of baskets bought. 

C 2 > Buyers should select high quality baskets only. 

Quality i terns take more time to produce so that 

less raw material is used over a given time. 

Exceptional work produced by craf tworkers should 

be labelled and marketed under their names. Such 

handmade articles would command higher prices in 

industrialised countries than anonymous items, 

giving a higher return per unit effort and per 

kilogram of weaving material. 

C 3) The pressure on the Mokola Palm could be re

lieved by diversifying the resources used in the 

craf twork industry. Only abundant species 

resilient to harvesting should be considered as 

alternatives. 

Phragmites australis Creeds, 'lethaka') and 

Cyperus papyrus <papyrus, 'moseme') are 

commercially exploited elsehwere and informa

tion on productivity and harvesting is avail

able. 

11 
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Grass Ce.g. Imperata cylindrica, C'moshange'} 

could be more extensively used for coil-built 

baskets. 

Phoenix reclinata C 'tsaro') leaves are suit-

able for smaller plaited baskets. 

C4> As an alternative to vegetable dyes, the use of 

synthetic dyes, which could be sold through co

operative trade stores, should be encouraged. 

(5) New crafts which will give the maximum return on 

the quantity of material used should be deve

loped and taught. Exotic species such as sisal, 

or waste materials such as plastic fibres from 

which orange sacks are made (obtainable at local 

co-operative store), could also be used. 

CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the Mokola Palm, the raw material for 

the basket weaving industry, is being over-utilized in the 

vicinity of villages on the west of the Okavango swamps. 

Palm shoots are already becoming time-consuming or expen

sive for the villagers to obtain. 

To avoid a crash in the basket ·industry and irreparable 

damage to palm and dyE? plant populations, we recommend 

I~ 
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controlled exploitation of the palm, diversification of 

the draftwork industry and a switch to synthetic dyes. 

Management should be organised both at the village level 

and through the buying organisation. 
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SECTION L 

PLANT UTILIZATION IN A BROADER PERSPECTIVE 

Wothezel' entanjeni (Gather firewood to the capacity of the 
string). 

•When women go out to collect firewood, they carry strings 

which they plait from grass to tie their bundles with. The 

string of a certain length will only tie a certain amount 

of wood. The warning is that the woman should try her string 

as she goes on adding wood to see if the string will be long 

enough, for she may find that she has collected more than 

she can tie with it. The proverb means that one should live 

according to one's means•. (Carrying capacity!) 

Zulu Proverb. Nyembezi (1954) 

"Our future was with the collective, but our survival was 

with the individual, · and the paradox was killing us every 
day". 

"Smiley's people". Le Carre (1980) 

Ukusuza komnumzane kuzitshwa ngomfokazana 

(The breaking of wind by the headman (or kraal head) is blamed 
on the commoner) 

Zulu proverb. Nyembezi (1954) 

When the kraal head breaks wind, he shifts the blame onto 

children in the house, or the dog lying nearby. So it is 

that the lowly may be held responsible for the wrong doings 
of those higher in status. 

I I 

11t 
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CONCLUDING CHAPTER : CONSERVATION - WHO PAYS THE COSTS? 

SUMMARY 

This section discusses plant utilization and management in 

the context of conservation and rural development plans for 

Maputaland. The following points are made: 

(i) Indigenous plants play an important role in providing 
basic needs to rural people. 

(ii) Sustainable use of economically important indigenous 
plant resources is limited by practical constraints 
of manpower and money to low conservation priority sites. 't 

(iii) (Commercial utilization can only be the use of excess 
over and above subsistence needs. With the current population 
density and increase, this restricts use to a few species. 

(iv) Conservation/development plans must have a clear policy 
for the area as a whole and realistic site specific 
objectives for each conservation/resource area. Political 
fragmentation of the area and the lack of participation 
of the local people and various departments in the 
planning have stifled implementation of these plans. 

(v) Long term success is ultimately dependent on improving 
the situation in (iv) above, in redirection of government 
policy towards education and development that reduces 
the human pressure on the land, and achieving a solution 
to the problem of common property resources through 
a better understanding of land-use control by tribal 
authorities. 



INTRODUCTION 

Previous sections of this thesis stressed the rapid increases 

that have occurred in population and cattle numbers over the 

past eighty years; the important role played by indigenous 

plants in providing a resource base for self-employment and 

basic needs of rural people; and the necessity for management( 

of these resources. Plant use was viewed from two angles. 

Firstly, the selective use of available species and secondly, 

the quantity of materials (fruits, leaves, sap, wood, bark 

or roots) used. Indigenous veld foods (fruits, spinach, 

phytophagous insects) provide on important source of nutrients 

deficient in the starchy staple diet (Section H). Grasses 
1,1 

and sedges provide thatching material for shelter, woven articles 

for household use and commercial sale (Sections E, I and J). 

Fermented palm sap provides nutritionally valuable palm wine 

that forms the basis of a network of informal marketing and 

transport (Sections G, B and C). Reedbeds on the Mosi drainage 

also provided income and a useful building material in the 

region (Sections D, E and F) . Palm (sap and leaves (Section 

J)) and reed use both are alternatives to the large scale af-

forestation or rice cultivation considered for these CTarginal po-

tential sites (Loxton et al, 1969). If managed, they would / 

also have less impact on ecosystem function (eg. hydrology) 

and would continue to provide a buffer against rural poverty 

in the face of rising unemployment. 



~The largest quantity of plant material used for subsistence 

purposes was fuelwood. This was already well known from previous 

studies (Best, 1979; Gandar, 1983; Liengme, 19 8 3) . Wood use 

for building material, craftwork, fencing and fishkraals played 

a relatively minor role (Section E). The extent of commercial 

use of palms and reeds was more extensive than had previously 

been realised. The greatest pressure on land and plant resources 

was at the largest and/or most rapidly growing settlement sites.' 

The largest increases in hut numbers were at Mbazwana, Ndumu, 

Mseleni, Zangomeni and Kwa Ngwanase. With the rates of increase 

at the longest establi-shed trading points (Mseleni, Ndumu and 

Kwa Ngwanase) slower than those at their peripheri 

Zangomeni) or where new facilities had been built 

(eg. 

(eg. 

Ndlondlweni) (Section E). It is at these sites where management) 

action and provision of alternatives to overexploited resources 

is most needed. 

'The aim of this final section is an attempt to put indigenous 
I 
plant utilization by rural people into the broader perspective 

of conservation and development plans for the study area. It 

is not meant as a criticism of either administrators, planners, 

managers or rural people. Rather, it is intended to be a 

constructive attempt to bring some pragmatism to an urgent 

problem and to illustrate the gap between the theory and practice~ 
!.-

of implementing conservation in Maputaland today. 

Maputaland, probably more than any other area in KwaZulu, has 

I I 
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suffered from an excess of plans and proposals and a _de_f_ici t 

of practical_ ac-t:_:i.._<?.!1_· The combination of CQ_!:!§ierva~.i,ori_ a_rid j;m1ri~m 

were first suggested as a development option fifty years ago 

(Roberts, 19~4l. Recently, apart from plans for development 

(Thorrington-Smith et .al, 1978) and tourism (Ferrario, 1981) 

in Natal/KwaZulu that included Maputaland, reconunendations 

for land-use have been made specifically for this area by Loxton 

et al, 1969; Tinley, 1971, 1976; Bruton, 1980; Tinley and 

van Riet, 1981 and NAKOR, 1982. The process is still continuing 

with the uncertainty following the "Ingwavuma Land Deal" 

(Harries, 1983). Even more recent are proposals and a pilot 

scheme for 40 000 ha of hygrophilous grassland in the Mosi-

Palm Zone to be developed for large-scale rice cultivation 

(Kendrick, pers. conun, 1984)* in direct contradiction to 

the rationale of the Tinley and van Riet (1981) proposals. 

I have no doubt that for conservation to succeed it is necessary 

to approach park establishment or management by working downwards 

from the problems of surrounding land-use to those of the 

proposed or existing national park/reserve as Bruton (1980),) 

>and Tinley and van Riet (1981) did. 
) 

Indigenous plant resources 
.Por-

for example, do provide/\ basic needs and a buff er against rural 

poverty (Sections A-I). However they do _!l_Qt hCive t.h~ __ _p()_:t~n,tial 

to form ~rt of the resource base of the viable rural . e9onomy ~ ---·--·---·--·-· .. -·-··--·-- -·--. ----- -- ) 

that the~-~ au~l"l?rs envisaged. Neither is sustainable use o'f 

renewable plant resources a panacea for all ills. Economically 

important plant species can play a role in justifying maintenance 

* P R Kendrick 
P 0 Box 188 

PARK RYNIE 4182 
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of certain areas in a near natural state and provide an example 

of conservation that people can relate to. But this range 

of species is limited to vegetation types with low species 

diversity and low agricultural potentials that are probably 

more threatened at the moment by the large scale development 

schemes (afforestation, rice cul ti vat ion) than the subsistence 

land-use practices of rural people. 

~With the constraints of manpower and money on conservation 

management, the sustainable use of plant resources from high 

conservation priority areas does not appear to be a practical~ 

option. Neither can sustainable use of forest resources 

completely srntweigh -- the_~~lue of forest areas to local) 
I 

) 

agriculturalists. 

Any form of conservation necessitates short-term sacrifices 

involving social "costs" in order to benefit from the resources 

in the long term. If conservation is to be achieved in 

Maputaland, then it revolves pays I 
( 

around the question of who 

these costs. 

THE PROBLEM 

~As Parker (1983) put it, conservation's "innate conflict" is 

ithat it is 

"associated with the 
damage plants, change 

edict 'thou shalt not' - kill animals; 
environments, enter certain areas, etc". 

/ 



1rn Maputaland, the 

!edict are those who 

rural 

can 
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people expected to conform to this 

least afford to do so. Nowhere is 

this more obvious than in conservation legislation. In the 

KwaZulu Native Conservation Act (Government Gazette, 1976) 

for example, laws exist that if enfo'rced, would have virtually 

the entire population behind bars! Fish kraals, many aspects 

of day to day plant use and hunting are all declared illegal. 

The "rationale" behind this approach is discussed in detail 

by Graham (1973) and Parker (1983). To the Tembe people, these/ 

are common property resources to which they have a tenurial 1 

right. Existing conservation areas are considered to be tribal 

land that the chief sold to the government, that are now 

protected by uniformed "policemen". Apart from species protected 

due to traditional conservation practices (Appendix I) , under 

high demands for scarce resources, there is little incentive 

to conserve and the "trag:~dy of the commons" is enacted (Hardin,) 

1968). 
I 
) 

J,Wi th growing human numbers and needs has come a clash of \ 

interests not only between conservationists and rural people ,i 
but paradoxically with supporters for large scale development 

schemes that will disrupt existing land-use patterns and replace 

indigenous plant resources used by the local people.~ 
/ 

THE PLAN 

Similar clashes elsewhere (Saitoti, 1978; Lusigi, 1981; Parker,· 

1983a) and the realisation that the future of conservation areas 

J 
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cannot be assured "through the barrel of a gun 11 (see Parker, 

1983; Anderson, 1983) has led to a broader perspective where 

conservation is no longer being seen in isolation from the 

socio-political problems of the people surrounding the reserves. 
r 

)Bruton, (1980), and Tinley and van Riet (1981) both proposed 

rural development plans for Maputaland aimed at integratipg 

conservation ~I?:<:'i _____ g.~ve loQmen t. Their approach was not new. 

~Tinley (1971, 1977), Myers (1973); and curry-Lindahl (1974) 
\. 

have all suggested sustainable use of renewable resources from 

conservation areas, the development of tourism and the 

chc:l.nn~Jli_I?:g of the resultant economic benefits and natural 

resources to the local community as a means of justifying 
14 

conservation as a form of land-use and defusing these conflicts.! f 

v\Bruton (1980), and Tinley and van Riet (1981) both emphasised 

that the use of natural l:labit:a.ts and theiE_.~2-~~jes could be 

the optimum form of land-use in Maput~land. In this discussion 

most reference is made to the Tinley and van Riet (1981) 

proposals firstly, because they were commissioned by a government 

department, secondly,because they are the most detailed proposals 

and thirdly, because they took account of the excellent surveys 

by Loxton et al, 1969.? 

The essence of the Tinley and van Riet ( 1981) proposals were 

that: 

rll- I 
l 

( i) Rural development should be based on natural resources; · 

1t 

~ 

! ~ 

41 
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organised into a regional economic framework, with a 

sch~!Il~_2J. ___ ~~9-J~J ___ p:r:-ojects based on existing resources] 

within each ecological zone. 

(ii) Development should be at the level of the homestead. 

(iii) Massive infrastructural, industrial and "big scheme" 

cash crop developments must be avoided. 

(iv) These developments should be coupled to a change in 

the content of regional education and involvement with 

the community, the homestead and environmental values 

as determinants of life. 

5Tinley and van Riet (1981) visualised that through controlled 

siting of stores, clinics and schools, settlement would be 

induced away from "core" conservation areas (specially protected 

sites) enabling a gradation from these areas through low 

population density "tribal resource areas" to more densely 

settled development centres (Figure 1). Decentralisation and) 

self-sufficiency would prevail in a society where "traditional~ 

cultural values would be reinstated". Education would be 

"designed to keep the youth in rural areas" and "modified to 

exclude industrial or urban values". In these proposals, natural 

resources used on a sustaine§.-:-yie_ld . __ 8_~_sA.!3. would be used as 

a E~.§.is f_Er a __ yia12J..§...._rural economy so that "many of the products 

would trigger and entrain a multiplicity of homestead or ~j llag·e 
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STAT!'. LANO 

PROCLAIMED CONSERVATION AREAS AND 
FOREST RESERVES AT THE START OF 
THE STUDY 

l = Mkuzi Game Reserve 

2 = Ndurnu Game Reserve 

3 = Kasi Bay Nature Reserve 

4a Sileza Forest Reserve 

b = Manguzi - Mabibi Forest Reserve 

c = Malangeni Forest Reserve 

5 = Sodwana Bay 

6 = Coastal Forest Reserve 

7 = St Lucia Marine Reserve 
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J:'iqure l . The "Tongaland Resource Area" and development 

centres proposed by Tinley and van Riet ( 1981) in relation 

to chief's districts (from Tinley and van Riet, 1981) and 

inset, the existing conservation areas at the time of their 

study. 
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industries. In this way a _!!l_U_!:ll._Cil_~sm would be built up between 

the tribespeople and !l!§!~_:;-__ }'."1.J,:t;Al _1'.'.~$Q1!LG~S, both benef i tting 

the other instead of getting caught in the bottomless pit of 

total dependance on outside material aid and the false economy I 
5 

of big schemes that take over the land". 

This was the utopian ideal. The reality was somewhat different. 

IMPLEMENTATION ... FOUR YEARS ON 

Although the Tinley and van Riet (1981) plan contained many 

constructive suggestions the report was heavily criticised 

due to contr~dic~9_£Y __ and/or unsubstantiated statements (SACM, 

1982). Si ting of development centres away from high priority 

conservation sites to enable the establishment of buffer zones 

or res.ource areas, and the aims of _!'educing__ d~pendence on 

urban produced commodities and the promotion of conservation ------ -------·- - - - -·· -

areas were good ideas. However, for four interrelated reasons, 

there was a massive gap between planning goals and I 

implementation. 

1) There was insufficient input from local people, the tribal 

authorities and the diverse range of government departments 
that would be concerned with implementing the plan, with 
a resultant lack of coordination. 

2) The role that indigenous plant resources could play in 
contributing to a viable rural economy was overestimated.? 

\ 
~ 

) 

~ 

• 



· 3 ) Al though regional self-sufficiency and sustainable use 

of renewable natural resources were implicit in the plan, 

clear objectives were not stated for conservation or resource 

areas in the region. 

4) No solution was proposed to the problem of common property 

resource utilization although increased reliance on natural 

resources was proposed. 

CO-ORDINATED PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

~The success of any rural development or conservation plan depends 

on strong central ___ <::g=-o~gj._~-~-ti.c:>!!.1 effective local level 

organisation and the participation of local people in the ~ 

planning as well as the implementation processes. Few areas 

the size of Maputaland could have the chances of co-ordination 

so stacked against them. Al though surveyed as a single unit, 

Maputaland is a bureaucratic jigsaw puzzle of different 

• '111 

~I 

• 
'1 

" 
administrative bodies that typifies South African political 'i 

fragmentation. For example, the Ingwavuma district alone has 

three separate nature conservation bodies with separate head 

offices in Pietermaritzburg (Natal Parks Board), Ulundi (KwaZulu 

Bureau of Natural Resources) and Pretoria (Department of Co-

operation and Development). In addition, there are Forest 

Reserves (with the exception of the section of the Coastal 

Forest Reserve falling into the Admiralty Reserve under the 

legal control of the Department of Community Development 

(Pretoria) ) that are controlled by the KwaZulu Forestry 

Department (Ulundi). 

j 
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In the study area the result of this was a lack of coordinated 

effort, with the Tribal Authority caught between the needs 

of local people and the conservation authorities in a conflict 

over land zoned for conservation. For example, the three years 

since the Tinley and van Riet ( 1981) proposals were made have 

seen: 

(i) Infrastructure development continued regardless of plans 

for buffer areas around high conservation priority sites. 

Some notable examples are:-

Case 1: Terr.be Resource Area (Lala Palm). Siting of 
a store adjacent to the Sileza Forest (proclaimed 1950 
(Government Gazette, 1950)) with subsequent settlement 
and forest clearing of this unusual dry Coastal Forest 
site with Oeceoclades decaryanum (only recorded South 
African locality). Diaphanathe fragrantissima (only 
other record from Malangeni Forest, Kosi) and Eulophia 
petersii (normally found on granite outcrops). 

Note: Siting of legal stores is directly controlled 
by the local tribal authority. Legal store establishment 
being allowed anywhere outside a 9 km radius of the 
adjacent store (Derman and Poultney, 1984). 

Case 2: Tembe Resource Area. A 
constructed within a few hundred 
Elephant Reserve Fence. 

new school building 
metres of the Tembe 

Note: Upgrading of school buildings funded by the KwaZulu 
Department of Education, Ulundi. 

Case 3: A road cut through Coastal Forest and 
Forest to facilitate access to sand for concrete 
making (Kosi Wilderness Area). 

Swamp 
block 

Case 4: An army base permanently established near 
Phelendaba since 1982 (Tembe Resource Area(Lala Palm)). 

Note: Si ting controlled by South African Defence Force 
( SADF). 

Case 5: Establishment of water points for people living 
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in the Sand Forest Resource Area (Department of Health 
and Welfare and Department of Works) with the support 
of the local tribal authority. 

(ii) Continued expansion of large-scale agricultural schemes 
such as:-

Case 1: Complete clearing of an estimated 2 000 ha 
of indigenous vegetation for cotton fields on the 
Makhatini Flats, near Jozini with no areas left or shelter 
belts or sources of wood/fruits, etc. 

Note: The Pongolo Zone, although settled by Zulu and 
Ternbe-Thonga people for hundreds of years has State 
land status, and falling under Control of the Department 
of Cooperation and Development. 

Case 2: A pilot scheme and proposals by the Industrial 
Development Corporation (IDC) for 40 000 ha of rice 
under cultivation (Tembe Resource Area (Lala Palm). 

(iii) Intensified development of banana cultivation in the 

Swamp Forest areas surrounding the Kosi Lake system 

(Kosi Wilderness Area, Sihadla Resource Area) due to 

the 1982 drought and an increased market for bananas 

with the recent tarring of the major access road to 
the area. 

Note : Agricultural land was traditionally and is 
currently allocated by headmen under the local tribal 
authority. The Sihadla Resourse Area falls within the 
Malangeni Forest Reserve proclaimed in 1950 (Government 
Gazette 1952). In this case, cultivation was halted 
by the KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources. The result 
was a clash and a series of court-cases that seriously 
damaged relations between the local tribal authority 
and the Bureau. 

tjo, 
11 

11,, 
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REGIONAL SELF SUFFICIENCY THE ROLE OF INDIGENOUS PLANT 

RESOURCES 

Hopes for regional self-sufficiency face a major practical 

problem today. There are already too many people for benefits ~ 
_, 

from (1) indigenous plant use, (2) agriculture and (3) tourism 

with the current level of educational training) to provide 

self-sufficiency. Only indigenous plant use is discussed here 

in detail. The whole concept of core conservation areas 

surrounded by buffer zones hinges on low resident populations 

in the buffer zones and no people living in the core conservation 

areas (Bruton, 1980; Tinley and van Riet, 1981; NAKOR, 1982). 

This places limits on the area available for human expansion. 111 
I 

Consumptive and non-consumptive use of natural resources in 1 

the region does not provide the solution to conservation 

problems. What it can do is buy time for coordinated action 

to reduce human pressure on the land. 

~Dewar and Watson (1981) have pointed out that: 

"structural unemployment may be traced, on one hand, 

to increasing levels of capital intensification and a 

mismatch between skills and available jobs, and on the 

other, to an ever growing rate of population increase. 

What it means, in effect, is that even if South Africa 

were to achieve the most optimistic projection possible 

of economic growth rates over the next ten years, the 

total amount of jobless can still be expected to rise". 

111 

1,, 

111 



It is here that plant resources play an important role, providing 

a buff er against unemployment (Sections A, B, C, D and I), 
" 

and basic needs of dietary supplements (Section G and H), 

building materials and fuel (Sections E and F) and household 

utensils (Section I) in the study area. Both Tinley and van 

Riet(l981) and Bruton (1980) recognised this in their proposals 

whilst other planners have not (see Sections B, C and D), (Loxton 

et al, 1969). However, the range of resources with potential 

for adding to the regional economy by providing a basis for 

homestead or village industries LS limited. It was not the 

"multiplicity" of resources that Tinley and van Riet (1981) 

envisaged. Multiple use of plant resources and a chain of 

informal marketing already existed in Maputaland, without any 

input of outside initiative. The palm wine resource was already 

under intensive utilization (Sections B and C). Phragmites 

australis reeds would only support continued utilization at 

current levels of population growth for an estimated 30 years 

(Sections D and E). Hyphaene natalensis, Digitaria eriantha 

and Cyperus natalensis leaves (Sections I and J) and possibly 

Sclerocarya birrea kernels (Tinley and van Riet (1981) but 

see Section H) were less intensively used though these have 

a commercial value and more potential for increased use. 

However, harvesting and processing are time consuming with 

low returns per unit effort. This labour input is consequently 

expensive in terms of the time and energy that need to be put 

into other activities (agriculture, collecting water and fuel, 

tending to livestock and children, etc.). During 1983 many 
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of the skilled women basket weavers preferentially worked as 

"unskilled" labour on road construction gangs in the study 

area, presumably getting a higher return for their labour input. 

Palm wine tapping was similarly seen as something to fall back 

on when no other employment was available (Section C) and was 

not the easy income earner that it was popularly considered 

where "one week's work earns tappers a month's salary" (Moll, 

1972). 

Indigenous plant use cannot be seen as a solution to land-

use conflicts for all vegetation types. Managed use of plant 

resources can play a role in justifying conservation as a form 

of land-use. Certainly most traditional conservation practices 

are commodity orientated (Appendix I) and play an important 

role in reducing man's impact on the land. However, there 

are two major limitations. 

1. Resource utilization, like tourism (see 
Nash, 1982; Martin and Taylor, 1983) is 

Tinley, 197la; 
a double-edged 

sword in justifying conservation. Areas of productive 
wetlands, provide useful commodities Phragmites, Juncus 
kraussii, or Hyphaene palmveld play an important role in 
justifying buffer zones in a semi-natural state. This 

because these vegetation types provide a is primarily 

tangible local 
returns per unit 
(Appendix II). 

example of resource management with high 
area (but not necessarily per individual) 
In contrast to forests, however, these 

vegetation types have 
species diversity, or 
or productive wetland 

either 

both 

that 

low conservation status, low 
(Figure 2). For forest areas 
do not produce useful natural 



resource products 

near Black Rock 

Africa)) resource 
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( eg. the Eleocharis plantaganea wetlands 
(an unconserved wetland type in South 
use does not justify conservation. The 

only reason why Eleocharis wetlands are still there whilst 
extensive areas of forests have disappeared is that a use -
has not been found for them - yet. Recent plans for rice 
cultivation (Kendrick, pers. comm., 1984) for example, 
give cause to doubt the status of such areas if justification 
is seen purely from a commodity approach. For forests, 
and particularly Swamp Forest (Appendix II) this problem 
is being faced already. With the exception of Mangrove Forest 

:anc:l Sand, Fores!:. (wher11t no surface: water is available), 
(due to high salinities)~ short-term requirements from 
selective clearing of forests for subsistence agriculture 
outweigh the gains arising from sustainable use of forest 
areas in their natural state. Where water is available 
for settlement (in the Mseleni area), Sand Forest can be 
cultivated for subsistence purposes and is progressively 
being cleared as water-points are established. The same 
applies at a species level, where the use of trees for 
dye (to earn money from basket sales) over-rides their 
value for fruits, honey or medicines (see Sections I and 
K) and negates traditional conservation practices. 

2. The higher the number of uses or users and the scarcer 
the resources, the more chance there is for resource 
managers, local people and the tribal authorities to get 
embroiled in a complex juggling of uses and demands in 
trying to reach a compromise that could end up satisfying 
nobody. The practical implementation of plant resource 
management is therefore dependent on the diversity of 
resources being used within a given habitat and the 
productivity and type of resource being used (Figure 3 >,. 
For example Tinley and van Riet (1981) zoned forests as 
resource areas where "herbalist requirements, and their 
materials should continue to be harvested, but on a 
sustainable basis". In practice this is an unattainable 
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DECREASING AGRICULTURAL VALUE 

Figure 2: Schematic relationship between present land-use 

conflicts and conservation value of a range of vegetation types 

in the study area. These could be divided into six categories: 

A. LOW CONSERVATION VALUE, LOW THREAT, LOW ARABLE AND PASTORAL 

VALUE 

B. LOW CONSERVATION VALUE, MEDIUM THREAT, LOW TO MEDIUM ARABLE 

AND PASTORAL VALUE 

C. MEDIUM CCNSERVATION VALUE, MEDIUM THREAT, LOW ARABLE VALUE, 

MEDIUM PASTORAL VALUE 

D. MEDIUM CONSERVATION VALUE, MEDIUM THREAT, NO ARABLE AND 

PASTORAL VALUE (THREAT FROM HYDROLOGICAL DISTURBANCE) 

E. HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE, LOW THREAT, LOW ARABLE VALUE, NO 

PASTORAL VALUE 

F. ·HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE, HIGH THREAT, MEDIUM TO HIGH ARABLE 

VALUE, LOW PASTORAL VALUE 

Note: Arrow l denotes the transformation of Category F (Dune 

Forest or Coast Forest) to Category C ("anthropogenic" 

Trichilia-Sclerocarva-Manilkara open woodland) when 

traditional conservation practices are accepted. 

Arrow 2 denotes transformation of Category F via Category 

C to Category A (Diqitaria / Hyoerthelia or Parinari / Euqenia 

grasslands) with rejection of traditional conserva~ion 

practices and clear felling of trees and/ or too frequent 

burning. 
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Figure 3: 

resource 

Schematic relationship between current direct 
values of vegetation types to rural people in the 

study area and their conservation value. Resource values assume 
that maintenance of species and habitat diversity is the primary 
objective while commodity production (eg. certain hardwood 
species) is a secondary objective. The vegetation types have 
been divided into seven categories on this basis: 

A. HIGH RESOURCE VALUE, Low· CONSERVATION STATUS 

B. HIGH RESOURCE VALUE, MEDIUM CONSERVATION STATUS 

C. MEDIUM RESOURCE VALUE, LOW CONSERVATION STATUS 

D. LOW RESOURCE VALUE, LOW CONSERVATION STATUS 

E. MEDIUM RESOURCE VALUE, MEDIUM CONSERVATION STATUS 

F. LOW RESOURCE VALUE, HIGH CONSERVATION STATUS 

G. MEDIUM RESOURCE VALUE, HIGH CONSERVATION STATUS 



ideal. Setting sustainable limits, monitoring and management 
are extremely difficult as no published data ~ available 
on root or bark productivity (Rutherford, 1978). Costly 
research would also have little practical spin-off for 
use of wild populations due to the difficulty of controlling 
utilization. For 
is theoretically 

example, no medicinal plant 
allowed within the Hluhluwe 

utilization 
or Umfolozi 

Game Reserves - yet extensive debarking of endemic Albizia 
suluensis and of Cassine peragua trees still takes place 
right near the research off ice at Hluhluwe and a staff 
house in Umfolozi respectively! 

Particularly for uncommon species that are popular sources 

of medicine, the margin for error between sustainable use and 

over-exploitation is so small that without a massive input 

of research and management effort (which would not be considered 

cost effective) bark, roots, corms and whole plants are for 

all practical purposes a non-renewable resource. At best, 

use of indigenous medicinal plants should only be allowed as 

an interim measure in newly proclaimed core conservation sites 

whilst alternatives are being provided (cultivation of species 

vulnerable to overexploitation). 

Tinley and van Riet (1981) suggested that "herbalists should 

be taught to scrape bark from the trees without removing the 

inner bark (cambium)". Under commercial or intense subsistence 

demand this is unrealistic. It ignores the fact that the users 

are deliberately maximising their short-term gains at the expense 

of long term returns from the resource. Neither is it likely 
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that this is a new problem created through the disturbance 

of traditional territorial rights to these resources. Warburgia 

salutaris bark has been commercially exploited for at least 

fifty years and Mondia whitei roots for nearly a hundred years 

in Natal/KwaZulu. Gerstner (1938) unsuccessfully searched 

throughout this area for flowering material of W.salutaris 

(isiBhaha) finding "only poor coppices, every year cut down 

right to the bottom, used all over and sold by native 

herbalists". Due to this practice, W.salutaris has recently 

become extinct in Hluhluwe Game Reserve (MacDonald, 1984). 

M.whitei roots are equally popular and were the most important 

herbal material in the Swamp Forest "Sihadla Resource Area" 

that Tinley and van Riet (1981) recommended as a resource area 

to supply herbalist 

Medley-Wood and Evans 

at one time fairly 

requirements. 

( 1898) noted 

plentiful in 

Yet nearly a century 

that M.whitei, which 

the coastal districts" 

ago 

"was 

had 

been "nearly exterminated" for its roots, which found "a ready 

sale in the stores". A similar problem has been created through 

commercial sale of baskets dyed with traditional dyes (Sections 

I and K) . The only practical long-term option in these cases 

is the provision of suitable substitutes (eg. chemical dyes 

(Section I)) or the cultivation of medicinal plants if 

alternatives cannot be provided (see MacDonald, 1984, Cunningham, 

1984). 

In contrast the use of Phragmites australis and Juncus kraussii 

wetlands (Sections D, I and Cunningham and Taylor, in prep) 
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are practical options from a management point of view. These 

vegetation 

diversity 

types 

or both 

have low 

(Figure 

conservation 

2) . Wetlands 

stakes, 

in fact 

low species 

provide the 

simplest example of resource utilization due to their low species 

diversity (almost "monoculture" status), their high productivity 

and their resilience to utilization ( eg. reed cutting) . These 

vegetation types are also found within a defined area, or are 

subject to territorial rights (eg H.natalensis) (Section C) 

or in the case of P.australis, occur in a fenced area where 

management is facilitated (Section D) . For P. australis wetland 

the added simplification is that reeds are a seasonal "crop" 

available during late autumn/winter when disturbance to wildlife 

(eg. nesting birds) is lowest. Yet even this simplest of ~ 

examples of resource utilization is contraversial (Section 

D, Thompson, 1976; MacDonald and Schneebeli, 1981). So where 

do we draw the line? Even productive, abundant resources that 

are easy to manage (eg. Phragmites wetlands) have a sustainable 

limit. If demands continue to rise -what then? 

The practical 

proposals are 

and van Riet 

for: 

THE FUTURE? 

problems facing implementation of conservation 

not unique to recommendations made by Tinley 

(1981). Sadly, they are common to suggestion~ 

I~ 

It 

It 

It 
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Woodlot development ... after 94 years (1890) (Carlson, 1939) 

Cultivation of economically important indigenous plants 

... after 82 years (1902) (Sim, 1903) 

Development of tourism as- a means of promoting conservation 

... after 50 years (1934) (Roberts, 1934). 

Since 1901, eleven years after woodlots were first suggested in 

South Africa, the combined population of the Ubombo and Ingwavuma 

districts has risen from 32 565 (Colony of Natal, 1902) to 

148 453 in 1980 (Bruton, 1980). The projected population for 

the year 2 000 is 280 000 (Thorrington-Smith et al, 1978). 

There is little time left in Maputaland before we reach a stage 

of no return. In other parts of KwaZulu this could well have 

been reached already. 

What is sorely needed is firstly, management action guided 

by a clear policy for the region as a whole and a realistic 

set of site specific objectives for the range of conservation 

sites (see IUCN, 1978, Miller, 1983). Only then will we be 

able to draw a line. Secondly, we need a repeatable method 

of evaluating response to management action to see whether 

the time that has been drawn is the correct one. Until then 

we will continue to fumble around talking of sustainable yield 

(which may not be possible to achieve) or implementing large

scale development schemes in marginal areas with money that 

would best be directed at woodlots or small scale enterprises 

and education. 
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In the separate 

recommendations put 

options that are, 

sections 

forward 

or could 

of 

have 

easily 

this study, management 

concentrated on practical 

be, within reach of the 

conservation departments working in the study area. These 

have revolved around consumptive use of plant resources or 

provision of alternatives or compensation where necessary. 

These could be summed up as being: 

( i) Where possible, the total protection of habitat with 

rare species in core conservation areas, surrounded 

by low population density buffer zones. Where this 

creates conflict with other types of land-use (eg. 

Swamp Forest conservation vs. banana cultivation) 

this can only be achieved through compensation for 

"lost opportunity costs" of not developing these areas. 

(ii) Sustained-yield harvesting of productive, abundant 

species (Phragmites australis reeds (Section D), Hyphaene 

natalensis, Digitaria eriantha and possibly Cyperus 

natalensis leaves (Sections I and J), thatch (eg. 

Hyperthelia dissoluta) (Sections E and F), fruits and 

seeds (either for food (Section H) or for cultivation 

of plants) from conservation resource areas to defray 

the costs of conservation. 

(iii) Exploitation of firewood (eg. Dichrostachys cinerea), 

bark or roots (eg. Euclea divinorum (Section I)) where 
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encroachment has taken place and a removal programme 

is necessitated for management purposes. 

(iv) Promotion of continued use of edible indigenous veld 

foods by primary health care hospital staff to provide 

incentive to perpetuate traditional conservation 

practices within the consumer society that is developing 

despite the marginal value of the area (Section H). 

(v) Selection of suitable species for commercial cultivation 

to supply growing commercial and subsistence demand 

where no alternatives can be provided and demands 

threaten wild populations (eg. Juncus kraussii (Section 

I)), medicinal plants (see Cunningham, 1984 and 

MacDonald, 1984) and possibly Phragmites australis 

reeds (see Section D and Rogers, 1983). 

(vi) Identification of species or plant resources vulnerable 

to over-exploitation where appropriate alternatives 

can be supplied, not as hand-outs but at a nominal 

rate that makes use of these alternatives a practical 

option (eg. clay "iStini" bowls and mechanical grinders 

as alternatives to hardwood mortars (Section I), and 

chemical dyes instead of bark and roots (Sections I 

and K). Other good examples are sisal twine instead 

of bark stripping for binding material (eg. Hibiscus 

tiliaceus and Ficus trichopoda bark for reeds harvested· 

.,, 
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at St Lucia estuary, Natal; Acacia nigrescens bark 

for hut building at Etsha, Botswana), "Afrihives"* 

instead of Brachystegia or Julbernadia bark for 

traditional bee-hives (Guy, 1971; Tinley, 1977) (see 

Figure 4), or woodlots and energy conservation measures 

(see Gandar, 1983). 

(vii) Related to (vi) above, the identification of species 

vulnerable to overexploitation where no alternatives 

can be supplied and the removal of these species to 

botanical gardens for growth under protection (preferably 

as seed or cuttings, but if necessary as whole plants) 

for two reasons. Firstly, as a conservation measure 

and secondly, as a source of seed for commercial 

cultivation and legal sale (see Cunningham, 1984). 

(viii) Genetic enhancement and conservation of existing African 

crop plants (Arnold and Musil,1983)or potentially valuable 

species ( eg. Sclerocarya birrea ( von Teichman 1983)' 

Tylosema esculenta (NAS, 1979), Eugenia capensis subsp. 

albanensis, Inhambanella henriquesii etc. (Section 

H)) in seed banks and botanical gardens if conservation 

of wild populations is not possible. 

* Afribeekeeper 
P 0 Box 151 

EMPANGENI 3880 



Figure 4: Three different examples of ringbarking resulting 

from (A) Bark removal for twine for hut building (Acacia 

nigrescens, Botswana) (B) Bark (and lateral root ) removal 

for craftwork dye ( Berchemia discolor), Botswana and ( C) Death 

of a Brachystegia l:ree after ( D l bark removal for traditional 

bee-hives (Mozambique). Photographs C and D produced with 

the permission of Mr R Guy. 
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Yet it is unlikely that any of the above ( i-viii) will be a 

long-term solution to land-use conflicts and habitat 

conservation. What they can do is gain wider public support 

for conservation and therefore buy time for government funding 

and support for coordinated conservation and development. 

It is at a governmental level that most of the costs will have 

to be paid. None of the above interim measures are difficult 

to implement. Neither are woodlots, cultivation of commercially . 
exploited indigenous species or the provision of economic 

benefits through tourism new ideas. A woodlot planting policy 

"to save the forests of the Native Territories from destruction" 

was first referred to in the Annual Reports of the Forest 

Department in 1890 and again in 1892 and 1893 (Carlson, 1939). 

Cultivation of Landolphia kirkii as an alternative to commercial 

exploitation of wild populations in Maputaland was first 

suggested by Sim in 1902 (Sim, 1903). The conservation/tourism 

combination was first suggested for Maputaland fifty years 

ago (Roberts, 1934) but was used as a justification for 

conservation of the Kruger National Park even earlier (Nash, 

1982). 

In 1895, Carlson "presented some of the headmen and magistrates 

with sufficient [Acacia mearnsii ] to build a hut as ·a 

demonstration" to convince Xhosa people in the Transkei of 

the value of exotic timber for hut building. As a result,. 

many headmen begged for plantations to be established in their 

JJ 
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areas. Then came the problem as Car ls on put it, 11 to induce 

a somewhat niggardly government to provide sufficient funds 

to extend the good work 11 
• Nearly a hundred years later, this 

problem is still being faced. Gandar (1983) estimated that 

if half of KwaZulu' s fuelwood consumption of 2 million tonnes 

per annum was to come from woodlots, 125 000 ha of woodlots 

would be needed. He sums up the problem as follows: 

"about 94% of the 27 000 ha of KwaZulu' s plantation is 
committed to commercial timber production . . . In 1981, 
the KwaZulu Administration was able to devote a mere 
0.1% of its limited budget to forestry development. 
Between 1976, when the KwaZulu Department of Agriculture 
and Forestry established five woodlots in Ingwavuma 
district and the beginning of 1983, barely 50 ha of woodlot 
were established by the Department". 

So, apart from buying time by providing alternatives and "hedging 

our bets" by ex situ conservation in botanical gardens and 

seed banks, where should maximum effort be directed? There 

are three priorities. Firstly, education, secondly, reducing 

human pressure on the land and thirdly,to incorporate management 

incentives into land-use. 

A. EDUCATION 

(i) Law enforcement staff (ii) training of more extension of-

ficers. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

Ii 

II 

II 

1J 
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With limited funding and trained staff conservation· can only 

be a "holding action" centred around fenced off "islands" without 

compromising IUCN (1980) objectives. It also reduces chances 

of attracting suitable staff. The result is perpetuation of 

the "island mentality" approach and loss of any credibility 

faster than it is established due to a lack of extension officers 

and the inability of law enforcement staff to deal with people. 

(i) Public Relations & Law Enforcement 

Conservation is not a game of cowboys and Indians. It 

is a complex "war of the flea" which cannot be won by 

increased law enforcement but an issue in which public 

support is a key to success. Yet conservation managers 

are not trained to deal with people of their own culture, 

let alone different ones. The problem is not one unique 

to the study area or to Africa. Copeland (1983} describes 

a situation in Yosemite National Park, in North America 

where: 

"the Park Service woke up to the problem with a jolt 

in 1970, when Yosemite erupted into a riot after rangers 

ordered an unruly mob to disband. Veterans who had faced 

down bears proved to be amateurs at controlling 500 angry 

humans. Ranger Tony Sisto remembers showing up for w~rk 

and being given a can of "Mace" and told to go and enforce 

the law - with no training, "I was appalled", he recalls. 

"I thought that if there were people like me out there, 
we're in trouble". 
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Substitute bears for elephant and a side-arm for the 

can of -Mace· and this could well have 

in the 1980's rather than America in 

problem is that there are people like 

been Maputaland 

the 1970's. The 

that out there 

and the long term success of conservation is being 

jeopardised because of it. 

(ii) With effective ideas ( eg .t::onservation tours for chiefs and 

headmen) and the help of the Wildlife Society, and the 

Natal Parks Board, the KwaZulu Bureau of Natural Resources 

has developed a small but excellent quality extension 

service. But far more is needed. In Maputaland for 

example, there is one Black extension officer for 153 000 

people. Even more urgent is the need for agriculture 

and forestry extension staff, with one agricultural 

extension officer for an estimated 60 000 people in the 

study area, and three forestry extension officers to 

cover the whole of KwaZulu. Five years ago there were no 

KuaZulu governnent conservation or forestry extension off i

cers. 

B. REDUCING PRESSURE ON LAND RESOURCES 

(i) Training and Small Scale Enterprises 

More practical and somewhat different from the reliance 

on locally available natural resources advocated by Tinley 

and van Riet (1981) is the idea suggested and being 

implemented by Derman and Poultney (1984) of small-scale 
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production of commodities (carpentry, sheet metal works, 

welding etc) and the establishment or training centres 

to provide an inf low of new ideas and skills. It would 

also relieve some of the pressure on economically important 

plant resources. People in Maputaland are aware of an 

urban, industrialised lifestyle. They are not convinced 

that a "sustainable lifestyle" of self-sufficiency based 

on natural resources will be beneficial to them any more 

than urban dwellers would be. To Tinley and van Riet 

( 1981) the primary reason for a high level of migrant 

labour in the area was because of "wrong content and 

biased emphasis of material values ... driving people 

off the land because they were made unfit for rural life 

and are inexorably drawn towards the city to alter those 

values expounded by the education process". 

Twenty years ago Felgate ( 1965, 1982) pointed out that 

migrancy reflected the marginal potential of the coastal 

plain and a higher population than agricultural resources 

could support. In 1964, when Felgate made this 

observation, 73% of the men in the comparatively resource 

rich Kosi area (Coastal Lake Zone) were migrant labourers. 

The population of the Ingwavuma district was then about 

60 000 (Bruton, 1980) and in the Siphondweni district 

( Pongolo Zone) which has a higher agricultural potential 

than the coastal plain (Loxton et al,. 1969) the level 

of migrancy increased from 56% in 1981 to 84% in 1982/1983 

j 
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because of the drought (Derman and Poultney, 1984). Prior 

even to the drought very few people were able to make 

a living from a single enterprise (Poultney, 1980). In 

contrast to Tinley and van Riet' s ( 1981) proposals that 

education should "exclude urban and industrial values" 

the combination of small production and training centres 

would as Derman and Poultney (1984) point out, give 

"skilled individuals the choice of remaining in rural 

areas or seeking secure, better-paid employment in urban 

cities". 

(ii) Non-Consumptive Use (tourism) 

The need for training applies equally to the tourist 

industry if it is to bring in the regional benefits 

visualised by Tinley and van Riet ( 1981). In Zimbabwe 

for example, Martin and Taylor (1983) "have abandoned 

the concept that the best way to ensure the preservation 

of wildlife is to convince politicians of its value in 

terms of tourist revenue" because this argument has little 

credibility with local peasants. This has also been the 

case in Nepal where, because of the local shortage of 

educational opportunities, tourism has created few local 

jobs and these have mainly been in menial positions. 

With rare exceptions, most of the well paid work was 

taken by qualified and experienced people from outside 

Royal Chitwan National Park or even outside Nepal (Mishra, 
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1982). 

There is already doubt about the feasibility of Maputaland 

as a self-contained tourist area (Ferrario, 1981). This 

would mean that the opportunity for local people earning 

a slice of the tourist development cake rather than getting 

the crumbs would further be reduced. Seen in this light 

it is ironical, as Derman and Poultney (1984) have pointed 

out, that funding was available for an electrified fence 

around the Tembe Elephant Reserve to contain a group 

of elephant ( 50-100) too small to be genetically viable 

(see Greig, 1982; Frankel, 1983) but not for 

electrification in Black rural schools. 

The paradox is that the elephant being protected (or 

other large, hewsworthy and tourist/hunter income 

generating mammals lik~ nyala (Tragelaphus angasii) if 

these are introduced) have the potential to destroy Sand 

Forest habitat. This would reduce suni (Neotragus 

moschatus) populations far more effectively than collection 

of poles and laths, fuelwood or even medicinal plants. 

This has already been the cause of a major decline in 

sun populations in False Bay Park (in southern Maputaland) 

as the Sand Forest understorey was destroyed through 

overbrowsing by excessively high nyala numbers that 

increased the vulnerability of suni to predation (Tinley_,_ 

-~ 
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pers. comm. 1980)*. Blue duiker ( Cephalophus monticola) 

populations in Hluhluwe Game Reserve are suspected to 

have declined for a similar reason (Brooks and MacDonald, 

1983). Even more spectacular has been the habitat 

destruction resulting from elephant overpopulations in 

Tsavo National Park. This lead to a cycle of poaching 

on an unprecedented scale as (like the suni) the surest 

form of protection for these animals, the thick Commiphora 

woodland, was removed and reduced to grassland (Parker, 

1983a). 

Compared to other African countries, South Africa is 

industrialised and has the financial resources to improve 
I 

educational opportunities and standards in Maputaland. ,, 

In 1898, the resident magistrate of the Ubombo district wrote 1, 

"It would be well, in my opinion, to establish schools 
in the country, more especially for agricultural 
and industrial training, with compulsory attendance 
for boys up to a certain age. These schools, if 
established in suitable localities for agriculture, 
and well conducted, could be made nearly 
self-supporting, and with strict discipline would 
certainly exercise a civilising influence on the 
Natives, and benefit, in the end, the whole community, 
both Europeans and Natives alike" (Hulley, 1899). 

* K L Tinley 
Blue Bend 

BEACON BAY 5205 
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agricultural fields or their use for firewood (or 
disincentives because of volatiles in the wood) (Figures 
5, 6, 7 and Appendix Table 1). 

(ii) Fish kraals in the Kosi Lake System are privately owned 
and "not only is the kraal regarded as the property of 
the owner, but he has what amounts to proprietory rights 
to the space around it. Nobody would be permitted to 
build another kraal near his such that it would cut off 
his supply of fish"; (Felgate, 1965, 1982). 

(iii) Palm wine tappers have territorial rights to their tapping 
areas assigned to them by tribal policemen or headmen 
(see Section C). 

(iv) People have permanent rights to agricultural land after 
bush clearing or wetland drainage has taken place. Felgate 

' ti 

II 
II ( 1965, 1982) noted that "where there is pressure on land 11 

a great deal more value begins to be attached to it and, 
in fact, in the coastal region (Kosi Lake System) where 
there is a shortage of land, men nowadays only acquire 
new land from their own sub-headmen ie. in the area in • 
which they are resident". Across the border in Mozambique, 
a headman in Felgate' s study area had even measured out 
parallel plots of agricultural land in order to prevent 
disputes over boundaries and rights to cleared agricultural 
land. 

On a larger scale, are the recent proposals for formation of 
a "land company", by voluntary membership within the communities 
of the Northern Go k we Communal Land, Zimbabwe (Martin and 
Taylor, 1983). The approach to this system, similar to that 
detailed by Reynolds (1981) for a "Community Land Company", 

II 
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The Ubombo district in 1901 totalled 10 865 people (Colony 

of Natal, 1902). The population in 1980, eis.!:!!Y-two 

years later is 62 146 (Bruton, 1980). Yet in 1979, 

242 of the 501 teachers in the Ubombo district were 

unqualified (Dhlomo, 1979) and neither schools for 

agricultural extension nor industrial training had been 

implemented in the district. 

Until this situation improves, direct benefits from tourism 

will remain as handouts or subsistence income. Neither 

could be classed as development nor will they benefit 

conservation in the long-term - and there is little time 

left. 

C. INCORPORATING SELF-INTEREST INTO LAND-USE 

Smith (1981) makes the very relevant point that overexploitation 

or preservation are not a case of irrational vs. rational 

behaviour. In each case, these are rational decisions, with 

"resource users acting in the only manner available to 

them to obtain any economic or psychological value from 

the resource. It has nothing to do with the need for 

a new environmental ethic. Asking people to revere 

resources and wildlife won't bring about the peacable 

kingdom where the only way a person can survive is to 

use up the resource before someone else does. Adopting 

a property system that detects and channels man's innate 



self-interest 

resources and 

-~ S'7o 

into behaviour that preserves 

wildlife will cause people to act 

they were motivated by a new conservationist ethic". 

natural 

as if 

However the problem is not the simple case that Smith 

(1981) puts forward where "the problem of overexploitation 

or overharvesting is a result of the resource's being 

communal, or common property vs private property. Wherever 

we have public ownership we find overuse, waste and 

extinctions: but private ownership results in sustained-

yield use and preservation". 

Firstly, it ignores the fact that private landowners may also 

find it expedient to overexploit renewable natural resources, 

and secondly, that access to "communal" land may be limited. 

For example, while 

"overgrazing in Black homelands, where 33% of the South 

African population occupies 12% of the land area has 

severe.I~ reduced the agricultural and conservation value 

of large areas" the major cause of soil loss in this 

country is due to mismanagement of farms owned by the 

77 000 white farmers who control 71% of the land (Wildlife 

Society, 1980). 

The resource ownership problem in Maputaland is also not as 

hopeless as it is often made out to be, al though the land is 

"communally" owned. For example:-

(i) The resource value of edible fruits from various tree 

species has given rise to "traditional conservation 
practices" governing clearing of these trees from 
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place limits on the "tragedy of the commons" (Hardin, 1968) 

through instituting incentives for management of 

wildlife/grazing/afforestation programmes within resource 

areas administered by the "land company". Grazing, for example, 

"would be sold by the company to its members, and for the first 

time a negative feedback system would operate to place checks 

on the overstocking of cattle" (Martin and Taylor, 1983). At 

the same time, the members of the community "land company" 

have a direct stake in conservation practices in the area (Safari 

hunting and sustained yield hunting with associated processing 

industries, woodlots etc). Technical advice is given by 

government agencies, but the members of the community "have 

a direct stake in conservation practices in the area, and are 

not the recipients of "handouts" from other agencies who are 

doing their conservation for them" (Martin and Taylor, 1983). 

In the Lake Sibaya area of Maputaland, agricultural holdings 

have already been consolidated against hippopotamuses. The 

surrounding area has potential for this idea to be practical 

option and should be more closely investigated for Maputaland. 

In 1983, a headman of the Tembe Tribal Authority pointed out 

in exasperation that 

"Kwa Nyamazane (the conservation department) have already 

taken Ndumu Game Reservel, the forests2 and now the Tembe 

Elephant Reserve 3. What are we going to do? End up in 

an isibaya (cattle kraal) in the middle starving to death?" 

1. Proclaimed 1924 
2. Malangeni, Sileza and Manguzi-Mabibi forests (1950) and Coastal 

Forest Reserve (1952) 
3. Tembe Elephant Reserve (1983) 
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Conservation departments bear the brunt of the criticism; local 

people are expected to pay the "costs" - but neither can prdvide 

the long term a~swer to this question without staff or financial 

help. The dichotomy that exists in attitudes to conservation 

and development between industrialised 

underdeveloped "Third World" countries 

"First 

on an 

World" and 

international 

scale (Nash, 1982) exists at a national scale within South 

Africa ( Koningkramer, 19 8 3) . If conservation goals laid down 

by the IUCN (1980) are to be achieved, neither Maputaland nor 

KwaZulu can be seen in isolation from the rest of South Africa. 

In the context of Hardin's (1974) essay on "Life Boat Ethics", 

South Africa does not consist of a flotilla of craft to which 

separate ethical considerations can be applied. Environmentally 

and politically we are all in the same boat. The main barrier 

is an idealogical and ethical one at a governmental level. 



Appendix I: Traditional conservation practices in the study area relating to indigenous plants 

are summarised in Appendix Table 1. Practices that spare resources not through 

short-term sacrifice, but purely because of resource requirements ( eg. straight 

hardwood poles/laths resulting in selective cutting; habitat diversity resulting 

from fallow fields purely because of minimum soil nutrient status requirements; 

trees growing at kraal sites as a result of seed dispersal,and not because they 

were planted), are not included in the table. 

CATEGORY EXAMPLE INDUCEJIEHT BENEFIT THREAT TO PRACTICE 

1. TOTAL PROTECTION 

2. STRICT PROTECTION 

BUT LIMITED USE 

Nawtonia-Balanites Sand Forest area 

s-w of Muzi, now fallinq within Temba 

Elephant Reserve. 

Podocarpus-Hanilkara moist Coastal 

Forest in Halanqeni Sihadla area 

(Habhudu Forest). 

Hymenocardia-Euphorbia grsndidens 

dry Coastal Forest in Lake Sibaya 

area (Nyanene Forest). 

Strictly protected by 

Tribal Authority and 

respect for amaDhlozi 

(ancestral spirits) 

(see Note 1), 

Sita of hiqh cultural 

and historical impor

tance to the Tambe 

people. Also provides 

a rafuqa for qama 

(habitat diversity) 

Disappearance of cultural tra

dition or fraqmentation of 

traditional control throuqh the 

tribal authority. Elephant 

damaqe? 

Protected by the Tribal I Site of hiqh cultural Same as above, but clearinq due 

Authority. (see Note 21 and historical import- to aqriculture rather than ele-

Formerly protected by 

Tribal Authority (land 

allocation by local 

headman). Now threat-

. ened. Also due to fear 

of supernatural beasts 

occurring in the forest. 

ance to the Tembe people phant as supply of arable land 

Source of herbalist re

quirements. Refuqe for 

qame. 

diminishes. 

Herbalist requirements. I Clearinq due to aqriculture and 

Buildinq materials (poles settlement in the forest with 

and laths). Refuqe for 

game • 

disappearance of cultural beliefs 

and as supply of.arable land dim

inishes, 

U1 
N 

""" 



CATEGORY 

4. BUFFER AGAINST 

EFFECTS OP FIRE

WOOD COLLECTION 

5. NON-RINGBARKING 

OR UPROOTING OP 

PLANTS 

6. SELECTIVE HARVES

TING 

(Size, class, tem

poral or seasonal 

variation) 

EXAMPLE 

Dead wood collected in preference to 

live-wood, to the extent that women 

walk a longer distance and climb into 

trees to break off dead branches 

rather than cut nearby trees with no 

dead wood. 

Trees and shrubs providing twine, med

icines or dyes f rOlll bark or roots were 

not ringbarked in the past under sub

sistence demand. 

Size class selection of ~ culms, 

by plucking or cutting with a knife, 

rather than after sickle cutting 

(Figure 81. Thia also imposes a 

temporal limit to collecting, which 

can only be done during windle•• days 

or in the early morning as wind waving 

the culms makes selection difficult. 

Collection of Hyphaene natalensis 

leaves during full-moon periods and/or 

in the late afternoon. Size class 

selection of leaves, selective cutting. 

INDUCEMENT 

Social pressure from 

peers. 

Specialist occupation. 

Personal incentives. 

Personal incentives. 

Social pressure. 

Avoidance of waste. 

Belief that the colour 

of the baskets made 

from these leaves would 

be brighter. Personal 

incentives; avoidance 

of waste. 

BENEFIT TlillEAT TO PRACTICE 

Long-term availability of !Overexploitation of all dead-

shade wood, fruits and wood resources within walking 

other products from treea1,diatance, and no alternatives 

maintenance of woody veg- provided. Social pressure from 

etative cover (Figure 7). older women ignored by youth who 

Long-term availability 

of these resourcea1 and 

prefer to cut live-wood nearby 

when no alternatives (eg. wood

lots) are available. 

Coamercial exploitation and/or 

demand exceeding supply with no 

other benefits from theae I alternatives being provided (eg. 

•peciea leg. honey, 

fruits). 

cultivation of •edicinal plants, 

chemical dyes, aiaal twine). 

Higher availability of Coaaercial exploitation and 

the resource (NB1 However limits on time result in non-

the effects of plucking selective sickle cutting leg. 

the rhizome and subse- at St Lucia estuary (Figure 9)). 

quent growth are unknown 

and may reduce productiv

ity of the plants). 

Reduced pressure on the 

resource, better quality 

baskets. 

New uaes for~ culllls that 

preclude the need for long cul.as 

(eg twine). 

Commercial exploitation and 

incentives. Non-selective 

cutting where demand exceeds 

supply (see Section Kl, 

U1 
I\.) 

m 



CATEGORY 

7. AVOIDANCE OF THE 

"TRAGEDY OF THE 

COMMONS" (Hardin, 

1968) DESPITE 

"COMMUNAL" LAND 

OWNERSHIP 

EXAMPl.F. INDUCEMENT BENEFIT 

-i~~~~~~~~~~--- -----------;,~----------------------+----

Territorial rights to fruit trees on 

cleared agricultural land (see also 

3 above). 

Territorial rights to palm wine tap

ping areas (Hyphaene natalensis and 

!!!2!!!l!! reclinata). 

Territorial rights to fish kraals 

and limited area available for buil

ding new kraals. 

Personal incentives, 

social pressure, sup

ported by ·Tribal 

Authority. 

Enforced by tappers and 

tribal policemen. "Back 

-up• inducement by sup

ernatural means (use of 

charms painted onto palm 

stumps). 

Enforced by tribal poli

cemen, induced by social 

pressure and personal 

incentives. 

Individual access to 

fruits, avoidance of 

social dispute • 

Individual access to 

palms, avoidance of 

social dispute. 

Not only reduces pres

sure on fish resource 

and effects of silta

tion, but also the ex

tent of hardwood use 

for fish kraal palisade 

fence poles leg. Hymen

~ ulmoidesl. 

THREAT TO PRACTICE 

Social stiqma against gathered 

foods, ploughing of land rather 

than tilling with hoes. 

Breakdown of traditional con

trols and territorial boundaries. 

Com111ercial qillnetting in est

uary, breakdown of traditional 

control through tribal authority. 

Note l 1 According to tllr"" of Ja111es Stuart's informants ( 19021 "The Tonga kings are buried at ICwaMwayi (Mwalil which is a lllllAll bush or forest a 

mile and a half from Emf ihlweni *. Mwali, Maka sane, Hluma and Noziyingili are buried here. Mwali' s kraal originally stood where the bush 

is now. Ha was buried there, trees grew up, and the place has become a royal burial ground, no trees or wattles ever being cut there• (in 

Webb and Wright, 1979). • There are two places of this name in the study area. 

~ 1 According to Chief Mzimba Tembe lpers. comm, 1980), Mabhu du was buried in this forest. 

~ 1 This belief is embodied in the name of this species (iDungamuzi or iChitamuzil and in the Zulu proverb "Kothiw' ukhuni lewedungamuzi" (they 

bask in the- fire of the Euclea tree) which is used when there is no peace in a fa111ily or village (Nyembezi, 19541. According to Gerstner 

119381 the wood "crackles, smells and smokes badly, if put into the hut fire. No wonder that a man runs out of the unventilated hut and 

the quarrel starts•. Virtually all ~ species (E.natalensis, E.divinorum, E.schimperi and E.crispa in Natal (unpublished data) I and 

Vangueria infausta are protected by superstitious belief throughout southern African tribal society (see Palmer and Pitman, 1972, Malan 

1 
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Figure 5: Trichilia emetica trees left in an agricultural 
field to provide fruits and shade. 

Figure 7: Trichilia emetica, Sclerocarya birrea and Strychnos 
spinosa trees at a typical homestead in the Coastal grassland 
area. Despite the long distance to other sources of fuel, 
these trees (which have either been planted (T.emetica) .or 
have grown from discarded seeds) have been left to provide 
fruits, shade and a windbreak. 
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(from amongst Cyperus 

plucking of 

natalensis 

long Juncus 

plants) for 

Figure 9: St Lucia estuary. More than 2 500 man-days per 

annum are spent cutting Juncus kraussii, resulting in the removal 

of an estimated 27 000 kg (dry mass) of culms (Cunningham and 

Taylor in prep.). This figure shows the piles of discarded culms 

resulting from non-selective cutting that stifle culm regrowth. 
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APPENDIX II 

A COMPARISON OF RECENTLY PROPOSED LAND-USE OPTIONS FOR THREE 
DIFFERENT VEGETATION TYPES IN THE STUDY AREA 

Although primarily reflecting the varying climatic, edaphic 
and hydrological conditions of the coastal plain, the vegetation 
also shows the secondary influences of man (agricultural 
clearing, pastoralism, fire, etc). The vegetation is therefore 
in a variety of seral stages recovering from disturbance. These 
stages differ in their species diversity, productivity, biomass 
and age (see table below and Leith, 1974). 

Tabular model of ecological succession trends to be expected in the 
development of forest ecosystems (from Leith, 1974). 

ECOSYSTEM ATTRIBUTES 

COMMUNITY ENERGETICS 

Gross production/community 
respiration (P/R ratio) 

Gross production/standing crop 
biomass (P/B ratio) 

Biomass supported/unit energy 
flow (B/E ratio) 

Net community production (yield) 
Food chains 

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 

Total organic matter 
Inorganic nutrients 
Species diversity - variety component 

OTHER ATTRIBUTES 

Nutrient exchange rate, between 
organisms and environment 

Role of detritus in nutrient regeneration 
Internal symbiosis 
Nutrient conservation 
Stability (resistance to external 

perturbations) 
Entropy 

DEVELOPMENTAL 
STAGES 

Greater or less 
than 1 

High 

Low 

High 
Linear, pre

dominantly 
grazing 

Small 
Extrabiotic 
Low 

Rapid 

Unimportant 
Undeveloped 
Poor. 
Poor 

High 

I 

MATURE STAGES 

Approaches 1 

Low 

High 

Low 
Weblike, pre

dominantly 
detritus 

Large 
Intrabiotic 
High 

Slow 

Important 
Developed 
Good 
Good 

Low 
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As a result, they also vary in their value to rural people 

in their existing state (this study) as well as in their 

agricultural (arable and pastoral) potential (Loxton et al, 

1969). 

The aim of this appendix is to illustrate the resultant variation 

in intensity of land-use conflicts arising over these varying 

values thereby complementing the schematic Figures 2 and 3 

(Section L) . Three vegetation types in the study area are 

used as examples. Each would be a point across the spectrum 

of values in Figures 2 and 3, varying from high resource 

value/low agricultural potential Phragmites australis wetand 

( P) on brack-calcareous soils along the Mosi drainage, through 

intermediate value Hyphaene palmveld savanna (PV) to low resource 

value/high agricultural potential Swamp (hygrophilous) Forest 

( Sw. F) . These opposing resource, agricultural and conservation 

values could be presented as in Figures 2 and 3 . 
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DECREASING AGRICULTURAi. VAl.UE 

DECREASING RESOURCE VAl.UE 

The easiest way to illustrate the land-use conflicts and limited 

role of plant resource utilization is in terms of cost-benefit 

analyses. Al though these are simplistic, they are considered 



adequate for their purpose as an illustrative tool in this 
appendix. This is done in full knowledge that analyses based 
on the economic value of wildlife resources are often rejected 
or at best, treated with extreme suspicion by conservationists. 
The major reasons for this are valid. Cost-benefit analyses 
cannot be easily applied to sites of special cultural interest 
or to rare species (Thibodeau and Ostro, 1981). Yet together 
with scientific and cultural values, cost-benefit analysis 
can be a valuable tool in the decision making process. Heeg 
and Breen (1982) for example, used this approach in a provisional 

·cost-benefit analysis of the Pongolo floodplain, showing that 
conservation of the floodplain could be justified not only 
in terms of the aesthetic value and uniqueness of the floodplain, 
but also in economic terms. This example illustrates firstly, 
the economic value of plant resources in Phragmi tes wetland, 
Hyphaene palmveld and Swamp Forest and secondly, where possible 
the expected agricultural value if these vegetation types were 
replaced by afforestation or agricultural crops (see table 
below) : 

VEGETATION TYPE AREA fhal MAJOR l.AllD-USE COSTS (ha) INCOME !Riha) NET INCOME SOURCE OPTIONS !per ha 
per yurl 

Phras:mites wetland 296 ha Reed harvestin9ClJ ne9li9ible unless R2l0-R60l R2l0-R60l Section D, Veber (1978); (l78 ha suitable Tourism?<2J nutrient supplem- C11nninqha.m., unpublished for reed narves- entation required data (reed areas) tin9l 

Rica cultivation unknown, but sal-
inity/sodicity 
problems expected - - Loxton et al (1969) 

Bypnaene palmveld 25 064 ha Palm. wine tapp1nq R4 - R7 R30 R2l - R26 Sectl.ons B, C, Low !1982). (l7 600 ha close palm leaf harves- {see discussion) to sales points un9 
and suitable for Cattle qra zinq 
palm wine tap-
pin9l 

Afforestation R79 R55 loss of R24 KwaZulu Oepar'Q!lent of Forestry (curren1:.ly 
pers comm, 1984. l6 700 ha) 

Swamp Forest Approx l 500 ha Medicinal plants unknown but consi- - -Poles for hu't- dered to be low 
bu:a.ldin9 and i.mpractic:al t.o 
Tourism? { 2) manaqe on a sust-

ainaola basis to 
meet conaerv•tion 
o.b)ec:-cives. Re-
quira• strict pro-
-cee'tion 

Bananas t R860 : R2 038 t Rl 180 after Simmonds !19821 

1. No-c.e : Thia refers eo cuctinq of reeds > 3 m ea.ll on a. bi.aMial ba•i.s 

2. These values have not been taken into a.ceoun't firstly, because tourism is as yet undeveloped in the area and secondly, ~ecause the immediate ra'turns from tourism to local peasanes would be small (see Mishra, 1982. Marein and Taylor, l983J. 

I 
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A: ECONOMIC VALUE OF PLANT RESOURCES 

1. Phragmites australis wetland 

indigenous 

Firstly, 

reed beds 

Phragmi tes wetlands are the simplest example of 

plant resource management in the study area. 

due to the low number of conflicting uses of 

by man, secondly, the factors that facilitate 

and management (low species diversity, high 

harvesting 

biomass and 

annual production of reed stems and thirdly, because reed 

harvesting in rural areas requires no special skills or 

complex technology. 

Reeds were extensively used for building purposes (Section 

E) and were sold locally at R2 per bundle (Section D). 

Using the data in Veber (1978) on yields of commercial 

reed bundles from 

absence of data on 

temperate wetlands 

reed yields from 

as 

the 

a guide in the 

Mosi drainage, 

( 350-1 000 commercial bundles per hectare per annum) would 

give a gross total value of the 296 ha wetland as R62 300 

to Rl78 000 per annum as only 178 ha were suitable for 

biennial reed harvesting, (135 ha in the Tembe Elephant 

Reserve and 43 ha near Muzi) (Section D). This would give 

an estimatect mean value per hectare of between R210 and 

R601 as economic outlay would be negligible although time 

and energy costs would be high. 
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2. Hyphaene palmveld savanna 

Hyphaene palmveld could be seen as an intermediate stage 

between the single species Phragmites community and the 

high species diversity of forest (particularly Dune Forest 

and Sand Forest) areas. Firstly, the number of palmveld 

uses are higher than for Phragmites wetland (palm wine 

tapping (Sections B and C) , palm leaf use (Sections I and 

J), collection of edible fruits (Section H) and pastoralism 

(mainly cattle). Secondly, the specialisation of harvesting 

technique or processing were higher (palm wine tapping 

and palm leaf weaving) and thirdly, because of this 

multiple-use, resource management was more complex. 

Only the three major uses of the palmveld could be taken 

into account. A. Palm wine; B. Palm leaf utilization; 

C. Grazers in the palmveld savanna (cattle). 

A. PALM WINE. Using data from Sections B and C, costing 

of the palm wine "industry" was divided into two sections: 

i) Palm wine tapping and primary sales. 

Economic costs were negligible due to the low level 

of technology involved. As with any labour intensive 

occupation, the main costs were in time and energy. 

It was estimated that economic costs would not exceed· 

• 
I 

• 
• 
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RS per tapper per year on the basis of one new bush 

knife (R3), ten locally made clay containers (amakutha) 

used to collect the sap (Rl at lOc each) and a 25 

litre plastic jerry (R4) can per year. For many tappers 

these costs were not accrued because of the use of 

home-made bush knives, gourds and bottles as collection 

containers. Regional costs were determined on the 

basis of 200 tappers (Section C). 

NET ANNUAL 
ANNUAL COSTS ANNUAL INCOME INCOME 

Bush knife R3,00 Palm wine R 113 152 Rlll 552 

amaKutha Rl,00 

25 litre 
jerry-can R4,00 

TOTAL R 1 6 00 Rll3 152 R 111 552 

R ha-lyr-1 0,09 R6,43 R6,34 

Approximately 200 palm wine tappers and 200 women 

transporting palm wine to sale points were involved 

in this activity. 

ii) Palm wine resale. 

Although palm wine bought for resale also generated 

income to local transport entrepreneurs (Section B·)·, 
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the costs and benefits from transport could not be 

determined due to the informal nature of the activity 

and the range of goods and variety of costs. This 

was the ref ore excluded although it was bringing 

additional income into the area (Section B). Undiluted 

palm wine cost RS per 50 litre container (until 

September 1982) with additional costs for transport 

(an estimated Rl,40 per 50 litres) and sugar (60c 

per 50 litres) . Annual income, costs and net profits 

from resale of palm wine could be summarised as follows: 

ANNUAL COSTS ANNUAL INCOME NET INCOME 

Undilute R48 988 Dilute palm R97 975 R29 392 
palm wine wine sales 

Transport Rl3 717 

Sugar R 5 879 

TOTAL R68 584 R97 975 R29 392 

R ha-lyr-1 R3,89 R5,57 Rl,67 

B. LEAF UTILIZATION 

Palm leaf production and the current level of commercial 

utilzation were determined from field studies on leaf growth 

(Section J), data on palm abundance in the study area (Moll, 

1972) and craftwork production data ( 1978 - 1983) (Section 

I). Palm wine tapping is destructive and selective for 

~ 

'Ii 

~ 

11 

~ 
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large palms. This reduces the proportion of large palms 

in high density palm areas favoured by tappers. Only leaves 

with a leaflet length greater than 80 cm were considered 

suitable for basketry. Leaf production increases with 

palm size, which is reflected by leaflet length. This 

economic evaluation was based on estimated leaf production 

at the current level of palm wine tapping, ie. stems with 

leaves in the 80 - 99 cm leaflet size class comprising 

20% of the palm stems in the population and those greater 

than 100 cm long making up 10% of the stems (Section J). 

Costs were worked out according to the two options proposed 

(Section J). The first was for harvesting to be done by 

second option 

employed by a 

was for 

resource 

harvesting 

management 

palm wine tappers. The 

to be done by labour 

body. The first option was assumed to require a single 

The 200 cc 

second 

pick up 

option 

truck travelling 800 km per 

was assumed to require three 

month. 

four-wheel-

drive vehicles travellilng 2 000 km per month. Running 

and maintenance costs were assumed to be equivalent to 

those of SAGTA vehicles (Rusk, 1981). The second option 

was also assumed to require 25 labourers employed at the 

same rate as KwaZulu Department of Agriculture and Forestry 

unskilled labour (Rl 242 per annum (1982 rates)). 

Income was calculated for leaves sold on site. The payment 

for dried Hyphaene natalensis palm leaves being lOc per 

leaf. If made into baskets, the value of these leaves· 
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increased about twenty fold. However, the income from 

basket sales (which averaged Rl3 035 per year, 1979-1983) 

was not taken into account. Primarily because of the 

difficulty of assessing actual administrative and marketing 

costs involved as the local craftwork marketing project* 

was subsidised and operated in a dual role as a 

marketing/occupational therapy organisation. The minimum 

and maximum cost options are summarised in the following 

table: 

ANNUAL COSTS ANNUAL INCOME NET INCOME 

Minumum cost negligible! leaves 
harvested by 
(palm wine 80-90 cm Rl59 456 tappers) 100 cm R 89 SBO 

Maximum cost 
(harvested by 
personnel man-
agement body) 

Transport Rll 160 

Labour R49 680 

TOTAL R60 840 R248 336 Rl87 496 

R0-R3,46 Rl4,ll Rl0,65 

1 = if controlled by tribal policemen 

C. GRAZERS IN THE PALMVELD SAVANNA (CATTLE) 

The Mosi-Palm ecological zone was the major cattle grazing 

area on the coastal plain (Section A). Al though higher 

economic returns would be expected from game cropping and 

trophy hunting schemes (see Anderson, 1983) this was not· 

* NgeZandla Zethu 
P O Box 326 

KWANGWANASE 3973 

~ 

~ 

·1 
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considered to be practical for the palmveld savanna at 

present. Firstly, due to the cultural and socio-economic 

importance of cattle and secondly, because attitudes to 

wild game as a common property resource would complicate 

management. 

Cattle numbers in the Ingwavuma district were obtained 

from the 1983 stock census. The number of cattle grazing 

in the palmveld within the study area was estimated using 

cattle numbers counted during the stock census at specific 

dipping tanks within the Mosi-Palm and Coastal Lake 

ecological zones. There 

in the Mosi-Palm Zone and 

were an estimated 12 033 cattle 

5 10 8 cattle in the Coastal Lake 

Zone. The combined area of these two zones was 1 231 km 2 , 

giving a stocking density of 13.9 cattle per km 2 or 2 446 

cattle in the 17 600 ha of palmveld used for palm wine 

tapping (Section C). This was nearly double the 

stocking rate 

Loxton et al 

(± 1 257 

(1969) 

head) 

(14 ha 

recommended for the area by 

per livestock unit ( LSU) ) . 

Although percentage offtake for the KwaZulu "national herd" 

was only one percent, 85% of recorded cattle sales in KwaZulu 

originated from only three of the twenty six magisterial 

districts (Ingwavuma, Ubombo and Nongoma) (Colvin, 1984), 

the first two lying within Maputaland. It was therefore 

considered reasonable to assume a 17% offtake rate based 

on figures from lowveld Swaziland (Low, 1982) (a sales 

rate of 11.1% and a slaughter rate of 6.4%) as a higher 

of ftake of cattle was occurring in the Ingwavuma district 

than in KwaZulu as a whole. Assuming an average price 



of R350 per head and 1 257 cattle in the palmveld area, 

annual income could be worked out as being:-

NET 
ANNUAL COSTS ANNUAL INCOME ANNUAL INCOME; 

negligible, herding done cattle soldl R74 799 R74 799 
by members of extended 

family, dipping govern-

ment sponsored 

TOTAL - R74 799 R74 799 

R/ha/yr R9,28 R9,28 

1 = assuming 17% sales with income for meat or live beasts 

3. Swamp (hygrophilous) Forest 

Forest use could be ~een as the opposite extreme to 

Phragmites wetlands. Firstly, the number of conflicting 

uses is greater (agricultural clearing, overbrowsing and 

trampling of young trees by cattle, fuelwood collection, 

and collection of medicinal plants and hut building 

materials) . Secondly, hardwood trees in these forests are 

slow growing and have a comparatively low productivity. 

Thirdly, use of the most economically important forest 

product (medicinal plants) required highly specialised 

knowledge. 

Plants used for medicines (primarily roots and bark) are 

also vulnerable to overexploitation. Under sustainable 

use, Swamp Forest would theoretically provide building 

materials (mainly Syzygium cordatum), firewood, medicinal 

plants (particularly Mondia whi tei) and a limited quantity 

of craftwork material (Cyperus textilis culms, Ficus 

trichopoda bark). It was not possible to estimate the 
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value of these resources. However, from field observation 
on the 

plants scarcity of Mondi a whi tei and their 

comparatively low wholesale price (R7, 50 per kg Edwa Medicine, 

* pers comm, 1985) the low income and low mass of Cyperus 

textilis culms used (0.02 tons over the period 1978 - 1983) 

(Section I) and the wide availability of hardwoods for building 

purposes, the value was considered to be low in comparison 

to that of Phragmites wetland or Hyphaene palmveld. 

B: ECONOMIC RETURNS FROM AGRICULTURE OR AFFORESTATION 

RICE CULTIVATION vs PHRAGMITES WETLAND USE 

Unfortunately no cost-benefit analysis was available for rice 
cultivation. 

Loxton et al (1969), considered that for the 

Mosi drainage, the only potential (subsistence) crop was rice. 

Most of the Mosi drainage lies within the Tembe Elephant Reserve 

(proclaimed 1983), thus avoiding the hydrological disturbance 

and potential salinity and sodicity problems that could have 

resulted from large scale rice cultivation (Section D). 

AFFORESTATION vs PALMVELD MULTIPLE USE 

The costs and income that would result from palmveld 

afforestation were assumed to be the same as those for the 

two large scale projects already established in the coastal 

grasslands (the Manzengwenya and Mbazwane-Mabaso plantations 

which together total 16 700 hectare in extent. 
Both are 

dominated by Pinus elliotii. 
Although Pinus carabea and 

Eucalyptus grandis have shown more rapid growth than Pinus 

* Edwa Medicine 
43 Church Street 

PIETERMARITZBURG 3201 



elliotii, no mean annual increment data was available from 

the area to enable calculation of potential income from these 

species. Palmveld, however, is a less suitable site for 

afforestation than the coastal grasslands (Loxton et al, 1969). 

The use of data based on Pinus elliotii growth was therefore 

considered a suitable basis for comparison with other forms 

of palmveld use. 

A provisional cost benefit analysis for these plantations 

was obtained from the KwaZulu Department of Agriculture and 

Forestry (pers comm, 1984)*. Costs and income were calculated 

on the following basis: 

Costs 

Costs were calculated on the basis of 19 82 and 19 8 3 costs and 

were therefore compatible with palm wine, palm leaf and reed 

use data (Sections B,C,I,J and D). Where possible, expenditure 

on conservation projects (indigenous forest management and 

driftsand reclaimation) were excluded but certain "hidden costs" 

were still included in the "actual plantation cost" as it was 

not possible to isolate and exclude them. The items "additional 

transport" and "additional major equipment" were added to give 

a more realistic cost. No actual transport and machinery costs 

were available. These i terns were therefore based on the South 

African Timber Growers Association (SATGA) figures for Natal 

(Rusk, 1981). Costs incurred in planting the recent 6 500 

ha edition to the Manzengenya plantation were included as it 

was difficult to separate them from the remainder of the actual 

plantation costs. However, due to the very early stage of 

* KwaZulu Department of Agriculture and Forestry 
Private Bag X05 

ULUNDI 3838 
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this project and the flat open terrain, costs would be relatively 

low. 

Income 

As neither plantation was fully in cycle, potential income 

at current (l983) prices was calculated assuming that the 

plantation was managed on a sustained yield basis. The following 

figures were used as a basis for this: 

Pulpwood (softwood) : 15 000 ha managed on a 25 year rotation 

Resin tapping of 1 000 000 trees per annum 

Poles based on current production from 600 ha 

Sawtimber : 1 100 ha managed on a 25 year rotation 

Two points need to be made in connection with these figures. 

Firstly, although the present pulpwood price was low, this 

is likely to increase as a result of the new pulp mill at 

Richards Bay. Secondly, it was difficult to obtain accurate 

acost or income figures for the saw mill being established 

at Mbazwana. Therefore these were excluded from the costing 

although income likely to be derived from the plantation was 

taken into account. The cost benefit analysis for 

afforestation is in the table below. 

ANNUAL COSTS ANNUAL INCOME NET ANNUAL 
INCOME 

Actual plantation Rl 115 000 Pulpwood R375 750 costs (softwood) 
-R402 136 

Additional trans- R 127 000 Pulpwood R 26 720 port (hardwood) 

Additional major R BO 000 Resin R300 600 equipment 

Poles and R 38 076 
other forest 
produce soft 
saw timber 
soft saw 
timber Rl7B 690 

TOTAL Rl 322 000 R919 836 -R402 136 

R ha-lyr-1 R79,16 R55,0B -R24,0B 
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The 16 700 ha forestry projects employed approximately 420 

people. The average daily wage, excluding salaried staff ( ie. 

clerks and foresters)was R6,50 per person. This was considerably 

higher than the average daily income to self-employed palm 

wine tappers (R0,54 -Rl,10 per day (Section C). Yet 

approximately the same number of people were self-employed 

from palm wine tapping alone (± 500) in addition to those making 

craftwork ( ± 500) and herding cattle on a similar_area ( 17 600 ha) 

of land. However at a loss of R24 per hectare per year when 

running at full potential (which includes income from resin 

tapping which is not currently practiced), this illustrates: 

1) The need for indigenous plant resources and multiple use 

to be taken into account in land-use planning. 

2) Carefully considered decision making as to where available 

fvnding would be most effectively used for development 

of the area. 

BANANA CULTIVATION vs SWAMP FOREST 

Al though Swamp Forest is considered to be a poor example in 

terms of the species diversity and complexity of management 

that would result if sustainable use of (particularly medicinal) 

plant species was considered, if compared to Dune forest or 

Coast forest. It was used as an example for two reasons: 

j 
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i) Swamp forest has a high conservation value, the Swamp 

forest in the study area being the best "preserved" and 

largest area of Swamp forest in South Africa (White, 1983). 

ii) It has a higher agricultural value and therefore highlights 

the intense conflict facing Swamp Forest conservation 

time 

in the 

and other 

future. 

agricultural potential 

There is no doubt that 

at the present 

vegetation types 

despite the high costs of clearing, the replacement of 

(mainly bananas, Swamp 

but 

forest with agricultural crops 

also 

marketed 

sweet potatoes, sugar cane and 

vegetables (tomatoes, cabbages)) 

other locally 

provides higher 

short term returns to rural peasants than the sustainable 

use of a Swamp forest resource area proposed by Tinley 

and van Riet (1981). From data in Simmonds (1982) for 

other areas in Africa, banana production in the Swamp 

Forest clearings could reach 3 - 5 tons per hectare. 

Bananas in the study area sold for about SOc per kilogram. 

Economic costs 

transport and 

al though major 

local women to 

arising from 

loss of profits 

marketing organisation, 

to middlemen were low, 

banana marketing entrepreneurs did employ 

sell bananas for them. Profits would 

therefore be expected to be higher than those of Queensland 

banana producers (see Table below), who were making .a 

net profit of £238.75 per acre (approx Rl 180 per hectare). 
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COSTS AND PROFITS (£A PER ACRE PER ANNUM) OF QUEENSLAND 

BANANA PRODUCTION 

ITEM 

Tools 
Fertilizers 
Herbicides 
Pest control 

Cases 
Field works 
Transport 

Packing shed 
Marketing charges 
Establishment 

TOTAL PRODUCTION 
COST 

Sale of produce 
Net profit 
Middlemen 
Cost to consumer 

£A 

1. 0 
22.5 
5.0 
6.0 

30.0 
27.0 
30.0 

1.0 
41. 25 
10.0 

173.75 

412.5 
238.75 
150 
562.5 

REMARKS 

£25 on 5 acres over 5 years 
% ton @ £30 per ton 
Average 4 sprays per year 
Rust thrips, Weevel and Squirter 

control 
150 @ 4s Od 
Bags £12, props £15 
150 cases @ ls Od cartage + 

3s Od rail freight 
£100 on 5 acres over 20 years 
Commission @ 10% 
£80 per acre over 8 years 

150 cases @ £2 15s Od 

By difference 
150 x 60 lb @ ls 3d 

Notes Based on a 5-acre plantation managed entirely by the 
farmer - there are therefore no labour changes; bags 
are assumed to last for 3 years, props for 5 years; 
establishment costs based on clearing scrub (heavily 
wooded land), fencing included; the selling price is 
extremely variable with season - it may rise to £5 
or fall to levels at which it is not worth cutting 
the fruit; the assumed production of 150 cases per 
acre per annum is probably above average. 

To rural peasants on the sandy coastal plain, uses of Swamp 

Forest has several advantages: 

a) In common with other areas in Africa dominated by well 

drained sandy soils, wetland areas like Swamp forest provide 

agricultural land comparatively rich in organic matter 

that is least susceptible to drought. 

b) Banana cultivation requires little capital input due to 

the abundance of local labour and the low technology 

requirements. 

c) Financial returns are quick because growth is rapid and 

the first crop is obtained after approximately one year. 
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d) Bananas are vulnerable to lodging under windy conditions, 

but are protected when grown in clearings in the Swamp 

forest. 

e) There is little seasonal variation in labour requirements 

and income from banana cul ti vat ion which "is an advantage 

from the economic viewpoint, especially for the peasant, 

(because) seasonal income distribution and attendant 

difficulties of providing credit to finance operations 

during the out-of-crop period is the biggest single economic 

difficulty faced by peasant agriculture" (Simmonds, 1982). 

f) Bananas are a perishable crop - but upgrading and tarring 

of the road to the Kosi system (and KwaNgwanase, the major 

marketing point for bananas) provided access to a large 

market and catalysed the conflict for Swamp Forest land. 

Swamp forest conservation, whether through preservation 

or "sustainable use" of resource areas (Tinley and van 

Riet, 1981) therefore represents a considerable economic 

loss to the community. 

SUMMARY POINT 

With current management constraints of manpower and money, 

resource utilization can play an important role in justifying 

the maintenance of sites with marginal agricultural potential. 

In the study area wetlands (plant resource use) and savaanna 

( multiple use : plant resources, game or livestock) vegetation 

types had a low conservation priority compared to forest areas 

(plant resources (medicinal plants) vulnerable to 

over-exploitation, low game biomass) . It is these high 

conservation priority areas than are threatened by agricultural 

J 
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benefit 

and have the 

analysis that 
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highest conservation priority. Cost-

induces values of indigenous resources 

is therefore a useful indicator of ( 1) where managing use on 

a sustainable basis is a practical option, (2) where alternatives 

most need to be provided, ( 3) the degree to which vegetation 

may need to be manipulated to avoid problems (eg. nutrient 

depletion) and ( 4) the extent of the 11 lost opportunity costs 11 

and the need for a workable form of compensation to be paid 

out if land-use conflicts are to be resolved and Swamp Forest 

successfully conserved. 
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APPENDICES A & B 

A LIST OF PLANT SPECIES USED BY TEMBE-THONGA AND ZULU PEOPLE 

IN MAPUTALAND, NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA 

There were two reasons for including this list in this thesis. 

Firstly to provide easy reference to botanical (Appendix A) 

or Zulu and Tembe-Thonga names (Appendix B) of plants and 

secondly, in listing the uses of each species, to encourage 

back-reference to more detailed information in published work 

(Sim 1903; 1920; Junod, 1927; Gerstner, 1938; Tinley, 

1964; Pooley 1978, 1980) or papers within this thesis on 

edible indigenous plants (Cunningham, in prep a) , commercial 

craftwork (Cunningham, . in prep b), palm wine tapping 

(Cunningham, in prep c a:r:id d), hut building (Cunningham, in 

prep e and f) and reed sales (Cunningham, in prep g). w 

Most ethnobotanical work done in southern Africa has 

concentrated on identifying plants that were used by man and 

recording their vernacular names (Liengme, 1983). This fulfills 

two valuable needs. Firstly in recording some of the rich 

cultural knowledge of African people and secondly a need to 

record little known or underutilized species that could play 

a role in agricultural development. 

a major failing in that they rarely 

the selectivity or extent of use 

Although there is little doubt that 

However such lists have 

give any indication of 

of the species 

the extent of 

listed. 

use will 

vary with availability, such data are of importance to local 
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conservation and development policy. Selective use of favoured 

species on a large scale when such species are only available 

in limited quantity can lead to overexploitation and local 

disappearance of these species, particularly if bark/roots 

are being used. Conversely, populations of certain species 

are selected for and enhanced by seed dispersal and conservation 

of these species by man ( eg. species valued for their edible 

fruits). Similarly the economic value of certain plant species 

in marginal areas can play an important role in justifying 

maintenance of some plant communities in a natural or semi

natural state instead of their being displaced for large

scale agricultural development schemes (eg. Hyphaene natalensis 

palmveld, Phragmites wetland). 

Although records were made of medicinal plant species, no 

effort was made to do an 

for medicinal or magical 

included in this list. 

exhaustive survey of plants used 

purposes and these data are not 

To avoid confusion, agricultural crops and six exotic species 

commonly found in the wild or at old kraal sites have been 

included in this list. All exotic (introduced) species are 

designated by a double asterisk ( **). Plant species included 

in the list were named at the Bews Herbarium, University of 

Natal, Pietermaritzburg ~~.Voucher specimens cited were all 

collected in the study area, either by myself during the study 

period 1980-1984, or jointly with R Scott-Shaw on a field 

trip in 1976 or by botanists working in the area, particularly 

11: 
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E S Pooley, K L Tinley, E J Moll, D Edwards, K Balkwill and 

some others. Although there is no doubt that other species 

could be added to this list, additional records made by Pooley 

(1978, 1980) and not recorded during the course of this study 

have been included to make the list as comprehensive as 

possible. 



Abrus precatorius L. subsp. 

africanus Verde. 

umKoka, isiSane (Z) 
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APPENDIX A 

Climber 

Stem used for binding grass bundles together when thatching. 

Seeds used inside dance rattles ( amaFowa) and in the hollow 

root cavities of bush-pig teeth worm by spirit mediums 

(iZangoma). Also for decoration on musical instruments and 

clay pots (Pooley, 1978). 

Acacia burkei Benth. 

umKhaya (Z) 

Tinley 899 

Tree 

Common source of firewood. 

Roots beaten then boiled 

(seldom used) . 

Gum sometimes chewed by herdboys. 

to produce pale yellow-brown dye 

Acacia karroo Hayne 

umuNga (Z) 

Bark occassionally used for binding. 

Acacia nilotica (L) Willd.ex Del. 

subsp. kraussiana (BenthJ Brenan 

umNqawe (Z) 

Gum sometimes chewed by herdboys. 

Tree 

Tree 



Acacia robusta Burch subsp. 

clavigera (E. Mey.) Brenan. 

umNgamazi, umNgamanzi (Z) 
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Edible wood boring beetle larvae 

Tree 

(iziMpunge)(Cerambycidae) 

found in dead wood. Bark used for tanning skins. Roots reputed 

to be very poisonous and said to be used for killing dogs. 

Acacia xanthophloea Benth. 

umKhanya-gude, umHlosinga (Z) Tree 

Trunks and large branches used for fencing out hippopotamuses 

from cultivated lands, Pongolo floodplain 

Acalypha glabrata Thunb. 

uThobothi (Z), aluThobothi (T) 

Thin stems are the main source of wood 

(thrust) fishing baskets. 

Afzelia quanzensis Welw. 

umHlakuva, iNkhele (Z) 

amHlakuva (T) 

Balkwill 682, Pooley 2136 

Shrub 

for constructing Fon yo 

Tree 

Commonly used for carving grinding mortars (amaGovu) for cereals 

and peanuts in Sand Forest Zone. Seeds occasionally used 

for decorative necklaces. Also used for hut roof support 

poles. 
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Albizia adianthifolia (SchumachJ 

W.F.Wright 

iGowane (Z) aGowane (T) 

building. 

Tree 

Common source of firewood Poles are used for hut 

although wood is soft. Trees left in fields to provide shade 

and sometimes planted at homesteads. Leaves used as a 'sponge' 

for washing. 

Albizia forbesii Benth. 

umNala., umFomoshane ( z) 

amNala {T) 

Phillips 25 

Wood used for carving, occasionally for poles (hut-building. Un

common. 

Albizia versicolor Wel~ ex Oli~ 

umPhisu, umVangazi (Pooley, 1980) Tree 

Trunk wood used to carving 

Poles used for hut building. 

Allium sp ** 

iShaladi (Z) atiNyala {T) 

grain stamping mortars ( amaGovu) . 

Also a source of firewood. 

Herb 

Shallot, an onion-like plant cultivated on a small scale in 

moist areas. Introduced. 



Aloe marlothii Berger 

iNhlaba (Z) 
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Succulent 

Roots boiled with weaving material (sisal, grass) to produce 

a bright golden-yellow dye (primarily in Pongolo and Lebombo 

zones). Nectar sucked from flowers, dry leaves used for snuff 

(see Pooley, 1978). 

Aloe parvibracteata Schonl. 

isiTezi (Z) ashiTezi (T) Succulent 

Roots boiled with weaving material to produce golden yellow 

dye. 

Amaranthus hybridus L. 

iSheke (Z) 

Spinach (imifino) growing in disturbed areas. 

Amaranthus spinosus L. 

iSheke (Z) 

Spinach growing in disturbed areas. 

Amaranthus thunbergii Moq. 

iSheke (Z) 

Spinach growing in disturbed areas. 

Anacardium occidentale L. ** 

iCaju (Z) 

Cunningham 518 

Herb 

Cunningham 362 

Herb 

Cunningham 517 

Herb 

Tree 

Cashew nut. Occasionally found growing at homesteads or old 

kraal sites. Sap from fruits used for decorative facial tatoos. 

Introduced. 



Ancycylanthus monteiroi Oliv. 

isTlilotshane (T) 
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Pooley 158 

Shrub 

Edible fruits. Recorded from Ndumu Game Reserve (Pooley, 1978). 

Annona senegalensis Pers. 

umThofa (Z) anTzopfa (T) 

Edible 

fields 

fruit. 

when 

Very palatable. 

cleared. Avoided 

also Junod (1927)). 

Antidesma venosum E.Mey. ex Tul. 

isiBangamlotha (Z) aNshongi (T) 

as 

Large shrub 

a source 

Shrub 

left growing in 

of firewood (see 

Scott-Shaw 251, Balkwill 600 

Tree 

Edible fruit. 

hut building. 

Palatable. Source of firewood and poles for 

Apodytes dimidiata E4Mey. ex Arn. 

umDakane (Z) aMdakane (T) 

Poles and laths used for hut building. 

Tree 

Popular source of 

firewood although some people said they avoided using it. 

Arachis hypogaea ** 

iNtongomane, iMankinathi (Z) 

atiNdumani (T) Herb 
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Peanuts. Popular cultivated crop. Of ten grown on recently 

cleared lands. Introduced. 

Asystasia gangetica ( L.) T. Anders. 

umaDitingwane, isiHobo (Z/T) 

Cunningham 700, Balkwill 196 

Herb 

Leaves eaten as a popular spinach. Two forms occur in the 

area, each known by a different local name. The fleshy leaved 

type, occurring on seaward facing coastal dunes (Balkwill, 

196) was called umaDitingwane. A less robust type, growing 

on forest margins and in fallow fields (Cunningham, 700) was 

called isiHobo. Recorded fleshy leaved type being taken inland 

from coastal area for cultivation at homestead because of 

its palatability. 

Asystasia schimperi T.Anders. 

umThunuka (Z) Herb 

Leaves eaten as a spinach. 

Avicennia marina (Forsk.) Vierh. 

isiKaha-esimhlope, isiKungathi 

( z ) Tree 

Leafy branches cut to form barrier between fish kraal poles 

(Kosi estuary). Trees recoppice readily (see Tinley, 1964). 



Balanites maughamii Sprague 

umNulu, umGobandlovu (Z), 

aNhulu (T) 
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Major 

bowls 

source of 

and trays 

wood for carving, 

for domestic and 

Tree 

particularly meat dishes, 

commercial purposes. Pulp 

and kernel of fruit edible but rarely eaten. 

Barringtonia racemosa (L.) Spreng. 

iBhoqo (Z) 
Tree 

Bark used as a rope, possibly for hut building, but restricted 

distribution, therefore restricted use. People in the lake 

Zilonde area said that they used to make loincloths (amaBechu) 

out of the bark (Gwala, pers. comm). Good indicator of fresh 

water seepage (water points) around Kosi Lake System. 

Berchemia discolor (Klotzch) Hernsl. 

uBalatsheni - umKhulu (Z) 

Cunningham, 530 

Tree 

Edible fruit. Important source of dye for craftwork in Botswana 

(Cunningham and Milton, in prep) but not recorded for this 

purpose in study area. 

Berchemia zeyheri (Sond.) Grubov 

umNcaka, umNeyi (Z) 

Edible fruit. Wood used for carving. 

Scott-Shaw 15 0, 

Tree 
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Bidens pilosa L. * Wulff 8 

uQadolo (Z) Herb 

Leaves eaten as a spinach, particularly in January after maize 

has been harvested. 

Bolusanthus speciosus (H. Bol.) 

Harms 

umHohlo (Z) 

Poles for hut building. 

Brachylaena discolor DC 

iPhahla (Z), aPhahla (T) 

Tree 

Tree 

Wood used as a rim for winnowing baskets, handles for knives 

and fishing spears. Laths were commonly used for hut-building. 

Brachylaena huillensis O.Hoffm. 

iPhahla-ehlathi (Z) 

Cunningham 507, Pooley 871 

Tree 

Poles used for hut building. Source of firewood. 

used for spear shafts (Pooley, 1978). 

Poles also 

Bridelia micrantha (Hochst.) 

Baill. 

umShonga, umHlahle (Z) Tree 
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Popular source of poles and laths in Coastal Lake Zone. 

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (L.) Lam. 

isiHlobane, isiKhanagazi, 

isiNkaha-esimnyama (Z), ashi-

Nkaha (T) Shrub 

Brushwood and occasionally poles used for constructing fish 

kraals (Kosi estuary). 

Canthium inerme (L.f.) Kuntze 

umVuthwamini (Z) ashiTshobe (T) Shrub/tree 

Edible fruit. Laths used for hut building. 

Canthium obovatum Klotzch. Tinley 778 

umHlelehlele (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit. Laths used for hut building. 

Canthium setif lorum Hiern. Cunningham 520 

umBhangwe (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit. Thin stems used for making Fonyo (thrust) fishing 

baskets. 
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Capparis tomentosa Lam. 

umQokolo, also uKokwane (Pooley, 

1978) (Z) 

Fruit edible only when ripe, rarely eaten. 

Carissa bispinosa (L.) ex Brenan 

uQondo (Z) 

Edible fruits 

Carissa macrocarpa (Eckl.) A.DC 

amaTungulu (Z) 

Edible fruits 

Carissa tetramera (Sacleux) Stapf. 

uQondo (T) 

Edible fruits (Pooley, 1978) 

Cassia petersiana Polle 

umNembenembe (Z) 

Edible seeds (Pooley, 1978) 

Cassine aethiopica Thunb. 

umGunguluzampunzi (Z) 

Climber 

Shrub 

Shrub 

Pooley 518 

Shrub 

Shrub 

Tree 
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Edible fruit (Pooley, 1978). Ripe fruits tasted were not 

palatable and this fruit would possibly not be commonly eaten. 

Catunaregam spinosa ( Thunb.) 

Tirvengadum 

isiKhwakhwane (Z), ashiKokwani (T) Shrub/Tree 

Wood used for carving sticks, poles for hut building and for 

firewood. Fruits recorded as edible by Pooley (1978) but 

only for medicinal purposes during this study. 

Chenopodium album L. Cunningham 363 

umSwazi (Z) Herb 

Leaves eaten as a spinach, but unpopular due to their odour. 

Chenopodium opulifolium Schrad.ex 

Kock. & Ziz. 

umSwazi (Z) Herb 

Leaves eaten as a spinach, but unpopular due to their odour. 

Chrysanthemoides mon,lifera ( L.) 

T. Norl. 

umTholombe (Z) ashiMunyumunyuwani 

( T) 

Edible fruit, eaten mainly by children. 

Shrub 



Ci trillus lanatus ( Thunb.) 

Matsumura & Nakai 

iBhece, iKhabe (Z) 
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Cultivated crop plant providing edible fruit. 

as a spinach. African crop plant. 

Cladium mariscus (L) Pohl. 

iNsikane (Z) iKhekhe (T) 

Climber 

Leaves cooked 

Sedge 

Leaves used for thatching. Very durable but difficult to 

thatch with due to the serrated edge to the leaves. 

Clausena anisata (Willd) Hook.f. 

ex Benth. 

umSanga, umNukambiba, umWasham

punzi {Z) 

Laths used for hut building 

Cleistanthus schlecteri {Pax) 

Hutch. 

umZithi (Z) 

Shrub 

Pooley 1113 

Termite resistant hardwood used for hut-building (poles) in 

Sand Forest Zone. Thinner stems used for carving sticks for· 

domestic and commercial purposes. 
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Clerodendron glabrum E.Mey. 

iFama (Z) Shrub 

Popular source of laths for hut-building. Also used for fish 

kraal construction (Kosi estuary). Fruits occasionally used 

to provide a poor quality blue-grey dye. 

Coccinia hirtella Cogn. 

Leaves eaten as a spinach 

Coccinia rehmannii Cogn. 

Leaves eaten as a spinach 

Coddia rudis (E Mey. ex Har~) 

Verde 

umDondwane (Z) ashiMane (T) 

Herb 

Pooley 216 

Herb 

Shrub 

Laths used for hut building. Sometimes boiled with Hyphaene 

natalensis weaving material after it has been dyed in silty 

mud. 

Coix lacryma-jobi L.** 

iLozisi (Z) Grass 
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Seeds used as beads for necklaces. 

craftwork on a small scale. 

Sold commercially for 

Cola natalensis Oliv. 

umQosho (Z) 

Poles used for hut building. 

sticks. 

Colocasia antiguorum ** 

iDumbhi (Z) aDumbhi (T) 

Taro, coco-yam or madumbe. 

Introduced. 

Combretum molle R.B~ ex G.Don 

umBondwe 

Tree 

Wood is also good for making 

Herb 

Popular crop in moist areas. 

Tree 

Hardwood used for grain stamping mortars and bowls for grinding 

peanuts. Firewood giving very hot coals. Termite resistant 

poles for hut building. Roots provide a yellow-brown dye 

when beaten and boiled with weaving material, but seldom used. 

Commelina benghalensis L.* 

iDleledlele, iDemadema (Z) 

Leaves eaten as a spinach 

Cunningham 683 

Herb 
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Comrniphora neglecta Verdoorn 

uMunyela, isiNgankomo (Z) Tree 

Roots, particularly those of young trees, eaten for their 

sweetish flavour. Roots also provide a source of moisture. 

Trees are cut down to make floats for fishing nets in the 

Pongolo Zone (Pooley, 1978). Popular as a fencing material 

because poles take root and grow and therefore do not have 

to be replaced. 

Comrniphora pyracanthoides Engl. 

subsp pyracanthoides 

isiNgankomo (Z) 

Roots sucked to quench thirst (Pooley, 1980) 

Cordia caf fra Sond. 

iLovu (Z) 

Edible fruit 

Cordia ovalis R~Br. 

iLovu-elimnyama, iLovu-elukhulu 

Shrub 

Shrub 

Pooley 683 

(Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit. Large shrubs left in fields cleared for crops. 
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Craibia zimmermannii (Harms) ex 

Dunn 

umPhungwane (Z) 

Poles and laths used for hut building 

Croton gratissimus Burch. 

uHubeshane (Z) 

Termite resistant poles used for hut building 

Croton menyhartii Pax 

Tree 

Tree 

Shrub 

Thin stems used for making Fonyo (thrust) fishing baskets 

(Pooley, 1978) 

Croton pseudopulchellus Pax 

uHubeshane (Z) 

Laths used for hut-building 

Cucumella cinerea ( Cogn.) Jeffrey 

isiKlimbi (Z) 

Leaves eaten as a spinach 

Shrub 

4 

Cunningham 684 

Climber 



Cucurbita sp (Cf C.pepo L) 

iThanga (Z) 
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** 

Cultivated plant providing edible fruit. 

eaten as a spinach. Probably introduced. 

Cymbopogon excavatus (Hochst) 

Stapf ex Burtt-Davy 

isiCunga (Z) ashiQungu (T) 

Climber 

Leaves cooked and 

Grass 

Popular, durable thatch, but difficult to collect because 

it grows in scattered clumps. Collected and sold locally 

on a small scale. 

Cymbopogon validus Stapf.ex 

Burtt-Davy 

isiCunga (Z), ashiQunga (T) Grass 

Durable thatch infrequently collected and used because it grows 

in isolated clumps. 

Cyperus f atigiatus Rottb. Cunningham 238 

iNgqongozane (Z) Sedge 

Commonly used as thatch by people living adjacent to the Pongolo 

floodplain. Also used for sleeping mats (Pooley, 1978). 

H 

14 .. 
lli 
Iii .. 



Cyperus latifolius Poir. 

iKhwane (Z) aKhwane (T) 
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Ward 8589 

Sedge 

Popular craftwork material, particularly for mats made of 

plaited leaves. Also used as a thatch (Coastal Lake Zone). 

Cyperus natalensis Hochst 

iNduli (Z) atiNdjulu (T) 

Cunningham 231 

Sedge 

Used for sleeping mats, winnowing baskets and small valve

type fishtraps (iziLulu) 

Cyperus papyrus L. 

iDumu (Z) aDumu (T) Sedge 

Culms were split, dried and woven between parallel laths to 

make traditional doors 

Cyperus sexangularis Nees 

iMizi (Z) 

Culms used to make sleeping mats 

Cyperus textilis Thunb. 

iMizi, umCupha-vondwe (Z), 

iNgqumbi (T) 

Cunningham 237 

Sedge 

Cunningham 242 

Sedge 

Culms used to make sleeping mats and twine for domestic use 

and commercial sale. 



Dalbergia obovata E.Mey. 

isiLandula, uDukuduku (Z) 

ashiLandula (T) 
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- ~~. -. --~ 

Shrub 

Stems used for lath-wove:::i. hut walls, also for fonyo (thrust) 

fishing baskets. 

Deinbollia oblongifolia (E.Mey.) 

Radlk. 

iTinisamasimu (T) 

Moll 5564 

Shrub 

Leaves eaten as a spinach, particularly in winter in the Sand 

Forest Zone. Fruits edible, eaten mainly by children. 

Dialium schlecteri Harms. 

umThiba (Z) 

Goodman 492 

Poles used for hut building. Fruits popular, branches with 

fruits broken off and fruits eaten whilst walking along paths. 

Man may be one of the most important dispersal agents of this 

species. 

Dicerocaryum zanguebarium (Lou~) 

Merrill 

umHlehlwa (Z) 

Cunningham 448 

Leaves used for washing hair, producing a "shampoo". 
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Dichrostachys cinerea (L) Wight 

& Arn. 

umThezane (Z) Shrub 

Used for firewood 

Digitaria eriantha Steud. 

isiKhonkho (Z) Grass 

Leaves collected, softened by beating and then dried for use 

as weaving twine for domestic and commercial craf twork 

Diospyros inhancensis F.White Cunningham, 702 

iNhlayane-emnyama, isiThomane {Z) Tree 

Poles and laths for hut building 

Diospyros lyciodes Desf. subs-sp 

guerkei (Kuntze) de Winter Pooley 651 

umBulwa-wezinja (Z) Shrub 

Fruits edible and quite palatable. Recorded as eaten by people 

in the Mseleni area by Lubbe et al { 1972) but not during my 

study {Cunningham, in prep a) where people said "only dogs 

eat the fruit". Name means "dogs Parinari curatellifolia''. 

Diospyros natalensis {Har~) Brenan 

iNhlayane-emhlope {Z) Tree 

jl 

li 
t4 

II 

u 

M 
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Poles used for hut building 

Diosyros villosa (L) de Winter Cunningham, 364 

umHlegehlo (Z) Herb 

Roots said to be sometimes used for a yellow dye. The cream 

coloured woody part of the root rapidly oxidizes to a yellow 

colour when the root is broken, but use as a dye was not 

confirmed. 

Dovyalis caffra (Hook.£.& Harv.) 

Hook.f. 

umQokolo (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit 

Dovyalis longispina (Harv.) Warb Pooley 286 

iNyuzuma (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit 

Drypetes arguta (MuelL Ar~) Hutch 

umKushwane (Z) Shrub/Tree 

Laths used for hut building 

Drypetes natalensis (Harv.) Hutch 

umKushwane (Z) Shrub/Tree 

li 

4' 
•1 

11 

11 

ti 
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Laths used for hut building 

Echinochloa pyramidalis (LamJ 

Hitchcock and Chase 

iMbuku, Funga-makala (Z/T) 

(See Pooley, 1978) Grass 

Woven to make traps for birds 

Ehretia amoena Klotzch 

umHlehle-umkhulu (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit j~ 

II ... 
Ehretia rigida (ThunbJ Druce 

~ 
umHlehle (Z) 

Shrub 
HI 

Edible fruit 
, 

Ekebergia capensis Sparm. 

umNyamathi, umGwenya-wezinja (Z) Tree 

Foodplant of Bunea alcinoe (Saturniidae) moth larvae (amacimbi) 

collected for food. Tree valued for the shade it provides. 

Eleusine coracana {L) Gaertn. 

uPhoko {Z) aluThoko Grass 
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Finger millet. Occasionally used for beer. Rarely cultivated 

in quantity due to problems of bird predation. 

plant. 

Encephalartos f erox Bertel. f. 

uThobani (Z) 

African crop 

Cycad 

Bright red seeds used to bait traps for birds (possibly 

hornbills)(Ward, pers. comm). 

Epinetrum delagoense (N.E.BL) 

Di els 

umGandegande (Z) 

Tinley 989, Moll 2817 

Herb 

Edible fruits, but not often in fruit and rarely eaten. 

Eriochloa meyeriana (Nees) Pilg. 

iSwani (Z) 

Grass used for thatching huts in Pongolo Zone 

Eriosema psoraleoides (LamJ G.Don. 

uTongololo (Z/T) 

Furness 297 

Grass 

Shrub 

Seeds collected in large quantities tc be cooked with maize 

meal (Pooley, 1978). 
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Erythrina humeana Spreng. 

Shrub 

Source of nectar, eaten by children (Pooley, 1980) 

Erythrina lysistemon Hutch. 

umSinsi Shrub 

source of nectar, eaten by children (Pooley, 1980) 

Erythrophleum lasianthum Corb. 

umKwangu (Z) Tree 

Termite resistant wood used for roof-support poles of huts. 

Bark and roots powdered and used as a poison. 

Erythroxylon emarginatum Thonn. 

uPhaphane (Z) 

Laths used for hut building 

Euclea crispa (ThunbJ Guerke 

iDungamuzi, uShelisane (Pooley, 

1978)(Z) 

(Pooley, 1978). Roots Edible fruits 

(dark brown) 

firewood. 

for weaving material. 

used as 

Avoided 

Shrub 

Pooley 336 

Tree 

a source of dye 

as a source of 
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Euclea divinorum Hiern 

umHlangula, iChitamuzi, iDunga

muzi, isiNzimane (Z) 

Tree 

Edible fruits. Roots used as a source of dark brown dye for 

weaving material. Together with E.natalensis the roots of 

this species provide the main source 

in the Maputaland area (Cunningham, 

a source of firewood. 

Euclea natalensis A.DC. 

umHlangula, iChitamuzi, iDunga

muzi, isiNzimane (Z) 

of dye for basketry sold 

in prep b). Avoided as 

Tree 

Roots used as a source of dark brown dye for weaving material. 

Avoided as a source of firewood (see Gerstner, 1938) but 

wood sometimes used for other purposes (eg. struts on sledges). 

Euclea schimperi (A.DCJ Dandy 

iDungamuzi, iChitamuzi (Z) 

Roots provide a dark brown dye for basketry. 

source of firewood. 

Eugenia capensis (Eckl. & ZeyhJ 

Harv.ex Sond.subsp albanensis 

umNanjwa (Z) 

Tree 

Avoided as a 

HeI;"b 
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Edible fruit. Very pa la table 

improvement. 

Eugenia capensis (Eckl.& ZeyhJ 

Harv ex Son subsp capensis 

Edible fruit 

Eugenia mossambicensis Amshof f 

iNontsane (Pooley, 1978), iNhle

lehlele (Z) 

Edible fruit 

Euphorbia ingens E.Mey.ex Boiss. 

umHlohlo (Z) 

Planks made from stems for doors 

Euphorbia tirucalli L. 

umSululu (Z) 

Barrier plant for fencing 

Ficus capreifolia Del. 

umFubu (Z) 

and suitable for genetic 

Herb 

Herb 

Succulent tree 

Succulent shrub 

Shrub· 
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Leaves used as sand paper for carved household utensils (Pooley, 

1978}. 

Ficus burtt-davyi Hutch. 

uLuzi (Z} Shrub 

Bark provides a strong twine used for general purposes as 

well as for bird and monkey traps. Name uluzi (or uzi} refers 

to twine from Ficus species. 

Ficus capensis Thunb. 

umKhiwane (Z} aNkuwa (T} 

Edible fruits. Sap used as bird lime 

Ficus sycamorus L. 

umKhiwane (Z} 

Tree 

Tree 

Edible fruits, mixed with water for food at the end of winter 

(Pooley, 1978} 

Ficus trichopodaBak. 

umFubu (Z) aluFubu (T) Tree 

Rolled twine and plaited rope made from the bark for hut 

building, bird and monkey traps, fishing line and as a handle 

for baskets (made of Cyperus natalensis) for collecting mussels. 

Sap used as bird-lime. 

I~ 

• 
~ 

lfli 

~ 



Ficus vogelii (MiqJ Mi~ 

umPhayi (Z) aMphayi (T) 
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Only poor quality rope can be made from bark. 

from sap. 

Garcinia livingstonei T.Anders. 

umPhimbi (Z) 

Tree 

Bird-lime made 

Tree 

Edible fruits, very palatable. A potent beer (ubuphimbi) 

was made from the fruits in the past but this is rarely made 

today and was not recorded during the study period. This tree 

was sometimes ref erred to as umgobandlovu, a name used for 

Balanites maughamii. 

Gardenia amoena Sims 

umTembeswane Tree 

Edible fruit. Laths used for hut building, sticks with right-

angled branches used for traps. 

Gazania rigens ( L~l Gaertn. Herb 

Leaves 

girdle 

old) 

dried and tied together with twine to make a type of 

( umshakaza or ubuyendle) for young children ( 2-5 years 



Grewia bicolor Juss. 

uSiphane (Z) 

Edible fruits (Pooley, 1978) 

Grewia caf fra Meisn. 

iSaka, uPhata (Z) 
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Pooley, 1139 

Shrub 

Pooley & Hilliard, 743 

Shrub 

Edible fruits. Laths used for hut building 

Grewia microthyrsa K.Schum.ex 

Burret Tinley 428 

umMunywane (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruits. Laths used for hut building 

Grewia occidentalis L. 

iLalanyathi (Z) 

Edible fruit (Pooley, 1980) 

Haplocoelom gallense (EnglJ Radlk. 

umThambo (Z) 

Shrub 

Pooley & Hilliard, 735 

Pooley 1099 

Tree 

Poles used for hut building. Edible fruit (Pooley, 1980) 



Heliotropium indicum L. 

iMboya (Z) 
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Furness 96, Pooley 829 

Herb 

Leaves used as a spinach (Pongolo zone)(See Pooley, 1978) 

Hemarthria al tissima ( Poir.) Stapf. 

& C E Hubb 

uMdlamvubu (Z) Grass 

Grass used as a poor quality thatch for huts adjacent to Pongolo 

floodplain 

Hibiscus tiliaceus L. 

umLolwe 

Bark used as a binding material for hut building 

Hippocratea delagoense Loes. 

isiFindwane (Z) 

Tree 

Tinley 326 

Climber 

Stems used as a binding material for poles at apex of hut 

roof and for thatch bundles 

Hoslundia opposita Vahl. 

uYaweyawe (Pooley, 1978) 

Edible fruit 

Tinley 526 

Herb 
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Hymenocardia ulmoides Oliv. 

umDlamahlathi (Z), iTsatsalatsane 

( T) Tree 

Poles and laths used for hut building, major source of wood 

for fish kraals ( Kosi estuary) (see Tinley, 1964; Cunningham, 

1984). Sticks also used for making fonyo (thrust) fishing 

baskets (Pooley, 1978). Popular source of firewood, 

particularly for 

pulp. 

smoking Strychnos madagascariensis fruit 

Hyperthelia dissoluta (Nees.ex 

SteudJ W.D.Clayton 

uHlongwa (Z) aHlongwa (T) 

Bourquin, 391; Pooley 558 

Grass 

Grass commonly used as a thatch (Cunningham, in prep c). 

Hyphaene natalensis Kuntze 

iLala (Z), aNala (T) Palm tree 

Leaves used as a major source of weaving material for domestic 

and commercial basketry (Cunningham, in prep b) , also general 

purpose binding material, shade caps for palm stumps being 

tapped for sap and "shoes" for herdboys in summer when sand 

is hot. Major source of palm wine for commercial trade 

(Cunningham, in prep c and d). Edible pericarp around fruit 

(mixed with milk by herdboys), edible "palm heart" and young· 

leaf shoot. 
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Inhambanella henriguesii (Engl.& WarbJ Dubard 

umThungulu (Z) 

Edible fruit, very palatable. High vitamin 

Tree 

c content 

(Cunningham, in prep a). Suitable for genetic improvement. 

Imperata cylindrica (LJ Bea~ 

umThente (Z) aLuhlwa (T) 

Grass commonly used for thatching because it was 

available and was easily collected (usually pulled 

Grass 

readily 

out by 

the roots) but only provides a poor quality thatch (Cunningham, 

in prep e). 

Indigofera arrecta Hochst.ex 

A.Rich. 

iHlalantete (Z) 

Cunningham, 760 

Tall herb 

Leaves or roots boiled with weaving material to produce a grey 

dye. 

Ipomoea ~ (I.batatas (LJ Lam.) ** 

uBhatata, iNgalawe (Z) anHlata (T) Climber 

Important cultivated crop. Tubers and leaves cooked and eaten~ 

Two varieties recognized : uBhatata (brown) and ingalawe (red). 

Introduced. 



• 

Juncus kraussii Hochst 

iNcema (Z) 
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Culms provide popular source of material 

beer strainers and modern craftwork i terns. 

at weddings, either as bundles of culms 

Important commercially and for domestic use. 

Justicia capensis Thunb. 

iKhokhela (Z) 

Sea-grass 

for sleeping mats, 

Traditional gift 

or sleeping mats. 

Pooley 583 

Herb 

Crushed leaves and stems 

set 

used to 

(Pooley, 

obscure human smell after 

snares have been 1978) (also collected in 

Maputaland and sold in large quantities for medicinal purposes 

elsewhere in Natal) . 

Kraussia f loribunda Harv. 

isiKhubashane, aMehlo

nkosasane (Z) 

Cunningham 372 

Shrub 

Laths used for hut building. 

by children. 

Edible fruit, tasty, eaten mainly 

Lagenaria siceraria (Molina) 

Standl.** Climber 

iSelwa (Z) 

Leaves cooked and eaten as a spinach. 

as calabashes. Introduced, 

Fruits eaten and used 
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Lagynias lasiantha (SondJ Bullock 

ashiTshobe, ashiPilokotshwane (T) 

Cunningham 402, Pooley 690 

Shrub 

Edible fruit, palatable and very popular, eaten fresh or as 

an addition to maize porridge. Large shrubs left in fields 

prepared for agriculture. 

Lannea stuhlmannii (EnglJ Engl. 

umGanunkomo (Z) 

Pooley 294 

Tree 

Edible fruit, bark used to dye fish nets (Pooley, 1978) 

Lantana rugosa Thunb. 

uKwebezane (Z) 

Edible fruit, eaten by children 

Landolphia kirkii Dyer 

umBungwa (Z), amBungwa (T) 

Edible fruit, tart but very popular. 

Herb 

Pooley 797 

Climber 

Eaten fresh or as an 

addition to porridge. Milky latex collected in the past as 

a source of rubber (Sim, 1903, 1920). Stems used for binding 

hut roofing. 

of the seeds. 

Man is probably an important dispersal agent 

Landolphia petersiana (Klotzch) 

Dyer 

umDongwe (Z) umTanwala (Z) 

Pooley 797 

Climber 
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Edible fruit, tart but popular. Two growth forms, each with 

a separate local name : umDongwe refers to the short form 

found in regularly burnt grassland which has smaller leaves; 

umTanwela to the more robust, large leaved climber found in 

coastal forest. 

Lumnitzera racemosa Willd. 

isiKhaha-esibomvu (Z) Shrub 

Branches used on a small scale as a barrier between poles 

of fish-kraal palisade fence, Kosi estuary. 

Macaranga capensis (BaillJ Benth. 

ex Sim 

iPhubane (Z) 

Mackaya bella Harv. 

iZwathi 

Tinley 205, Pooley 2136 

Tree 

Tree 

Used for manufacture of household utensils (Pooley, 1980) 

Macrotyloma maranguense (TaubJ 

Verde .. 

i~;;iKondle ( z) 

Tubers on roots dug up and eaten (Pooley, 1978) 

Pooley 1824 

Climber 



Mangifera indica L. 

umMango 
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Tree 

Introduced tree species at homesteads and old settlement sites 

valued for its fruits and shade. Introduced. 

Manihot utilissima Pohl.** 

umDumbula (Z) anTrumbula (T) Shrub 

Tubers and leaves cooked and eaten. Crop plant, introduced. 

Manilkara concolor (Harv.ex 

C.H. Wr.) Gerstner 

umNqambo (Z) 

tasty, popular. 

Tree 

Large trees left in Edible fruit, very 

agricultural fields. Wood occasionally used for hut building. 

Manilkara discolor (SondJ J.H.Hemsl. 

umNwebe (Z), aNywebe (T) 

Pooley 1831 

Tree 

Edible fruit, sweet, very popular. Women travel 8-10 kilometres 

to collect large quantities of this fruit. Man probably an 

important dispersal agent of this species. Large trees left 

in agricultural fields. Popular source of poles and laths 

for hut building and for carving sticks. 

Manilkara mochisia (BakJ Dubard 

umNqambo (Z) 

Pooley 1054 

Shrub 
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Edible fruit. Nor recorded on coastal plain, but collected 

in Ndumu Game Reserve (Pooley, 1978) 

Mariscus sp (cf M.solidus) Moll 4758 

iNsikane, iKhekhe (Z) Sedge 

Leaves used for thatching (Mosi-Palm Zone, Coastal Lake Zone). 

Mimusops caffra E.Mey. ex A.DC. Ward 3724 

aMasethole (Z) Tree 

Poles and laths for hut building, tool handles and knobsticks. 

Edible fruit, eaten mainly by children. 

Mimusops obovata Sond. 

aMasethole (Z) Tree 

Poles and laths for hut building. Edible fruits. 

Momordica balsamina L. Cunningham 388, Pooley 10 

iHawulani, umKhakhane (Z) Climber 

Edible fruit. Leaves cooked as a spinach. 

Monanthotaxis caffra Sond.Verdc4 

iThunganhlanzi, uMaluswembe (Z) 

Pooley, 387 

Climber 
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terns used for binding poles and laths of huts, for decorative 

of hut roofing in decorated Tembe-Thonga hut (see 

in prep g). Also used for binding Raphia australis 

achi together to make rafts (Malangeni area, Kosi Lake system). 

junodii (Engl.& DielsJ 

( z ) 

ths used for hut building. Edible fruit. 

Cunningham 581, 582 

Shrub 

sed 

of 

sis 

147 

:rb 

mesozygia Stapf. 31 

uli, isiTonjane (Z) Tree 

ible fruit, sweet and tasty. 

** 

Tree 

Cultivated in moist sites as an important commercial 

small scale marketing. Introduced. 

erb 

ley 

erb 

serrata Lam. 257 

kuthula, isiHlwane (Z) Tree 'ree 

ths used for hut building and fish kraals. .ing. 

wtonia hildebrandtii (Vatke) Torre 

Tree 

I• 

l• 

It 

11. 
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Olea capensis L. 

umSishane {Z) 

6. 

Edible fruit. 

1980). 

Used for carvi1 

Oncoba spinosa Forsk. 

umShungu {Z) 

Fruit traditionally used as a pro 

Ophioglossum polyphyllum L. 

isiNdletshana, isiNdlebe {Z) 

Leaves of this fern were cooked a1 

Opuntia sp (O.megacantha) ** 

iDolofiya {Z) 

Planted on homesteads, marks olc 

Introduced. 

Oxygonum dregeanum Meisn. 

umDambani {Z) 

Roots used to curdle milk but not · 
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Olea capensis L. 

umSishane (Z) 
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Tree 

Edible fruit. 

1980). 

Used for carving household utensils (Pooley, 

Oncoba spinosa Forsk. 

umShungu (Z) Tree 

Fruit traditionally used as a protective cover over penis. 

Ophioglossum polyphyllum L. 

isiNdletshana, isiNdlebe (Z) 

Cunningham 657, 556 

Herb 

Leaves of this fern were cooked and eaten as a spinach. 

Opuntia sp (O.megacantha) ** 

iDolofiya (Z) 

Planted on homesteads, marks old kraal sites. 

Introduced. 

Oxygonum dregeanum Meisn. 

umDambani (Z) 

Roots used to curdle milk but not edible. 

Succulent 

Edible fruit. 

Cunningham, 801 

Herb 
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Ozoroa obovata (Oli~) R.& A. 

Fernandes 

isiFici (Z) ashiFisu (T) 

Laths used for hut building. 

firewood source. 

Ozoroa paniculosa (SondJ R.& A. 

Fernandes 

isiFice (Z) 

Tree 

Avoided by some people as a 

Tree 

Manufacture of household utensils and musical instruments 

(Pooley, 1980). 

Pappea capensis Eckl.& Zeyh. 

umQhokwane (Z) 

Edible fruits 

Parinari curatellifolia Planch.ex 

Benth.subsp mobola (Oliv) R.Grah. 

umBulwa (Z) aMbulwa (T) 

Edible pulp and seed kernel. 

Tree 

Balkwill 588 

Herb 

Collected as a famine food, 

particularly by people living in the coastal grasslands (Coastal 

Lake Zone). Avoided by some people because regular consumption 

of the kernels was said to cause flatulence and unpleasant 

body odour. 

ti 

Ull 

Ml 

" 
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Pavetta catophylla K.Schum. 

Edible fruit (see also Pooley, 1978) 

Pavetta schumanniana F.Hoffm.ex 

K.Schum. 

Edible fruit 

Peddiea af ricana Harv. 

inTozwane-ehlathi (Z) 

Bark sometimes used for rope 

Pennisetum americanum (LJ K.Schum.** 

uNyalothi (Z) amaBele (T) 

Tinley 414 

Shrub 

Pooley 787 

Shrub 

Cunningham 514 

Shrub 

Grass 

Bullrush or pearl millet. Cultivated mainly for beer. Drought 

resistant but problems with bird predation. Introduced. 

Pentarrhinum insipidum E.Mey. Khosa 98 

umFuthani (Z) Herb 

Leaves cooked as a spinach. Also eaten raw in small quantities. 



Phoenix reclinata Jacq. 

iSundu (Z) aNkindu (T) 
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Edible fruits, palatable and popular. Palm "heart" 

leaf base (umhlenga) also eaten, particularly by 

Palm 

and young 

herd-boys. 

Tapped for palm wine (see Cunningham, in prep c and d). Fibrous 

section of stem beaten to produce brooms. Spoons made from 

base of petiole. Leaf rachi used for palisade fence of fish 

kraals, Kosi estuary and occasionally as an alternative to 

reeds in hut wall construction. 

Phragmi tes australis ( Cav.) Tr in. 

ex Steud. 

umHlanga (Z) Reed 

Important material used for hut walls and roofing. Extensively 

cut and sold to provide income (see Cunningham, in prep g). 

Phragmites mauritianus Kunth. 

umHlanga (Z) Reed 

Used for hut walls and roofing, mainly in the Pongolo zone. 

Also used to make musical instruments (flutes) (Pooley, 1978) 

Phyllanthus reticulatus Poir. 

umKhangu, umHlulazembe {Z) 

Laths used for hut building 

Shrub 

•• 

.. 

.. , 



Plectroniella armata (K. Schum.) 

Robyns 

isiKwakwane-inkomazi (Z) 

Edible fruit 

Portulacaria afra Jacq. 

iNtelezi (Z) 

Cunningham, 759 

Succulent shrub 

Barrier plant planted around kraals and grave sites. Zulu 

name also refers to some orchid species used as protective 

charms, particularly Ansellia gigantea Reichb,f .. 

Premna mooiensis (H.H.W.Pearson) 

Pieper 

umTshetshembane (Z) 

Edible fruits (Pooley, 1980) 

Psidium guajava L. ** 

Tree 

Edible fruit. Invasive species with man as a major dispersal 

agent, particularly because fruits are available in winter 

(March-June) when few indigenous fruits are ripe. 

Ptaeroxylon obliguum (ThunbJ 

Radlk. 

umThathe (Z) mbhandadzwidzwi (T) Tree 
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Popular source of 

for hut building. 

firewood. Termite resistant poles used 

Tembe-Thonga name refers to the hardness 

of the wood (mbhanda ="beating to split", dzwidzwi ="stone"). 

Pteleopsis myrtifolia (Laws) 

Engl ... & Diels. 

uMwandla (Z) Tree 

Termite resistant poles 

firewood for smoking 

(Sand Forest Zone). 

and laths for hut building. Popular 

Strychnos madagascariensis fruit pulp 

Pyrenacantha kaurabassana Baill. 

inZema (Z) 

Edible fruits (Pooley, 1978) 

Pyrenacantha scandens Planch.ex 

Harv. 

umKhokhotwane (Z) 

Pooley 128 

Climber 

Cunningham 491, 495 

Climber 

Leaves cooked as a spinach, particularly in winter because, 

although fibrous, they are available throughout the year. 

Rapanea melanophloeos (LJ Mez. 

isiCalabi (Z) 

Poles for hut building, use infrequent. 

Tree 
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Raphia australis Oberm.& Strey 

umVuma (Z) Palm 

Leaf rachi used for hut building, for rafts and small boats 

(Malangeni, Kosi Lake System). 

Rhizophora mucronata Lam. 

isiNkhaha (Z) Shrub 

Branches used occasionally for fish kraal construction. 

Rhoicissus digitata (L.fJ Gilg. 

& Brandt 

umPhambane (Z) 

Edible fruits, eaten mainly by children. 

Rhynceletrum repens (WilldJ 

C.E.Hubb. 

umKulane (Z) 

Grass used for thatching. 

Rhus guenzii Sona. 

umPhondwe, umPhondo (Z) 

Stems provide laths for hut building. 

mainly by children. 

Tinley 782 

Grass 

Balkwill 673 

Shrub 

Edible fruit, eaten 



Rorippa fluviatilis (E.Mey.ex 

Sand.) Thel 1. 

iGilamu (Z) 

Gl7 

Herb 

Leaves cooked and eaten as a spinach (Coastal Lake Zone) 

Ruellia s p. 

isiKhukhukhu (Z) Herb 

Leaves cooked and eaten as a spinach. Use infrequent. 

Rubia cordifolia L. Cunningham 241 

iNkunzi-embomvu (Z) Climber 

Roots provide an excellent orange dye but the plant was rarely 

used for dyeing weaving material. 

Saccharum offinarum L. ** 

uMoba (Z) 

Sugar cane. Grown in moist sites. 

subsistence marketing. Introduced. 

Salacia kraussii (Har~) Harv. 

umBhonsi (Z) 

Edible fruit, very popular 

Grass 

Important cash crop for 

Balkwill 493 

Herb 



Salacia leptoclada Tul. 

uHlangahomo (Z) 
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Cunningham 500 

Shrub 

Edible fruit. Laths used for hut wall construction. 

Sanseviera hyacinthoides Thunb. 

isiKwendle (Z) ashiTokotoko (T) 

Fibre from leaves used for making twine 

Sapium intergerrimum (Hochst) 

J.Leon 

umDlampunzi (Z) 

Laths for hut building 

Sarcostemma vininale ( L.) R. Br. 

umPelepele (Z) 

Fruits and young stems eaten raw or cooked. 

Schotia brachypetala Sond, 

umGxamu, uVovovo (Z) 

Herb 

Tree 

Moll 3170 

Succulent climber 

Tree 

Bark used as a source of red-brown dye for weaving material 

made for domestic and commercial purposes. 

• 

• 

, .. 



Scirpus littoralis Schrad. 

iNgqumbe (T) 
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Aquatic sedge 

Culms used to construct small umono-type fish traps (see Tinley, 

1964) called isiLulu but lack the strong, fibrous nature of 

Juncus kraussii or Cyperus natalensis culms and were not used 

for weaving. 

Sclerocarya birrea (A. Rich.) Hochst subsp. caf f ra ( Sond~ Kokwaro 

umGanu (Z) Tree 

Edible fruit and kernel of seed. Fruits commonly made into 

a beer ( ubuganu ( Z) ubuKanye ( T)). A portion of the first 

beer brewed was presented to the chief or local headman at 

a celebration marking the period when the beer could be freely 

consumed. Bark provides a light brown dye (bark beaten then 

boiled with weaving material). 

larvae (amacimbi) collected 

are a source of Cerambycid 

Leaves are the food of Saturniid 

as a food source. Dead trees 

larvae also collected for food 

(izimpunge). Wood used for carving and firewood. 

Scutia myrtina (Burm.fJ Kurz. 

uSondela (Z) 

Edible fruit (Pooley, 1980) 

Sonchus oleraceus L.** 

iKlabeklabe (Z) 

Succulent climber 

Moll 4610 

Herb 
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Leaves eaten raw in small quantities or cooked as a spinach. 

Sorghum bi color ( L.) Moench. 

amaBele, iMfe (Z) amaPhila (T) Grass 

Sorghum. Two types firstly race caffra (amabele, amaPhila) 

which was cultivated mainly for beer but also used for various 

types of porridge, and secondly race bicolor (imfe) which 

was grown for its sweet stems (see Arnold, 1983). 

Spirostachys africana Sond. 

umThombothi (Z) Tree 

Poles used as termite resistant roof supports for huts, mainly 

in Pongolo zone. Commonly avoided as a source of firewood. 

Broken branches used to attract stingless bees to trace beehives 

(and a honey source)(Pooley, 1980). 

Sterculia rogersii N.E.Br. 

nKhumphenkehuphe (T?) 

Edible seeds (Pooley, 1978) 

Strelitzia nicolai Reg.& Koerner. 

iNgude (Z) 

Pooley 23 

Tree 

Tree 

Petioles were dried and stored as a strong durable binding· 

material for hut building, fish kraals (Kosi estuary) and 

for general purposes. Occasionally used as a weaving material 
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for basketry. Edible pulp around seeds. 

Strychnos decussata (Pappe) Gilg. 

umPatankosi (Z) 

Tinley 920 

Tree 

Popular source of poles and laths for hut building as well 

as for sticks. 

Strychnos henningsii Gilg. 

umKangala, umQalothis (Z) 

Source of poles and laths for hut building 

Strychnos madagascariensis Poir. 

umKwakwa (Z) 

Tree 

Balkwill, 597 

Tree 

Edible fruit, pulp prepared for consumption by smoking over 

a fire on a frame of woven laths, ground up and redried. Said 

to last up to 5 years in storage in this state. Sometimes 

mixed with honey. Dried pulp ( anFuma) made for local sale 

on a small scale. Selective use of hardwood tree species 

to provide firewood for smoking the fruit pulp (see Cunningham, 

in prep a). Fruits used as a basis for modern craftwork item 

sold on a commercial scale (Cunningham, in prep b). 

Strychnos spinosa Lam. 

umHlala (Z) Tree 
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Fruits edible only when ripe, tasty but cause diarrhoea when 

eaten in quantity. Empty fruits used as a base for craftwork 

sold on a commercial scale (Cunningham, in prep b). 

Strychnos usambarensis Gilg. 

umPhathawenkosi-omnyama (Z) Tree 

Building material, fuel and fences (Pooley, 1980) 

Stylochiton natalense (SondJ. 

Schott 

uFana-bembuzi (Z) 

Herb 

Sap from roots has a terrible taste, leaving a burning sensation 

in the mouth. Used by herdboys to put on the rims of milk 

containers to punish people attempting to drink the milk without 

permission. 

Suregada zanzibariensis Baill. 

umKushwane-elikhulu (Z) 

Laths used for hut building 

Synaptolepsis kirkii Oliv. 

uVuma (Z) 

Shrub 

Balkwill, 629; Tinley 836 

Scandent climber 

Edible fruit, small, tasty but only available in small 

quantities, eaten mainly by children. 



~ygium cordatum Hochst 

umDoni (Z) anDoni (T) 
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Tree 

Edible fruit, popular although flavour varies from sweet to 

tart and floury. Trees growing in Swamp Forest were not valued 

for their fruits due to their bitter taste and were commonly 

cut as poles for hut building. Popular and commonly used 

firewood. Bark provides a red-brown dye after being beaten 

and boiled with weaving material. Leaves are the foodplant 

of Microgone cana larvae (Saturniidae) (amacimbi) collected 

in September-October as a supplementary food source. 

Tabernaemontana elegans Stapf. 

umKhahlu (Z) anKhahlu (T) 

Moll 3184 

Tree 

Sap used for curdling milk. Arils of seeds edible but small 

and only occasionally eaten, mainly by children. 

for carving spoons. 

Tecomaria capensis ( Thunb.) Spach. 

Building material (Pooley, 1980) 

Terminalia sericea Burch.ex DC. 

uKonono (Z) aKonono (T) 

Wood used 

Shrub 

Tree 

Favoured species for termite resistant poles for hut building.· 

Wood used for hoe and axe handles. Roots beaten then boiled 

• 
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to produce a light yellow-brown dye (seldom used) . Produces 

a good quality firewood. 

Thespesia acutiloba (Bak.fJ 

Excell & Mendonca 

iPhuphume (Z) 

Tree 

Manufacture of household utensils (Pooley, 1980). 

Thilachium africanum Lour. 

isiKhonke (Z) 

Edible fruit 

Thunbergia dregeana Nees 

umLomo-wejuba (Z) 

Leaves cooked and eaten as a spinach 

Toddaliopsis bremekampii Verdoorn 

inTani (Z) 

Laths and small poles for hut building 

Trapa natans L. 

iniYiva (Z) 

Kernels of seeds edible (Pongolo zone) 

Cunningham, 398, Pooley 80 

Shrub 

Cunningham 425, 433 

Climber 

Tree 

Aquatic Herb 



Tricalysia sp.nov. 

umZazane (Z) 

Laths for hut building 

Tricalysia allenii A.Rich.ex DC. 
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Tinley 427, 885; MC Ward 764 

Shrub 

Pooley 140 

Shrub 

Game and fish trapping devices (Pooley, 1980) 

Tricalysia sonderana Hiern. 

uTholomba-ehlathi (Z) 

Laths for hut building 

Trichilia emetica Vahl.subsp 

emetica 

umKuhlu (Z) anKuhlu (T) 

Balkwill 508 

Shrub 

Tree 

Arils of fruit edible and very popular. Eaten with soup 

(Pooley, 1978) with sweet potatoes or a mixture of maize meal 

and melon (Citrillus lanatus) (called isijingi). Wood 

(particularly from male plants or trees bearing poor quality 

(quantity of fruit) used for craftwork for domestic and 

commercial use. Bark beaten then boiled with weaving material 

to produce a light red-brown dye. Large trees left in 

agricultural fields to provide shade and fruits. Trees 

sometimes planted at homesteads to produce shade. 

\ 
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Typha latifolia L.subsp capensis 

Rohrb. 

iBuma (Z) 

Aquatic macrophyte 

Used for thatching temporary shelters and occasionally for craft 

-work. 

Uvaria caffra E.Mey. ex Sond. 

iNkonjane (Z) 

Scott-Shaw 281 

Climber 

Stems used for binding poles and laths roofing huts. 

fruit, not commonly available, eaten mainly by children. 

Edible 

Uvaria lucida Benth.subsp.virens 

(N.E.BrJ 

iNkonjane, uMavumba (Z) 

Cunningham 472 

Climber 

Stems used for binding poles and laths in hut roofs. 

fruit, not commonly available, eaten mainly by children. 

Edible 

Vangueria chartacea Robyns 

umViyo-wehlathi (Z) 

Edible fruit. Avoided as a source of firewood. 

Vangueria cyanescens Robyns 

umViyo (Z) 

Tinley 900 

Shrub 

Shrub· 
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Edible fruit. Avoided as a source of firewood. 

Vangueria inf austa Burch. 

umViyo, umVilo (Z) Shrub 

Edible fruit. Avoided as a source of firewood. Sticks used 

for making traps (also smeared with medicine to prevent bad 

spirits from nearing the homestead). 

Vepris undulata ( Thunb.) Verdoorn 

ex C.A.Sm. 

uMozane (Z) Tree 

Wood used for manufacture of household utensils and musical 

instruments (Pooley, 1980). 

Vernonia neocorymbosa Hilliard 

isiLelevu-elukhulu (Z) Tall herb 

Reported to have been used for roof support bundles in hut 

making in the past (Cunningham, in prep g). 

Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. 

iMbumba, iMbawanini (Z), ati

Mbawini (T) 

Pooley 252 

Climber 

Cow pea. Tubers on roots 

as a spinach. Seeds an 

edible (Pooley, 1978), leaves cooked 

important staple food. Crop plant 



of African origin. 

Vitex patula E.A.Bruce 

iMbendula 

Edible fruits 

Vitex harveyana H.H.W.Pearson 

iMbendula 
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Edible fruit (see Pooley, 1978) 

Voacanga thouarsii Roem.E.Schult 

umKhahlwana (Z) anKhahlu (T) 

Scott-Shaw 288 

Shrub 

Shrub 

Tree 

Sap used for bird-lime. Poles used for hut building. 

Voandzeia subterranea (LJ Thouars 

inDhlubu (Z) atiNdlubu (T) 

Bambarra groundnut. 

origin? 

Important staple crop. 

Wrightia natalensis Stapf. 

umPhengende (Z) 

Herb 

Crop with African 

Tree 

Wood used for doors and furniture for domestic use. 
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Ximenia caf fra Sand. 

wnThunduluka (Z) anTshunduluka (T) 

Edible fruit, 

agent. Roots 

(seldom used). 

very popular. Man 

beaten and boiled 

Xylotheca kraussiana Hochst 

iBalekani (Z) aBalekani (T) 

Balkwill 669; Pooley 1052 

Shrub 

important as seed dispersal 

to produce a red-brown dye 

Edwards 2579, Pooley 422 

Shrub 

Edible fruit. Fruits small, eaten mainly by children. 

Zantedeschia aethiopica (LJ Spreng. 

Recorded as a source of food by Pooley ( 1980). 

and Norwood-Young (1982). 

Zanthoxylum capense ( Thunb.) Harv. 

isiNungwane, umNungamabele (Z) 

Herb 

See also Fox 

Tree 

Laths used for hut building. Roots beaten and boiled to produce 

a light yellow dye (seldom used). 

Zea mays L.** 

umMbila (Z) ashiManga (T) 

Maize. Important staple crop. Introduced. 



Ziziphus mucronata Willd. 

umPhafa, umLahlankosi (Z) 

63(} 

Edible fruits, small, eaten mainly by children. 

Tree 

Branches 

used to protect graves. Poles used for hut building, also 

recorded as used for constructing base of sledges 
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APPENDIX B 

Index to local names of plant species used in the Maputaland 

area. ** Denotes exotic species (crops or naturalised plants). 

Balatsheni-umKhulu, u

Balekani, a-

Balekani, i

Bangamlotha, isi

Bele, ama-

Bele, ama-

Bhanana, u-

Bhangwe, um-

Bhatata, u-

Bhece, i-

Bhonjisi, um-

Bhonsi, um-

Bhoqo, i-

Bomvane, isi-

Bondwe, um-

Bulwa, um

Bulwa-wezinja, um-

Buma, i

Bungwa, am

Bungwa, um-

Berchemia discolor 

Xylotheca kraussiana 

Xylotheca kraussiana 

Antidesma venosum 

Pennisetum typhoideum** 

Sorghum bicolor ** 

Musa sp ** 

Canthium setiflorum 

Ipomoea sp (I.batatas)** 

Citrillus lanatus 

Phaseolus spp ** 

Salacia kraussii 

Barringtonia racemosa 

Ochna arborea 

Combretum molle 

Parinari curatellifolia 

Diospyros lycioides subsp. 

guerkei 

Typha latifolia subsp capensis 

Landolphia kirkii 

Landolphia kirkii 



Caju, i-

Calaba, isi

Chitamuzi, i

Chitamuzi, i

Chitamuzi, i

Cunga, isi

Cunga, isi

Cupha-vondwe, um

Dakane, um

Demadema, i

Dhlubu, in

Ditingwane, uma

Dlamahlathi, um

Dlampunzi, um

Dleledlele, i

Dolofiya, i

Dondwane, um

Dongwe, um-

Doni, an-

Doni, um

Doni-wamanzi, um

Dukuduku, u-

Duli, um-

Dumbhi, a-

Dumbhi, i-

Dumbula, um

Dumu, a-
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Anacardium occidentale ** 

Rapanea melanophloeos 

Euclea divinorum 

Euclea natalensis 

Euclea schimperi 

Cymbopogon excavatus 

Cymbopogon validus 

Cyperus textilis 

Apodytes dimidiata 

Commelina benghalensis 

Voandzeia subterranea 

Asystasia gangetica 

Hymenocardia ulmoides 

Sapium interrigimum 

Commelina benghalensis 

Opuntia sp ** 

Coddia rudis 

Landolphia petersinia 

Syzygium cordatum 

Syzygium cordatum 

Syzygium guineense 

Dalbergia obovata 

Morus mesozygia 

Colcasia antiquorum 

Colcasia antiquorum 

Manihot ultissima** 

Cyperus papyrus 

** 

** 



Dumu, i

Dungamuzi, i

Dungamuzi, i

Dungamuzi, i

Dungamuzi, i

Fama, i

Fana-bembuzi, u

Fice, isi-

Fici, isi

Findwane, isi

Fisu, ashi

Fomothi, um

Fomshane, um

Fubu, alu-

Fubu, um

Funga-makala 

Futhani, um

Gandegande, um-

Ganu, um-

Ganunkomo, um

Gilamu, i

Gobandlovu, um

Gowane, a-

Gowane, i

Gungulusampunzi, um

Gwenya-wezinja, um

Gxamu, um-
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Cyperus papyrus 

Euclea crispa 

Euclea divinorum 

Euclea natalensis 

Euclea schimperi 

Clerodendrcn glabum 

Stylochiton natalense 

Ozoroa paniculosa 

Ozoroa obovata 

Hippocratea delagoense 

Ozoroa obovata 

Newtonia hildebrantii 

Albizia forbesii 

Ficus trichopoda 

Ficus trichopoda 

Echinochloa pyramidalis 

Pentarrhinum insipidum 

Epinetrum delagoense 

Schlerocarya birrea subsp caf fra 

Lannea stuhlmannii 

Rorippa f luviatilis 

Balanites maughamii 

Albizia adianthifolia 

Albizia adianthifolia 

Cassine aethiopica 

Ekebergia capensis 

Schotia brachypetala 



Hawulani, i

.Mehlo-nKosasane, a

Hkuwa, a-

Hlahle, um

Hlakuva, am

Hlakuva, um-

Hlala, um

Hlalantete, i

Hlanga, um-

Hlanga, um

Hlangahomo, u

Hlangula, um

Hlangula, um

Hlata, an

Hlegehlo, um

Hlehle-umkhulu, um

Hlehle, um

Hlelehlele, um

Hlehlwa, um

Hlobane, isi

Hlohlo, um

Hlolwane, i

Hlongwa, a

Hlongwa, u

Hlosinga, um

Hlulazembe, um

Hlwane, isi-
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Momordica balsamina 

Kraussia f loribunda 

Ficus capensis 

Bridelia micrantha 

Af zelia quanzensis 

Af zelia quanzensis 

Strychnos spinosa 

Indigof era arrecta 

Phragmites australis 

Phragmites mauritianus 

Salacia leptoclada 

Euclea divinorum 

Euclea natalensis 

Ipomoea sp (I.batatas) 

Diospyros villosa 

Ehretia amoena 

Ehretia rigida 

** 

Canthium obovatum 

Dicerocaryum zanguebarium 

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza 

Euphorbia ingens 

Nymphaea lotus 

Hyperthelia dissoluta 

Hyperthelia dissoluta 

Acacia zanthophloea 

Phyllanthus reticulatus 

Myrica serrata 



Hobo, isi-

Hohlo, um

Hubeshane, u

Hubeshane, u

Hubeshane, u

Kaha-esimhlope, isi

Kangala, um-

Khaha-esibomvu, isi

Khabe, i-

Khahlu, an-

Khahlu, an-

Khahlu, um

Khahlwana, um

Khakhane, um

Khanagazi, isi

Khangu, um

Khanya-gude, um

Khaya, um-

Khekhe, i-

Khekhe, i-

Khiwane, um

Khiwane, um

Khokhela, i

Khokhotwane, um

Khonke, isi

Khonkho, isi

Khubashane, isi-
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Asystasia gangetica 

Bolusanthus speciosus 

Croton gratissimus 

Croton pseudopulchellus 

Croton steenkampianus 

Avicennia marina 

Strychnos henningsii 

Lumnitzera racemosa 

Citrillus lanatus 

Tabernaemontana elegans 

Voacanga thouarsii 

Tabernaemontana elegans 

Voacanga thouarsii 

Momordica balsamina 

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza 

Phyllanthus reticulatus 

Acacia zanthophloea 

Acacia burkei 

Cladium mariscus 

Mariscus sp (cf M.solidus) 

Ficus capensis 

Ficus sycamorus 

Justicia capensis 

Pyrenacantha scandens 

Thilachium africanum 

Digitara eriantha 

Kraussia f loribunda 



Khukhukhu, isi

Khumphenkehupe, n

Khwakhwane, isi

Khwane, a-

Khwane, i-

Klabeklabe, i-

Klimbi, isi-

Koka, um-

Kokwani, ashi

Kokwani, u-

Kondle, isi-

Konono, a-

Konono, u-

Kotshi, um-

Kuhlu, an-

Kuhlu, um-

Kulane, um-

Kungathi, isi

Kushwane, um

Kushwane, um

Kushwane-elikhulu, um

Kwakwa, um-

Kwangu, um-

Kwebezane, u-

Kwendle, isi

Lahlankosi, um-

Lala, i-
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Ruellia ovata 

Sterculia rogersii 

Catunaregam spinosa 

Cyperus latifolius 

Cyperus latifolius 

Sonchus oleraceus ** 

Cucumella cinerea 

Abrus precatorius subsp africanus 

Catunaregam spinosa 

Capparis tomentosa 

Macrotylorna maranguense 

Terminalia sericea 

Terminalia sericea 

Mondora junodii 

Trichilia emetica subsp emetica 

Trichilia emetica subsp emetica 

Rhynceletrum repens 

Avicennia marina 

Drypetes arguta 

Drypetes natalensis 

Suregada zansibariensis 

Strychnos madagascariensis 

Erythrophleum lasianthum 

Lantana rugosa 

Sanseviera hyacinthoides 

Ziziphus mucronata 

Hyphaene natalensis 



Lalanyathi,i

Landula, ashi

Landula, isi

Lelevu-elukhulu, isi

Lolwe, um

Lomo-wejuba, um

Lovu, i

Lovu-elimnyama, i

Lovu-elukhulu, i

Lozisi, i-

Luzi, u-

Makuthula, u

Maluswembe, u-

Mane, ashi-

Manga, ashi-

Mango, um

Mankinathi, i

Masethole, a

Masethole, a

Mavumba, u-

Mbawini, ati

Mbawini, i-

Mbendula, i

Mbendula, i

Mbhandadzwidzwi 

Mbila, um-
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Grewia occidentalis 

Dalbergia obovata 

Dalbergia obovata 

Vernonia neocorymbosa 

Hibiscus tiliaceus 

Thunbergia dregeana 

Cordia caf f ra 

Cordia ovalis 

Cordia ovalis 

Coix lacryma-jobi** 

Ficus burtt-davyi 

Myrica serrata 

Monanthotaxis caf f ra 

Coddia rudis 

Zea mays** 

Mangif era indica 

Arachis hypogaea 

Mimusops caf f ra 

Mimusops obovata 

Uvaria lucida 

** 

** 

Vigna unguiculata 

Vigna unguiculata 

Vitex harveyana 

Vitex patula 

Ptaeroxylon obliquum 

Zea mays** 



Mboya, i-

Mbuku, i-

Mbulwa, a-

Mburnba, i-

Mdakane, a-

Mdlarnvubu, u-

Mfe, i-

Mizi, i-

Mizi, i-

Moba, u-

Mozane, u-

Mphayi, a-

Munyela, u

Munyrnunyuwani, ashi

Munywane, um

Mwandla, u-

Nala, a-

Nala, arn-

Nala, um-

Nanjwa, urn-

Ncaka, um

Ncerna, i-

Ndulu, ati

Ndlebe, isi

Ndletshana, isi

Ndlubu, ati-
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Heliotropurn indicurn 

Echinochloa pyrarnidalis 

Parinari curatellifolia 

Vigna unguiculata 

Apodytes dirnidiata 

Hernarthria altissirna 

Sorghum bicolor 

Cyperus sexangularis 

Cyperus textilis 

Saccharurn off inarum ** 

Vepris undulata 

Fucus vogelii 

Commiphora neglecta 

Chrysanthemoides rnonelif era 

Grewia rnicrothyrsa 

Pteleopsis myrtifolia 

Hyphaene natalensis 

Albizia forbesii 

Albiz±a forbesii 

Eugenia capensis subsp 

albanensis 

Berchemia zeyheri 

Juncus kraussii 

Cyperus natalensis 

Ophioglossum polyphyllum 

Ophioglossurn polyphyllum 

Voandzeia subterranea 
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Nduli, i- Cyperus natalensis 

Ndumani, ati- Arachis hypogaea ** 

Nembenembe, um- Cassia petersiana 

Neyi, um- Berchemia zeyheri 

Nga, umu- Acaia karroo 

Ngalawe, i- Ipomoea batatas ** 
Ngamazi, um- Acacia robusta subsp clavigera 

Ngankomo, isi- Commiphora neglecta 

Ngankomo, isi- Commiphora pyracanthoides 

Ngqongozane, i- Cyperus f astigiatus 

Ngqumbe, i- Scirpus littoralis 

Ngqumbi, i- Cyperus textilis 

Ngude, i- Strelitzia nicolai 

Nhlaba, i- Aloe marlothii 

Mhlayana-emhlope, i- Diospyros natalensis 

Nhlayane-emnyama, i- Diospyros inhacensis 

Nhlelehlele, i-• Eugenia mossambicensis 

Nhulu, a- Balanites maughamii 

Nkaha, ashi- Bruguiera gymnorrhiza 

Nkaha-esimnyama, isi- Brugueira gymnorrhiza 

Nkhaha, isi- Rhizophora mucronata 

Nkhele, i- Af zelia quanzensis 

Nkindu, a- Phoenix reclinata 

Nkonjame, i- Uvaria lucida 

Nkunzi-embomvu, i- Rubia cordifolia 

Nontsane, i- Eugenia mossambicensis 

Nqambo, um- Manilkara concolor 

Nqambo, um- Manilkara mochisia 



Nqawe, um-

Nshongi, a-

Nsikane, i-

Nsikane, i-

Ntelezi, i

Ntongamane, i

Nukambiba, um-

Nulu, um

Nungamabele, um

Nungwane, isi-

Nwebe, um-

Nyala, ati-

Nyalothi, u

Nyamathi, um

Nyuzuma, i-

Nywebe, a-

Nzimane, isi

Nzimane, isi

Patankosi, um

Pelepele, um-

Phafa, um-

Phahla, i

Phahla-ehlathi, i

Phambane, um

Phaphane, u-

Phata, u

Phathawenkosi-omnyama 

Phayi, um-
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Acacia nilotica 

Antidesma venosum 

Cladium mariscus 

Mariscus sp (cf M.solidus) 

Portulacaria af ra 

Arachis hypogaea 

Clausena anisata 

Balanites maughamii 

Zanthoxylon capense 

Zanthoxylon capense 

Manilkara discolor 

Allium sp ** 
Pennisetum typhoideum ** 

Ekebergia capensis 

Dovyalis longispina 

Manilkara discolor 

Euclea divinorum 

Euclea natalensis 

Strychnos decussata 

Sarcostemma viminale 

Ziziphus mucronata 

Brachylaena discolor 

Brachylaena huillensis 

Rhoicissus digitata 

Erythroxylon emarginatum 

Grewia caf fra 

Strychnos usambarensis 

Ficus vogelii 



Phembedu, um

Phengede, um-

Phila, ama 

Phimbi, um-

Phisu, um-

Phoko, u-

Phondo, um-

Phondwe, um

Phubane, i

Phungwane, um

Phuphume, i

Pilokotshwane, ashi

Qadolo, u-

Qalothi, um

Qhokwane, um

Qokolo, um-

Qokolo, um-

Qondo, u-

Qondo, u-

Qosho, um-

Qungu, ashi-

Qungu, ashi-

Saka, i-

Sane, isi-

Sanga, um

Selwa, i

Shaladi, i-
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Canthium spinosum 

Wrightia natalensis 

Sorghum bicolor 

Garcinia livingstonei 

Albizia versicolor 

Eleusine coracana 

Rhus guenzii 

Rhus guenzii 

Macaranga capensis 

Craibia zimmermannii 

Thespesia acutiloba 

Lagynias lasiantha 

Bidens pilosa 

Strychnos henningsii 

Pappea capensis 

Dovyalis caf f ra 

Capparis tomentosa 

Carissa bispinosa 

Carissa tetramera 

Cola natalensis 

Cymbopogon excavatus 

Cymbopogon validus 

Grewia caf f ra 

Abrus precatorius subsp 

africanus 

Clausena anisata 

Lagenaria siceraria 

Allium sp ** 



Sheke, i

Sheke, i

Sheke, i

Shelelo, an

Shelisane, u

Shonga, um

Shungu, um

Sinsi, um

Sipane, u

Sishane, um

Sondela, u

Sululu, um

Sundu, i

Swani, i

Swazi, um

Swazi, um

Tani, in

Tanwela, um

Tembeswane, um

Tezi, ashi

Tezi, isi

Thambo, um

Thanga, i

Thathe, um

Thente, um

Thezane, um

Thiba, um

Thobani, u-
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Amaranthus hybridus 

Amaranthus spinosus 

Amaranthus thunbergii 

Ochna orborea 

Euclea crispa 

Bridelia micrantha 

Oncoba spinosa 

Erythrina lysistemon 

Grewia bicolor 

Olea capensis 

Scutia myrtina 

Euphorbia tirucalli 

Phoenix reclinata 

Eriochloa meyeriana 

Chenopodium album 

Chenopodium opulifolium 

Toddaliopsis bremekampii 

Landolphia petersiana 

Gardenia amoena 

Aloe parvibracteata 

Aloe parvibracteata 

Haplocoelom gallense 

Cucurbita pepo ** 

Ptaeroxylon obliquum 

Imperata cylindrica 

Dichrosrachys cinerea 

Dialium schlecteri 

Encephalartos ferox 
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Thobothi, alu

Thobothi, u-

Thofa, um-

Thoko, alu

Tholomba-ehlathi, u

Tholombe, um

Thomane, isi

Thombothi, um

Thunduluka, um

Thungahlanzi, i

Thungulu, um

Thunuka, um

Tinisamasimu, i

Tlilotshane, is

Tokotoko, ashi

Tongololo, u

Tonjane, isi

Tozwane-ehlathi, in

Trumbula, an

Tsatsalatsane, i

Tshetshembane, um

Tshobe, ashi

Tshobe, ashi

Tungulu, ama

Tzopfa, an-

Vangazi, um-

Vilo, um-
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Acalypha glabrata 

Acalypha glabrata 

Annona senegalensis 

Eleusine coracana 

Tricalysia sonderana 

Chrysanthemoides monelif era 

Diospyros inhacensis 

Spirostachys af ricana 

Ximenia caf fra 

Monanthotaxis caf fra 

Inhambanella henriquesii 

Asystasia schimperi 

Deinbollia oblongif olia 

Ancycylanthus monteiroi 

Sansviera hyacinthoides 

Eriosema psoraleoides 

Morus mesozygia 

Peddiea af ricana 

Manihot ultissima ** 

Hymenocardia ulmoides 

Premna mooiensis 

Canthium inerme 

Lagynias lasiantha 

Carissa macrocarpa 

Annona senegalensis 

Albizia versicolor 

Vangueria infausta 



Viyo-wehlathi, urn

Viyo, urn-

Viyo, urn-

Vovovo, u-

Vurna, u-

Vurna, urn-

Vuthwarnini, urn

Vuthwarnini-ornncane, urn

Washarnpunzi, urn

Yaweyawe, u-

Yiva, ini-

Zazane, urn-

Zerna, in-

Zibo, i-

Zithi, urn-

Zwathi, i-

Vangueria chartacea 

Vangueria cyanescens 

Vangueria inf austa 

Schotia brachypetala 

Synaptolepis kirkii 

Raphia australis 

Canthiurn inerrne 

Canthiurn spinosurn 

Clausena anisata 

Hoslundia opposita 

Trapa natans 

Tricalysia sp nov 

Pyrenacantha kaurabassana 

Nyrnphaea capensis 

Cleistanthus schlechteri 

Mackaya bella 
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